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our heartiest congratulations to hdfc Bank and its managing director and 
ceo aditya puri for winning the Best Bank of the Year 2017. 
 
this is the third time hdfc Bank has been selected as the Best Bank even 
though we have a cooling off period stipulating that no bank selected in 
the previous three years can be our Best Bank of the Year. aditya puri was 
also selected as Business india’s Businessman of the Year in 2009. at that 
time we wrote that the best years are still ahead! 
 
in less than 25 years, under aditya’s leadership, hdfc has emerged as the 
largest private sector in the country – in terms of deposits, advances, or 
domestic assets. public sector state Bank of india is still more than three 
times its size, but here too hdfc shines, with twice the market cap. 
 
it is unfair to any longer say that hdfc Bank does not lend long term, since 
almost 30 per cent of its wholesale book is of a more than five-year duration. 
these volumes will only increase going forward as the bank gets larger. 
 
the last few years have been a wake-up call. emerging competition from 
fintech companies has reshaped financial services markets elsewhere. 
part of the problem with banking has been bankers failing to see the 
opportunity in adversity – too busy servicing what has been easier 
to serve. rural india was too difficult to lend to until microfinance 
companies led the way. point of sale terminals were par for the course 
until fintech companies brought in qr codes and faster modes of payment. 
 
large swathes of the population, including small merchants, who should 
have been enticed into the banking system – a natural extension for banks 
– were for decades thought to be unbankable, and remained outside until 
competition surfaced from nimble start-ups. 
 
having said this, the real action has just begun. the market still remains 
under-penetrated and there is more room for all to grow. Banks like hdfc 
are well placed to capture this opportunity, and expand their customer 
base for at least another five years. 

sadly the government is still committed to public ownership of the 
nationalised banks. these old banks, some over 100 years old, are being 
smothered by layer after layer of committees, missing every business 
opportunity. sadly, there is no public outcry against such destruction of 
value. how many more air indias does the government need, to wake up? 
 
aditya is now 68, and has two more years at the helm of the bank. his 
team has done a stellar job managing risk and yet scaling up efficiently, 
even while the competition faced headwinds doing the same business. 
 
we have pointed out on several occasions that no major global bank has 
grown without acquisitions in different parts of the world. we have also 
pointed out that banking is an old tradition, where on account of people 
strengths, we have a natural advantage. and there is no reason why india 
cannot be a global leader in banking and the financial services area.
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u  No solution
apropos ‘a permanent solu-
tion?’ (cover feature, 6-19 
november), unless the govern-
ment or the rbi creates a strong 
resourcefully staffed set-up, with 
the requisite number of cohe-
sive professionals and backed by 
the national industrial credit 
(long-term operations) fund 
in the rbi for providing funds 
to it, there wouldn’t be a per-
manent solution to the massive 
npa accumulation. 

K . u .  m a d a

Mumbai

u  Need of the hour
truly, your article on the 
banks (cover feature, 6-19 
november) encapsulates the 
burning need of the hour to 
cleanse the banking system of 
the malaise it has periodically 
been going through. also, the 
demon’s birthday bash (edito-
rials, 6-19 november) gave a 
good account of demonitisa-
tion, the failure of which was 
due to its shoddy application. 

r.J. bhoJwani
Mumbai

u  No en core?
‘how can the government 
infuse such a huge amount 
into the psu banks’ is the ques-
tion that is in the mind of 
every right thinking indian 
(cover feature, 6-19 novem-
ber). should it not similarly 
help private banks too? and, 
if the lending norms remain 
the same and the clients are 
also of similar type, will not 
the same situation recur after 
some years? also, charitable 

institutions should not be 
allowed to be closed or sold to 
third parties (editorials, 6-19 
november), even if the gov-
ernment has to bring in new 
rules to prohibit such things. 

p . g .  K r i s h n a m u r t h i  i Y e r

Kochi 

u  Right approach
‘a permanent solution?’ 
(cover feature, 6-19 novem-
ber) rightly approached the 
issues pertaining to public sec-
tor banks in the wake of pro-
posed infusion of R2.1 lakh 
crore towards recapitalisation, 
assessing their functional 
inadequacies and laying bare 
their existential crisis. and, 
‘easy-peasy logic’ (editorials, 
6-19 november) indicated the 
dangers of an illogical assump-
tion of ‘ease of doing business’ 
in india on the world bank 
ranking, as it does not have a 
sweeping sway over realities.

b .  r a J a s e K a r a n

Bengaluru

u  For a change
more than half the lending of 
chinese banks, even after the 
merger, is in favour of public 
sector undertakings in china 
(from the publisher, 6-19 
november). and, in the indian 
context, we must realise that 
depositors of banks should 
have confidence in the man-
agement of the bank -- that it 
would give them satisfactory 
returns. we have to make sure 
that the bail-out from recapi-
talisation is not needed again 
after some years ahead. this is 
the change we need to have to 
achieve a systemic shift in the 
working methodology of pub-
lic sector banks. 

V i p i n  a g a r w a l

Mumbai

u  Assess well
please refer to ‘reaping tal-
ent’ (corporate report, box, 
6-19 november). we indi-
ans invariably have the quali-
ties required for success in any 
field. and, it is for the entre-
preneur to select the most tal-
ented employee for the job 
he has lined up to offer. the 

company would do well, only 
if the right person is selected 
for the job.
 
m a h e s h  K u m a r

Delhi

u  Game-changer
a year has passed since the 
demonetisation of R1,000 and 

R500 notes (editorials, 6-19 
november). and, while it had 
a positive impact on digital 
payments and tax compliance, 
etc, its negative impact on gdp 
and employment is more sig-
nificant. withdrawal of 85 
per cent of the currencies in 
circulation forced the peo-
ple to curtail their expendi-
ture, which affected the total 
income, thereby reducing the 
demand for products and ser-
vices. this chain reaction con-
tinued for a while, inducing a 
recession in the economy, due 
to lack of demand.

c . K .  r a m a n i

Mumbai
 
u  Mockery
re: ‘missing magic’ (govern-
ment & politics, 6-19 novem-
ber), the government, i would 
say, has made a mockery of 
gst. the tax structure should 
have had just one single rate 
of not more than 12 per cent 
for all items, even including 
petroleum products, etc. and, 
to reduce the overall tax bur-
den, there should have been a 
statutory provision that once 
a commodity is taxed under 
gst, no other tax or cess will 
be levied on that commod-
ity. this would avoid possible 
multiple taxation on a single 
commodity.
 
m .  K u m a r

Delhi
 
u  Tread carefully
releasing morphed videos of 
hardik patel showing him to 

be in a compromising posi-
tion is an old tactic of political 
tricksters. the people of guja-
rat, let’s hope, will not pay any 
heed to such disclosures and 
vote unbiased.

J u b e l  d ’ c r u z

Mumbai

u  Once too often
a snide reference to modi as 
‘the chaiwala’ had hurt the 
congress during the build-up 
to the 2014 general elections, 
as people in any civilised soci-
ety in the 21st century will 
only admire a common man’s 
climb to a seat of excellence. 
now, the party has done it 
again. will it never learn? 

p r a d e e p  K u m a r  K. K.

Mumbai

u  At the nadir
fascism and pseudo-nation-
alism have been raising their 
ugly heads in india at regu-
lar intervals. the uncouth 
and crude reaction to deepa 
mehta and her film Water in 
the early 2000s, one thought, 
was the lowest level funda-
mentalism could get to. but 
we were wrong. today’s hoo-
hah against Padmavati takes 
the cake – not only for the cal-
lous disregard for the freedom 
of expression, but also for the 
opportunist and crass behav-
iour of the politicians of today.

a . a .  Va r m a

Kochi

u Corrigendum
in ‘up to the challenge’ 
(water management, 20 
november-3 december), the 
photograph of Rajneesh 
Chopra, global head (busi-
ness development), va tech 
wabag, on page 95 was 
wrongly captioned mukund 
Vasudevan.   u
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hand in hand
It’s time to expedite ISRO’s satellite outsourcing move 

this has been a good year for the indian 
space research organisation (isro). in 
february, it set the record of the max-

imum satellites (104) injected into orbit by a 
single launch. in June, it carried out the first 
successful launch of india’s heaviest, most pow-
erful rocket, geosynchronous satellite launch 
Vehicle (gslv) mark iii, developed entirely at 
home. these launches marked the arrival of 
antrix corp ltd, isro’s fledgling commercial 
arm, as a contender in the $335-billion global 
space industry. led by elon musk’s spaceX, bil-
lions of dollars worth of investment have poured 
into projects that will provide high-speed satel-
lite internet connections blanketing the globe. 
others in the race include oneweb, a london-
based consortium backed by sunil Bharti mittal 
and richard Branson, among others. 

isro and antrix are uniquely positioned to 
take advantage of this development, because 
the nature of the project involves placing thou-
sands of small satellites in a low earth orbit. it 
is in this context that isro’s loud thinking on 
outsourcing the manufacture of satellite and 
launch vehicles needs to be appreciated. cur-
rently, the industry contributes 35 per cent in 
the building of satellites and 80 per cent in 
launch vehicles by way of components. corpo-
rate entities like godrej, tatas, l&t and mahi-
ndras (apart from the state-run hal) have been 
supplying critical systems and spacecraft parts 
to isro’s launch vehicles. 

so, it is not that entirely new ground is being 
broken. private companies are not hamstrung 
by bureaucratic tangles that often stall govern-
ment projects, and they are magnets for funding 
from various sources since high-tech companies 
automatically attract investment. work is now 
in progress to put the news mechanism in place. 
the basic idea seems to be for the agency to pro-
vide training for industry at its centres and 
allow private players wider access to its design, 
drawings, and testing facilities. 

the latest move will give isro room to focus 
on its primary goal of becoming a leader in 
the highly competitive global satellite launch 
market, particularly for nano- and micro-sat-
ellites. the international market for these satel-
lites is expected to grow exponentially in the 
next couple of years, as thousands of satellites 
line up for launch for conventional applica-
tions and for providing broadband connectiv-
ity. this is unlike the heavier (2.5 tonne plus) 

communication satellite market, where gslv 
seeks to make a mark. isro is keen on private 
operators taking over its workhorse polar sat-
ellite launch Vehicle (pslv) programme alto-
gether. the pslv has recorded more successful 
missions (39) than any other space agency with 
comparable launchers. 

isro is now developing a ‘compact’ booster 
which can be assembled in just 72 hours as 
against the 40-day-turnaround time a standard 
pslv would take, and launch payloads up to 700 
kg into a near-earth orbit of 700 km. the agency 
is also developing the reusable launch Vehicle 
(rlv) for smaller satellites, in which the booster 
and upper stage are reusable, bringing down 
launch costs and increasing launch capability. so, 
the private sector will be entering an area, where 
much groundwork has already been done.

energising isro’s partnership with private 
players in satellite fabrication is one thing, sub-
contracting private industry to build launchers 
is a potential game changer that could stimu-
late r&d and help absorb enterprise and innova-
tion into isro’s missions. this has been proven 
by nasa and the european space agency, where 
private players like spaceX and aerospace majors 
like Boeing play key roles in launches. so, open-
ing the door wider to private participation 
would encourage more big players to join in the 
effort to bolster india’s launch capability, which 
is of three satellites a year for domestic use. this 
is set to jump to 20 satellites from 2018, given 
the rising demand. india also boasts 30-35 
per cent cheaper launches than other coun-
tries. the 2008 chandrayaan 1 mission (which 
helped scientists confirm the presence of water 
on the moon) and the 2014 mars orbiter mis-
sion have established isro’s credentials as a low-
cost, high-technology service provider.

as isro walks into the fiercely competitive 
global launch market dominated by the ameri-
can, russian, european, and chinese launchers, 
it makes sense for the indian private sector to get 
its act together also. space is still a government-
controlled entity in india, unlike in the us or in 
europe, where it has been increasingly privatised 
since the 1980s, turning their national space 
agencies into managing and contracting organ-
isations. isro’s offer to move in that direction is 
an exciting development for india, despite the 
expected strategic limitations and government 
regulations. the move should now be expedited. u

feedback@businessindiagroup.com
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ahead of ivanka trump’s visit to the 
global entrepreneurship summit in 
hyderabad last fortnight, commerce and 

industry minister suresh prabhu stated that 
the centre will support apple inc, to set up a 
manufacturing unit in india. Besides the tim-
ing of making the statement, what was intrigu-
ing was that as recently as in march, nirmala 
sitharaman, the then commerce and industry 
minister who now holds the prestigious post 
of defence minister, had categorically denied 
the move. answering a question on the floor of 
parliament seetharaman had said that the gov-
ernment has not accepted most of the demands 
made by iphone maker apple inc.

with a market cap of $882 billion apple, 
which gets its iphones manufactured through 
third parties in various countries, has for long 
been trying to set up a base in india. as of 
now, it is working with wistron corp, a tai-
wanese firm operating out of Bengaluru, and 
assembling ckd kits and selling the same in 
india. in india apple iphones account for less 
than 2 per cent of the mobile handsets sold by  
apple globally.

apple inc has for quite some time expressed 
a desire to set up a production base in the 
country. however the onerous preconditions it 
has made for doing so has not really enthused 
the government to grant it the necessary per-
mission. these include granting a 15-year tax 
holiday on customs to import iphone kits, new 
and used capital equipment, full duty exemp-
tion of inputs, components, capital equipments 
including replacement for service repairs of 
iphones. along with these concessions it has 
reportedly sought exemption for its non-tariff 
production base, which it wants to be treated 
on par with the production bases in the special 
economic zone. it also wants exemption from 
the government to escape the 30 per cent man-
datory sourcing from local industries.

these conditions were made before gst was 
enacted though there were indications that it 
would be sooner rather than later. to avoid the 
incidence of tax it had sought exemption from 
paying gst as and when it was made applicable 
in india. it also wanted to import refurbished 
phones to sell in the indian market.  it wanted 
less intrusive inspections, open clearances for 
its consignments, and combined declaration 
as against declaration for each consignment, 
amongst other things.

while the indian government in a bid to 
boost electronic production in the country has 
assured producers of certain exemptions, apple 
clearly wanted a lot more exemptions than the 
government had offered to other mobile manu-
facturers that have set up manufacturing bases 
in the country. the exemptions apple is seek-
ing are clearly untenable.

the department of industrial policies 
& promotions (dipp) has also expressed its 
concerns over apple’s demands. ramesh 
abhishek, dipp secretary, has clearly stated that 
the government cannot make concessions for 
one company pointing out that if any deci-
sions are taken it would be applicable for the  
entire industry.

equity demands that if a business has to be 
done, it has to be done in a fair and transpar-
ent manner and not by pulling the aprons of 
the government to seek more concessions than 
what is offered. most mncs that have worked 
in emerging markets are afraid of taking nor-
mal business risks and will make a bid only 
when it is served with a three aces hand.

prime minister narendra modi, who is 
clearly trying to set right the image of working 
for a booted and suited sarkar, would do well 
to stay away from this deal. giving more than 
warranted concessions to one company to the 
exclusion of others is clearly not the right ini-
tiative to clear his image. prabhu would also 
do well to take a relook at the earlier papers 
with the government and what had moti-
vated a well respected minister like sithara-
man to reject the demands made by apple in 
the first place.

it is true that apple inc has not as yet made 
a formal reworked proposal seeking the gov-
ernment’s help in setting up the manufactur-
ing unit. But going all out to woo a company 
to set up a unit in a bid to score some brownie 
points with the us government is just not done 
mr minister. By goading states to offer conces-
sions and pay duty drawback could only see 
more cases like nissan on the rise. the Japa-
nese company has sent a legal notice to the 
pm in a bid to recover the dues not paid by 
the tamil nadu government with respect to the  
promised incentives.

favouring companies or getting states to 
promise more incentives than laid down does 
not augur well, mr minister.        u

feedback@businessindiagroup.com
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careful thought needed
Government must keep all facts in mind before making the final IBC guidelines

the insolvency and Bankruptcy code has 
generated much debate politically as well 
as among businessmen and the bank-

ing fraternity. the latest twist, barring existing 
promoters from bidding for their own compa-
nies in bankruptcy courts, has divided opinions. 
one view is that existing promoters should be 
allowed to bid as they know the company well 
and hence are likely to bid higher than others. if 
promoters are barred then the haircuts by banks 
would be higher – resulting in more pain. this 
can further delay loan growth impeding gdp 
expansion. those who support it say this is the 
right move as it will set a precedent that pro-
moters can’t think that the company would be 
theirs irrespective of how they manage the same. 
many have said that in india companies do go 
sick but not promoters. we have seen how banks 
kept evergreening npas. we have also seen the 
gold plating of project costs. and the many times 
banks have been forced to settle at 20 paisa to 
the rupee. will much of this stop if promoters 
are not allowed to bid?

recently the finance minister clarified that 
there is no blanket ban on promoters bidding 
for their companies provided they service their 
loan accounts – even by paying interest. that 
gives some comfort to promoters as they do 
have a window to bid for the same. 

while one understands that these sick com-
panies have created huge pressure on the bank-
ing systems and some promoters have siphoned 
off money, to tar all promoters with the same 
brush is not right. in the last 10 years or so we 
have seen how the regulatory regime has been 
challenged in various courts. the policy paral-
ysis of the upa government and the courts 
intervening (rightly or wrongly) created huge 
uncertainties in the business environment. the 
projects that would normally have been viable, 
became sick, as either someone could not get gas 
– contracted and committed by the government 
– to operate their steel plant, or others had envi-
ronment clearances cancelled, preventing start 
up of mega power plants, or had their mining 
license cancelled by the courts. in some cases 
there were genuine business decisions going 
wrong. not all promoters can be labelled willful 
defaulters. not allowing them to bid is unfair.

in addition, the reality is that seasoned bank-
ers, bank committees and boards all sanctioned 
the loans, after proper appraisal, to large institu-
tions, power and infra projects with the active 

support of the government. is it anybody’s case 
that all of them were incompetent or corrupt?

But since this exercise has taken on a political 
colour, the government has to tread cautiously. 
rahul gandhi’s jibe at the modi government 
about ‘suit-boot ki Sarkar’ ensures that the modi 
government does not take a lenient stand on 
corporates. any leniency in these cases will give 
the congress and rahul gandhi ammunition 
to attack the nda government in parliament as 
well as outside. in the recent past gandhi has 
been raising the issue of a corporate nexus with 
the modi government while campaigning for 
the gujarat assembly election. even groups like 
tatas have not been spared where it was alleged 
that modi, as chief minister of gujarat, gave 
huge loans to tata motors’ nano project at san-
and. the tata group has denied the allegations.

right now, there is hope that the ordi-
nance that has been passed barring promoters 
from participating in the bidding process will 
be approved by parliament within six months 
to become part of the act. and it is here that 
the possibility exists that the government may 
dilute the ban. if that’s done it would bring a 
huge relief not only to the promoters of the 
sick companies but also to the banking system. 
there is also little clarity now as to whether the 
bidding would be in sealed covers or an open 
bidding process. ideally, it should be an open 
auction as that will allow the maximum value 
of the assets to be realised. open bidding will 
allow for competition amongst the bidders, 
yielding the highest possible value.

the first 12 cases are going to decide the fate 
of other companies that will go through a simi-
lar bidding process. while there is good demand 
for larger companies from various investors, 
this is not true of smes. what is little discussed 
is that there are over 300 smes already before 
the nclt. that’s where there is a fair possibility 
that the only bidder would be the promoters. 
debarring them is likely to result in the liqui-
dation of the bulk of these enterprises. not only 
will there be huge job losses, but the produc-
tive assets would be sold for a fraction of their 
value. also it is not clear that promoters would 
be debarred from buying assets of companies in 
liquidation. the government must keep this fact 
in mind also. any miscalculations will increase 
the pressure on the banking system. hasty  
political decisions are double-edged swords.    u
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spreading wings
new York-based investment firm Berg-
gruen holdings inc, which owns the 
Keys hotel chain in india, is all geared 
up to further expand its presence in 
the country. enthused by the response 
it received in the last 10 years of its 
existence in india, Berggruen hotels 
pvt ltd, which runs 22 hotels (2,200 
keys) currently, is looking to add 6-8 
hotels to its portfolio in the next 12-18 
months. as part of the expansion 
strategy, the company, with a presence 
across the mid-segment, is also look-
ing to strengthen its presence in vaca-
tion or leisure destinations. at present, 
60 per cent of its existing hotels cater 
to the business segment. the hospi-
tality company, grown at a cagr of 
about 24 per cent in the last few years, 
far exceeding the industry growth 
of about 14 per cent, will follow an 
asset-light model, where it will enter 
into a management contract with  
the developers. 

currently, out of its entire portfo-
lio, 15 Keys hotel properties are run on 
management contract, while seven are 
owned by the company in locations 
like ludhiana, Vizag, Bengaluru and 
Kochi. the company has launched two 
new hotels in port Blair and ramgarh 
near nainital. founded by american 
investor and philanthropist nicolas 
Berggruen, the company has business 
interests in real estate and renewable 
energy, among others. in india, apart 
from Keys hotels, it has invested in sev-
eral real estate and mixed used devel-
opment projects.

on expansion 
mode
the danfoss group of denmark, a glo-
bal producer of products and services 
used in areas such as cooling food, 
air-conditioning, heating buildings, 
controlling electric motors, compres-
sors, bowling, drives and powering 
mobile machinery, is betting big on 
the indian market. exploring a series 
of opportunities across various sec-
tors, danfoss india, growing at a cagr 
of over 19 per cent in the last five 
years, has already clocked a turnover 
of `1,000 crore. Backed by over 950 
employees and three manufacturing 

facilities in chennai, pune and Bar-
oda, the company is looking to dou-
ble its turnover in the next three-four 
years. danfoss meets the growing need 
for infrastructure, food supply, energy 
efficiency and climate-friendly solu-
tions with its technologies finding 
applications in areas such as refrigera-
tion, air-conditioning, heating, motor 
control and mobile machinery. it has 
set up a global r&d centre in chennai, 
which is backed by a strong team of 
300 people. 

the company, which invested $100 
million in setting up a greenfield man-
ufacturing facility in chennai a cou-
ple of years ago, is now ramping up 
this capacity and now makes over 20 

products, as against two products in 
2015. last year, the company acquired 
privately-held sondex holding as, a 
global leader in heat transfer technol-
ogies with a facility in Baroda. in man-
ufacturing, the company is looking to 
increase localisation from 20 per cent 
today to around 50-60 per cent in the 
next three years. 

niche business
mumbai-headquartered drytech proc-
esses pvt ltd, a leading player in spe-
cialised spray-dried ingredient maker 
for the food and beverage industry, 
has made big strides with its pioneer-
ing products and solutions. spray 
dried ingredients – being increas-
ingly used – help increase shelf-life 
while maintaining the naturalness 

of the product. moreover, they also 
offer handling benefits due to their 
powder form. having grown at a 
cagr of 20 per cent for the last five 
years, the `200-crore company, with 
a clientele including names like pep-
sico, itc, unilever, nestle and mon-
delez, and 80 per cent production 
being exported, is looking to expand  
its capacity (current: 20,000 tonnes 
per annum) further, having commis-
sioned additional capacity at its nag-
pur facility recently. having started its 
journey in the spray drying industry 
in 1992 with spray dried gum arabic 
(a natural gum, also known as aca-
cia gum, used primarily in the food 
industry as a stabiliser), the company 
has emerged as the largest manufac-
turer of gum arabic in asia. danfoss 
currently has a well diversified port-
folio of spray dried fruit powders, fat 
base powders, caseinates, natural col-
ourants and many other exclusive 
ingredients. its specialised spray dried 
ingredients such as tomato powder 
with 100 per cent pure solids and fat 
powders loaded with up to 80 per cent 
fat, command a big market.

p/es look for exits
private equity firms are keenly watch-
ing the capital markets to time their 
exits from the investments made over 
the last 3-5 years in indian compa-
nies. one sector which is all set to see 
ipos is the nbfc sector. several well 
run companies are witnessing sky 
high valuations, upto 3 and 4x, in 
terms of price to book value. some of 
the companies that investment bank-
ers are wooing in the private sector 
include the big 5: avendus, indostar 
capital, ask, hinduja leyland, and 
iifl wealth management. the valua-
tion of each company could well be 
within `4,000-5,000 crore and while 
it is anyone’s guess as to which one 
will be the first off the block, some 
investors feel that it could be iifl 
wealth management, in which gen-
eral atlantic had bought a 21 per cent 
stake for $173 million or roughly 
`1,122 crore in october 2015. oth-
ers feel it could be indostar capital, 
an everstone-goldman sachs-backed 
nbfc. there could be at least two 
companies which could go in for an 
ipo before the end of this fiscal. u
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G O V T.  &  P O L I C Y
Panel to review 
insolvency law
the government has 
appointed a committee 
headed by corporate affairs 
secretary i. srinivas to review 
the insolvency & bankruptcy 
code (ibc) to address 
concerns and remove glitches. 
the 14-member committee – 
which includes m.s. sahoo, 
chairman, insolvency & 
bankruptcy board of india 
(ibbi); representatives from 
the rbi and department of 
financial services; as also 
external experts – has been 
tasked with assessing the 
functioning of the new law 
in addition to examining 
issues that could impact the 
framework prescribed under 
the law, which was enacted to 
speed up the revival and exit 
of firms. one of the biggest 
worries for policymakers is 
the treatment of home buyers 
under the ibc – an issue that 
has come to the fore after the 
admission of idbi bank’s plea 
against Jaypee infratech. the 
other major concern is related 
to allowing promoters to bid 
for a company or an asset 
that is being sought to be 
resolved. although the view 
in the government is split, 
many believe that keeping the 
promoters out may not  
be feasible.

Cut prices of 
consumer goods
the central board of excise 
& customs (cbec) has 
asked all consumer goods 
companies to immediately 
lower prices of shampoos, 
detergents, deodorants and 
other products on which gst 
was slashed from 28 per cent 
to 18 per cent. while several 
companies have already 
lowered prices, there are 
others who are yet to pass on 
the gains. 

Logistics gets 
infrastructure status
the government has granted 
infrastructure status to 
the logistics sector, which 
includes industrial parks, 
warehouses, cold storages 

and transportation. coming 
under the infrastructure 
category will help the logistics 
sector get credit on long-term 
basis with enhanced limits. it 
will also give access to larger 
amounts of funds as external 
commercial borrowings 
(ecb), longer tenure funds 
from insurance companies 
and pension funds. besides, 
the sector will be eligible 
to borrow from india 
infrastructure financing co, 
a government release said.

Private sector to  
hire less
with companies increasingly 
looking at reducing employee 
costs, the prospects of fresh 
hiring by the private sector 
during the remaining part of 

the current look bleak, says 
assocham. this assessment 
is based on the feedback 
received from members, the 
chamber said. at the moment, 
most of the churning is 
taking place in telecom, 
financial sector, it, realty and 
infrastructure, it noted.

Surplus funds with 
RBI sought
the government has not 
asked the reserve bank of 
india (rbi) to pay any special 
dividend and is only seeking 

R13,000 crore of surplus 
lying with the central bank, 
says subhash chandra garg, 
secretary, economic affairs. 
in august, the rbi had paid a 
dividend of R30,659 crore on a 
profit of R44,000 crore for the 
fiscal ended June 2017. the 
government had budgeted for 
a R58,000 crore dividend from 
the rbi in its budget for this 
fiscal year.

IIP slows its pace 
the index of industrial 
production (iip) for september 
2017 has grown by 3.8 per 
cent, as against 5 per cent 
in september 2016 and 4.5 
per cent in august this year, 
says a data released by the 
central statistics office. 
cumulatively, iip grew by 2.5 
per cent in april-september 
2017, as against 5.8 per cent 
during the corresponding 
period last year. 

CPI moves up
the consumer price index 
(cpi) has risen by 3.58 per 
cent in october 2017 over 
the october 2016 level.  in 
september, it had risen by 3.28 
per cent. prices of vegetable 
rose the fastest, going up by 
7.47 per cent in october this 
year, when compared to the 

corresponding period of the 
previous year.

Trade gap widens as 
exports contract
exports have contracted by 
1.12 per cent in october, 
dipping to $23.09 billion 
in october, as against 
$23.36 billion during the 
corresponding month last 
year, while imports in october 
2017 stood at $37.1 billion 
– which widened the trade 
deficit to $14.01 billion, as 
against $11.13 billion in 
october 2016. cumulative 
exports during april-october 
2017-18 increased by 9.62 per 
cent to $170.28 billion, while 
imports grew by 22.21 per cent 
to $256.43 billion, leaving a 
trade deficit of $86.14 billion.

ISMA seeks to ease 
stock limit 
india’s sugar output during 
the first 45 days of the 

current crushing season has 
risen 79 per cent, prompting 
the indian sugar mills 
association (isma) to demand 
an easing of stock-holding 
limits on traders to improve 
sales of the sweetener.  isma 
said 1.37 million tonnes of 
sugar has been produced 
in the first 45 days of the 
current season, compared 
with 767,000 tonnes during 
the corresponding period a 
year ago. an early start to 
the crushing season is the 
main reason for the higher 
production, it said. 

CCI to stabilise 
cotton prices
with cotton arrivals picking 
up in all major cultivation 
centres, the cotton 
corporation of india (cci) 
has started purchases in 
places where the market price 
has equalled the minimum 
support price (msp). according 
to m.m. chokkalingam, 
director, marketing, cci, the 
corporation plans to purchase 
about 15,000 bales a day now. 
“the plan is to buy 10 million 
bales this year, at both msp 
and commercial purchase,” 
he added. chokkalingam also 
informed that in, 2014-15, 
cci had purchased 8.6 
million bales. last year, its 
intervention in the market 
was not much, as prices  
were high.

R E G U L AT O R S

Spectrum auction 
modalities on
the telecom regulatory 
authority of india (trai) is 
firm on going ahead with 
the consultation process 
on spectrum auction, 
turning down the industry’s 
demand for putting off 
the discussion for the time 
being. according to r.s. 
sharma, chairman, trai, the 
regulator is duty-bound to 
respond to matters referred 
to it by the government for 
recommendations – in this 
case, on spectrum auction for 
various bands, pricing and 
other modalities. operators 
like bharti airtel and idea 
cellular argue that there 
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can be no case for holding 
spectrum auctions or even a 
consultation process in the 
prevailing scenario where the 
industry – locked in a tariff 
war – has been bruised by 
falling revenues and  
high levies.

Spectrum holding 
cap to be raised
trai has recommended an 
increase in the limit on 
spectrum holding from the 
current 25 per cent to 35 per 
cent. in its recommendations 
to the department of 
telecommunications, trai 
also said that the current 
intra-band cap should be 
removed. instead, there 
should be a cap of 50 per cent 
on the combined spectrum 
holding in the sub-l ghz 
bands (700 mhz, 800 mhz 
and 900 mhz bands). trai 
had sought comments from 
telecom service providers 
(tsps) and took note that the 
overall spectrum cap of 25 per 
cent was imposed at a time 
when there were 6-10 tsps in 
a licensed service area. after 
the ongoing consolidation 
in the sector, the number of 
providers in a licensed service 
area may be far lower.

Default disclosure 
circular withdrawn 
ajay tyagi, chairman, 

securities & exchange board, 
has said that the regulator had 
withdrawn a circular (issued 
in end september, mandating 
corporates to disclose to the 
stock exchanges any loan 
default within a day), just 
a day after it was issued, 
because banks sought more 
time to implement it.  sebi’s 
press release at that time had 
only stated that the circular 
mandating disclosure on loan 
defaults was being deferred 
until further notice, but did 
not offer reason for  
the decision.

Inflation expected  
to rise 
retail inflation, which has 
gone up by more than 200 
basis points since June, is 
expected to rise further in 
the remaining part of the 
financial year, says m.d. patra, 
executive director, reserve 
bank of india. “in the mpc’s 
(monetary policy committee) 
assessment, inflation will 
likely rise from current levels 
in the rest of the year, with 
farm loan waivers and the  
implementation of pay and 
allowance revisions by states 
a la the centre, posing upside 
risks,” patra has announced 
in his speech on the first 
anniversary of formation 
of the monetary policy 
committee. consumer  

price-based inflation 
accelerated to 3.58 per cent 
in october, its fastest pace in 
seven months.

C O R P O R AT E S

ATC to buy Voda, 
Idea’s towers
idea cellular and Vodafone 
india have sold their 
independent tower business 
to atc telecom infrastructure, 
a unit of american tower 
corp (atc), in a deal valued at 

R7,850 crore. the companies 
jointly own about 20,000 
towers,  as on 30 June 2017, 
said a company statement, 
adding that Vodafone will 
get R3,850 crore from the 
transaction, while idea 
cellular’s share will be R4,000 
crore.

Stockbrokers, 
officials raided
days after the national stock 
exchange of india (nse) 
submitted two forensic audit 
reports to the securities & 
exchange board of india, the 
income tax (i-t) department 
has stepped in to verify 
the extent of illegal gains 
made by some brokers, who 
gained preferential access 
to the nse’s high-speed 
algorithmic trading (algo-
trading) platform. the 
income tax department in 

delhi and its mumbai arm 
conducted searches of the 
premise of stockbrokers and 
former and current officials 
of nse, in connection with 
the controversy. algorithmic 
trading refers to the use of 
electronic systems, to execute 
thousands of orders on the 
stock exchange in less than  
a second.    u

APPoInTeD Sethurathnam 
ravi, as chairman, Bombay 
Stock Exchange
mrithyunjay Chandilya, as 
Ceo, logistics, Adani Ports & 
Special Economic Zone
Samir menon, as managing 
director, kfC India (taking 
charge in January 2018)
navneet Saluja, as gm, India 
operations, gSk Consumer 
Healthcare (assuming charge 
in January 2018)
ReSIgneD ranjit Shahani, 
as md, Novartis India (by end 
February 2018)
malvinder mohan Singh, as 
chairman, Religare Enterprises
andrew w.k. Langstieh as 
chairman, Damodar Valley 
Corporation

CeLeBRATIng Golden 
jubilee of Hindustan Copper, 
which was incorporated on 9 
November 1967 g.   u

 u  L A N D M A R K S  u
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andreas Karaiskos, 
ceo,  fitch learning, was 

in mumbai to announce his 
company’s india expansion 
plans. “india is a key growth 
market for us,” explained 
Karaiskos. “this is relevant 
to expanding our local pres-
ence in india’s rapidly evolv-
ing financial education 
sector with times professional 
learning”. fitch learning, 
the training and professional 
development arm of the fitch 
group, has launched two 
training modules for bfsi pro-
fessionals. “this launch comes 
as a response to the rbi’s pol-
icy to make training and cer-
tification mandatory across 
all banking and financial sec-
tors”. the bfsi sector is today 
in a state of flux because of the 
changes in products & services 
and delivery mechanisms, 
coupled with a deficiency of 
skill at an operational level.  
currently, under the new rbi 
policy of higher standards and 
capacity building for finan-
cial professionals, the indian 
bank’s association (iba) has 
selected fitch learning to pro-
vide training programmes and 
enhance the skill level across 
the financial services sector.  u

thyssenkrupp Access has 
launched the latest solu-

tions – including the new h300 
– to advance home mobility in 
india in association with its 
official indian business part-
ner elite elevators. “h300 
comes with an exclusive ele-
vator that uses gearless cog-
belt drive technology and 
gives a silent and safe ride,” 
says Farid Oilad Adj Amar, 
head, business development, 
mena, turkey and india, thys-
senKrupp access. “this being 

a sil 3 certified lift, it sets a 
new benchmark for home ele-
vator safety. the vision behind 
developing this elevator with 
ground-breaking functional-
ity and safety parameters is 
purely to fight the increased 
percentage of elevator acci-
dents in india.  with no pit 
and headroom space require-
ments, the lift complies with 
all standard dimensions and 
configurations and also meets 
the most stringent require-
ments for safe accessibility.    u

the distribution of licensed 
products for children bear-

ing india’s favourite comic 
characters needs to match 
up to the growing electronic 
media penetration, according 
to Gautam Dalal, founder & 
ceo, Yellow Sparks Inter-
national. ”since inception, 
we have focussed on bridging 
this gap,” says dalal, whose 
four-year-old company has 
just won india’s best licensee 
award for the Back to School 
category at the recently held 
india license awards 2017. 
“we use a four-pronged mar-
keting approach: quality 

products led by deep consumer 
connect, india’s leading char-
acters, make in india and 
relentless distribution.” Back to 
School comprises lunch boxes, 
water bottles, pencil boxes and 
mugs, one of the largest cate-
gories for children’s licensing. 
Yellow sparks won the award 
led by its innovation of pack-
aging-free figurines of chhota 
bheem and doraemon. this 
innovation has gained the 
company a market share of 
over 75 per cent by value in 
leading stores, he says. the 
awards are given every year 
by license india – the brand 

licensing vertical of the fran-
chise india group – with Marie 
Claire magazine and ernst & 
Young as process partners. u

smart cities, the make-in-
india programme and var-

ious digitisation projects have 
opened an arena of invest-
ment opportunities to boost 
local infrastructure and man-
ufacturing, according to John 
Stroup, ceo, president & 
chairman of the board, Belden 
Inc. “we are delighted to par-
ticipate in this growth initia-
tive by investing ahead of the 

curve through locally-manu-
factured, high-end enterprise 
and industrial networking and 
connectivity solutions,” says 
stroup, who announced that 
the leader in end-to-end signal 
transmission solutions for mis-
sion-critical applications is set-
ting up a manufacturing plant 
in pune. the $20 million pune 
set-up is expected to be ready 
in mid-2018  u

chinese home appliances and con-
sumer electronics giant Haier set up 

its first industrial park in india last fort-
night, at ranjangaon, pune. “india is 
one of the key markets for haier and we 
have been able to grow at a phenomenal 
pace in the country in the past 13 years,” 
says Song Yujun, md, haier india. “our 
year-on-year growth here signifies the 
potential that lies in the indian market.” 
according to Eric Braganza, president: 
“the expansion of our existing manu-
facturing facility in pune into our first industrial park began in 
2015, when an mou was signed between the haier group and the 
maharashtra government. that vision, in line with the central 

government’s ‘make in india’ ini-
tiative, has come to fruition today.” 
the new factory, set up at an invest-
ment of R600 crore, will not just 
scale up the company’s capacity to 
locally manufacture products across 
all categories, but also reduce depen-
dence on imports and increase 
exports from india. haier has more 
than doubled the production capac-
ity of refrigerators to 1.8 million 
and initiated the production of 3.8 

million led televisions, washing machines, water heaters and 
air conditioners – all new categories. it will also generate 2,000 
new direct jobs and 10,000 indirect employment opportunities. u
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avvashya cci Logistics 
(acci), a subsidiary com-

pany of allcargo logistics ltd, 
announced that it has started 
operations at its new ware-
house in bhiwandi. “we are 
leaders in the chemical ware-
housing segment in india. 
the bhiwandi warehouse is 
part of our business expansion 
strategy, thereby strengthen-
ing this leadership position. a 
new launch not only adds to 
business revenues but helps in 
generating employment and 

facilitating trade. with our 
proven expertise, safety and 
compliance measures that meet 
global standards, avvashya cci 
is confident of meeting our cli-
ents’ logistics requirements,” 
said Naresh Sharma, man-
aging director. the facility 
functions on a multi-client 
mode and has a geographi-
cal advantage as it is located 
on the proposed junction of 
the delhi mumbai industrial 
freight corridor and nagpur-
mumbai industrial corridor. u

the Everstone group, 
via its platform everlife, 

has acquired malaysia-based 
chemopharm sdn bhd, a lead-
ing provider of products and 
services’ solutions to labora-
tory, research and medical 
facilities in southeast asia. 
“with the increasing prior-
ity given to compliances and 
best sales practices in the 
healthcare distribution value 
chain, there is a critical need 
for scaled distributors with 
strong capabilities, which can 
provide regional access to the 
fragmented markets of south-
east asia. this is what ever-
life will address,” said Amit 
Manocha, everstone group 
md and everlife board mem-
ber. chemopharm sdn bhd 
is headquartered in malaysia 
with operations in singapore, 
thailand, indonesia, Viet-
nam, and the philippines. the 
company is a leading player 
in the southeast asia med-
ical device/equipment mar-
ket that is growing at around 
10-15 per cent annually. u

global leading holistic 
health guru, wellness wiz-

ard and corporate life coach, Dr 
Mickey Mehta, announced 

a strategic alliance with Tal-
walkars Better Value Fit-
ness Limited (talwalkars), 
one of asia’s largest fitness 
companies. “i want to make 
wellness the no.1 religion, and 
this partnership takes me one 
step closer to fulfilling that 
dream. this alliance represents 
the coming together of a fitness 
and wellness brand which share 
the same ideologies, values and 
vision to bring a holistic offer-
ing to consumers in the health 
and wellness category. my part-
nership with talwalkars gives 

me a national platform and is 
just the first step in building 
a global brand footprint,” said 
mehta. “we believe in mickey’s 
vision and want to create more 
value through wellness foods, 
nutraceuticals, merchandise, 
digital mickey and mickey’s ips 
and services via the talwalkars 
network. we  believe the syn-
ergies  will benefit not only 
our audiences in the markets 
we directly impact, but thou-
sands of people pan-india,” 
added Prashant Talwalkar, 
md and ceo, talwalkars. u

bank of Baroda recently 
launched its new digital 

supply chain finance solution 
to accelerate working capital 
opportunities for msmes and 
large corporate clients. “with 
this latest state-of-the-art dig-
itised scf product, we are now 
live with a few large corporates 
and many more in the pipe-
line. this product will help 
us enter new large corporate 

relationships and msme cli-
ents. in line with the digi-
tal india and make in india 
initiatives, this solution will 
strengthen the companies 
that are driving the coun-
try’s growth – opening up 
new financing opportunities 
for companies of all sizes via 
a cutting-edge digital product. 
it is an example of the trans-
formation agenda that we are 

driving at the bank – digitisa-
tion, centralisation, seamless 
and faster transaction process-
ing,” said P.S. Jayakumar, 
managing director and ceo. 
supply chain finance provides 
banks with an opportunity 
to become a valuable partner 
in their clients’ supply chains 
and ensures sustained growth 
and profitability of clients 
and their business partners. u

magma hdi General 
Insurance Co Ltd 

(magma hdi), a joint venture 
between magma fincorp ltd 
and hdi global se, germany, 
recently launched its health 
insurance policy – onehealth. 
“according to studies, with 
the increasing prevalence of 
lifestyle diseases in india, 
one out of four indians is at 
risk of dying from non-com-
municable diseases. Keep-
ing the need of the customer 
and the modern lifestyle in 

focus this policy is designed 
to meet the requirements of 

the customer and his entire 
family. this policy along with 
covering all major lifestyle dis-
eases will also offer additional 
benefits like restoration ben-
efit, cumulative bonus, free 
annual health check up, etc,” 
said Rajive Kumaraswami, 
md and ceo, magma hdi. one-
health is a generation-next 
health insurance which cov-
ers various significant medical 
conditions as well as lifestyle 
diseases which are rarely 
covered in the industry. u
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triumph, the premium 
motorcycle-maker from 

the uK, expects its partnership 
with bajaj auto to yield rich 
dividends in its global business 

and make india its largest mar-
ket. the finer elements of the 
formal agreement with bajaj 
auto are being discussed and it 
is likely to be signed soon, said 
Paul Stroud, chief commer-
cial officer, Triumph Motor-
cycles, who was in india 
recently. “the partnership 
with bajaj will enable us to 
become a bigger brand within 
the country more quickly. You 
could be talking about a sce-
nario, where triumph goes 
from selling 1,200 motorcy-
cles today to volumes that 
are north of 1,00,000 units, 
which is a significant scale.” u

“the countries that have 
moved up to the whole 

middle income level really 
invested in human capital. 
and that has got two aspects. 
one is the health aspect 
including nutrition and other 
health interventions to make 
sure that this young group 
of people develop their full 
physical and mental capac-
ities. and then, of course, 
there is education. You cannot 
do it without either of those 
things,” said Bill Gates, co-
founder, Microsoft, who 
was in india to attend vari-
ous events including the one 
in bengaluru where tech bil-
lionaires nandan nilekanni 
and wife rohini joined the 
giving pledge, an initiative 
gates floated some seven years 
ago. gates said that part of the 
gates foundation rule in india 
is “where the government has 
ambitious goals about nutri-
tion and health, we want 
to help accelerate that.” he 

argued human capital is basic 
to everything. “it is healthy 
people getting a stronger edu-
cation and then a market sys-
tem that is trusted and works 
well. and, if you look at the 
nutrition figures you can say 
right now, the quality of the 
work, the investment level, is 
not achieving what needs to be 
done. now, improved science 
is showing us how to make bet-
ter vaccines, better nutrition 
at lower and lower costs.” u

the 67-year-old Prem 
Watsa, chairman, Fair-

fax Financial Holdings, 
is gung-ho about moody’s 
upgrade. “the ratings upgrade 
is terrific news,” said watsa. 
“i have been investing in 
india for 20-plus years, but in 
a more significant way in the 
past three years by launch-
ing a separate publicly listed 
company, fairfax india hold-
ings. we are hugely optimis-
tic”. he has already expressed 
his intention to commit 

‘tonnes more of money’ to 
india. despite minor hiccups 
the country has witnessed in 
the aftermath of demonetisa-
tion and gst, the long-term 
prospect of the country is 
bright. “the businesses that 
we have invested in are grow-
ing by leaps and bounds,” 
said watsa.  fairfax india’s 
investments include benga-
luru international airport, 
thomas cook and iifl hold-
ings, to name a few. impressed 
by the changing business 

environment in the coun-
try he said, “prime minister 
modi has taken great steps to 
improve the economy. change 
is now happening, and the 
world is beginning to take 
notice.” seeing the opportu-
nities being unfolded in the 
country, watsa said, “there’s 
huge opportunity. we would 
have preferred to invest more 
strictly inside of fairfax, but 
we started a separate com-
pany, fairfax india. we raised 
a billion-and-a-half dollars.” u

india and canada had agreed 
to work towards an early 

conclusion of a proposed bilat-
eral free trade agreement, 
with new delhi highlight-
ing the importance of services 
under such a deal. the pro-
posed comprehensive eco-
nomic partnership agreement 
(cepa) figured in the discus-
sions between suresh prabhu, 
commerce minister, govern-
ment of india, and Fran-
çois-Philippe Champagne, 
Minister for International 
Trade, Canada, at the fourth 
india-canada ministerial dia-
logue on trade and invest-
ment. both sides noted the 
exchange of wish lists on the 
services front. india reiterated 
that the architecture for ser-
vices under the cepa is a vital 
focus area and a response from 
canada on positive elements 
has to be mutually beneficial. 
“the canadian side assured 
that they will look into the 
issues concerned, including 
movement of natural persons 
and what kind of provisions 
could be built into the cepa,” a 
press release said. india is keen 
to ensure easier movement of 
indian skilled workers to can-
ada for short-term work. u

Jeff Wilke, ceo, worldwide 
consumer business, Ama-

zon, is considered the sec-
ond most powerful ‘Jeff’ at the 
tech giant. wilke oversees the 
e-tailer’s entire retail opera-
tions including the prime busi-
ness, and has now been given 
charge of the newly acquired 
retail chain whole foods in 
the us. “i have come to cele-
brate the success of the festive 
season,” wilke said, comment-
ing on his maiden india visit. 
“and i want to say thanks to 
the team here.” overwhelmed 
by the huge success of ama-
zon’s festive sales in india, he 
said, “india is the fastest grow-
ing business for us. we have 
160 million products available 
for customers through sell-
ers in india. i was delighted 
to see the launch of prime. 
after that, we launched prime 
Video including some original 
content and indian content. 
we’ve announced recently the 
launch of prime music. we 
have already introduced fire tv 
and, in october, we launched 
alexa and echo too.” talking 
about rivals, he said, “i worry 
about customers and don’t 
obsess over our competitors. u
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thanks to demonetisation, 
the india business of Visa, 

a leading card payment firm, 
has grown at its fastest pace in 
five years in 2016-17, informs 

Vasant Prabhu, global chief 
financial officer, Visa. “india 
has been a cash-based soci-
ety for a long time. and, for 
a time, people were forced to 
use things other than cash,” 
prabhu said, at a ubs global 
technology conference last 
fortnight. “we really are 100 
per cent behind the govern-
ment’s desire to move to more 
of a cashless society. in addi-
tion, we are doing the basic 
blocking and tackling that 
you need to do in this busi-
ness to digitise cash. so, we 
are working with our issuers 
to build acceptance. the num-
ber of acceptance points in 

india, i think, in the last year 
has grown by more than it did 
in the five years or so before 
that,” he said. in 2016-17, 
the revenue of Visa’s indian 
arm increased by 29 per cent 
from a year ago to R449 crore, 
while the company’s net profit 
reached R69 crore. “we are 
working, for example, with 
the state government in one 
of the states to create a cash-
less city concept. they seem 
to be willing to give it a go. 
the government has kept its 
foot on the pedal in terms of 
working with the industry 
to promote the use of cards,” 
prabhu said.     u

Lei Jun, chief executive, 
Xiaomi Corp, has said 

that his company would invest 
up to $1 billion in 100 start-
ups in india over the next five 
years, to create an ecosystem 
of apps around its smartphone 
brand. Xiaomi and its sister 
company shunwei capital, 
which have stakes in six indian 
internet companies including 
hungama and Krazybee, plan 

to invest in businesses such as 
content, financial technology, 
hyperlocal services, includ-
ing mobile phone repairs, 
and manufacturing in order 
to increase the adoption of 
mobile internet in the country, 
Jun added. “in china, in the 
past four years, we’ve invested 
$4 billion in over 300 compa-
nies. in the next five years, we 
will invest in 100 companies in 
india. we will basically repli-
cate the most successful ecosys-
tem business model of china in 
india. we will have all types of 
services and products and inte-
grate them. that is the Xiaomi 
business model. we focus on 
a few key things and every-
thing else, we let our partners 
provide. we’ve reached a huge 
scale in seven years because 
of this partnership/affilia-
tion model,” lei explained. u

“for us, india is a very 
important, growing 

market and one of the key 
growth markets for the future. 
so it was very important to 
create this cooperation with 
Jet airways and link 44 cities 
within india through amster-
dam and paris to 106 cities in 
europe and more than 200 
in the us. so it’s a part of our 
overall scheme: with delta for 
north america, china east-
ern for china and Jet airways 
for india, said Jean-Marc 
Janaillac, chairman, Air 
France-klm, who was in the 
country last fortnight to strike 

a deal with Jet airways. when 
asked about whether his com-
pany trying to buy a stake in 

Jet, he said, “we never rule 
anything out... there are new 
competitors... never say never. 
but it’s not something that is 
discussed right now.” Janail-
lac was all praise for goyal 
as a partner. “he  is someone 
who has a vision. he is very 
dynamic. he loves to negoti-
ate and he is very relentless. 
he knows the business, his 
company and knows exactly 
what he wants. we have the 
deepest respect for naresh 
goyal and his team, how he 
has built this airline with his 
own entrepreneurial vision 
and his money,” he added. u

taxi aggregator Uber is 
working on technolo-

gies that will allow people 
in india – the second larg-
est market – to book without 
smartphones. Daniel Graf, 
vice-president & global head 
of product, uber, who was on 
his first visit to india said, “we 
are making a big investment 
in india which could also 
help other markets with sim-
ilar conditions… many areas 
get 3g or 2g connectivity or 
even less than that. how do 
you make it work there, this is 
an android dominant market 
and many of the phones are 
2012 or older, some folks don’t 
have a smartphone but they 
should be able to get an uber 
too.”  uber is investing heav-
ily towards making the trips 
through the ride-sharing app 
more reliable and affordable. u

mobile users in india may 
enjoy download speeds 

in excess of 1,000 mbps with 
5g deployment expected to 
begin from 2020-21, swed-
ish telecom company Erics-
son has announced. Magnus 
Ewerbring, the company’s 
chief technology officer for 
asia-pacific region, who was in 
the country recently said that 
fast-paced growth in usage of 

data by consumers and advent 
of new technologies in man-
ufacturing and connected 
devices will prompt telecom 
companies to adopt 5g tech-
nology. “globally, deploy-
ments around 5g are expected 
to begin about 2019, and start 
firming up 2020 onwards. i 
expect that india will also fol-
low a similar path,” ewerbring 
said. the company has signed 
up with bharti airtel for 5g 
technology and expansion of 
services around it. however, 
he said that there could be 
challenges to the growth of 5g 
in india due to issues related to 
network investments, paucity 
in mobile tower sites and spec-
trum shortage. “there can also 
be problems related to capac-
ity constraints due to the phe-
nomenal uptake in mobile 
subscribers.”     u
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the recent supreme court rul-
ing to ban the industrial use 
of pet coke and furnace oil in 

uttar pradesh, haryana and rajasthan 
in view of the adverse levels of pollu-
tion in delhi and the national capital 
region, is expected to hit the cement 
sector hard. the apex court’s environ-
ment bench order is likely to push up 
production cost of cement companies, 
even as these northern states account 
for the bulk of cement production in 
the country. the adverse impact of 
this ban will be felt not only by the 
north-based cement companies but 
also northern operations of pan-in-
dia companies like ultratech, acc,  
ambuja cements.

pet coke or petroleum coke is a 
final carbon-rich solid material that 
derives from oil refining, and is one 
type of the group of fuels referred to 
as cokes. pet coke has high levels of 
sulphur (up to 7 per cent, when pro-
duced from high sulphur crudes) and 
metals such as vanadium, chromium 
and others. furnace oil also has high 
levels of sulphur (up to 4.5 per cent). 
Burning of these fuels releases oxides 
of sulphur and nitrogen, which form 

particulate matter and accordingly 
are a cause for serious environmental 
and public health concern. however, 
these fuels are the cheapest available 
to the industry and are widely used 
for heating and generating electricity. 
with coal costs rising, cement plants 
have been looking for alternative less 
expensive fuels and pet coke has pre-
sented a viable alternative, because of 
its lower cost since it is a by-product of 
the refining process.

according to a Kotak securities 
report, the ban on pet coke may result 
in power and fuel costs rising by 10-15 
per cent, as power and fuel cost account 
for 25 per cent of the total production 
cost of these cement companies. idfc 
securities says that the pet coke ban 
would result in companies shifting 
to imported coal, and would increase 
power and fuel costs for the plants in 
these states by 25-30 per cent. 

“pet coke being the preferred fuel 
(comprising 60-100 per cent of fuel 
mix for companies), we envisage cost 
hike of 6-9 per cent to be passed on 
to consumers in the immediate future. 
while the 2017-18 estimates may see 
limited impact, sharp rise in cost 

poses challenge in meeting 2018-19 
estimates for companies like shree 
cement and jk cement,” says an edel-
weiss research, adding that the apex 
court has also urged all other states in 
india to review pet coke usage, given 
the concern of high pollution ema-
nating from this fuel. in the event of 
a pan-india ban, the entire industry 
may see a further cost hike, as pet coke 
usage is high across companies.

meanwhile, north-based cement 
companies, including shree cement, 
have said that it might appeal against 
the supreme court’s ban on the use 
of pet coke by industries in haryana, 
rajasthan and uttar pradesh. “the 
ban will affect the profitability in the 
short term,” says h.m. Bangur, man-
aging director, shree cement. “the 
industry plans to represent its case 
in the supreme court. we, at shree 
cement, have the required technology 
to use pet coke without causing any air 
pollution”.

Not easy according to a recent india 
ratings report, pet coke usage is the 
highest among the northern play-
ers, such as shree cement, jk lak-
shmi cement and mangalam cement. 
the exposure of these companies – as 
also ultratech cement and jk cement 
– to pet coke is in the range of 75-85 
per cent (shree cement uses 100 per 
cent pet coke for all its cement and 
power plants), while acc and ambuja 
cement have kept their dependence 
on pet coke low at 65-67 per cent. 
given its favourable cost, most cement 
companies had switched from coal to 
pet coke over the past few years. on an 
average, more than 70 per cent of the 
fuel requirement of cement makers is 
met through pet coke. pet coke usage 
in india posted a growth of 24 per cent 
cagr over 2013-17. 

the analysts’ views indicate that, in 
case of a ban, shifting to domestic and 
imported coal will not be that easy. 
while imported coal will be a costlier 
option, getting coal linkage from coal 
india will be a difficult proposition. 
as per the edelweiss research data, 
among the northern states, rajasthan 
will be the most impacted state, even 
as it is an important cement cluster, 
housing 16-17 per cent of the coun-
try’s cement capacity. the nearest 
domestic coal mine (of coal india) for 

forcing transition
Ban on pet coke in northern states to adversely impact  
cement companies
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cement players based in rajasthan is at 
a minimum distance of over 1,000 km. 
Besides the huge freight cost and low 
calorific value, domestic coal also has 
its own set of challenges. 

“new linkages are not available 
for the cement industry. while theo-
retically, the cost per kcal of linkage 
coal works out to be cheaper, the coal 
available is of a grade, which can be 
used only for captive power plants and 
is not suitable for kilns. prices under 
e-auction are 30-40 per cent higher 
compared to linkage coal. also, avail-
ability of sufficient quantity is a chal-
lenge,” adds the report.

analysts are also of the opinion 
that in the short-term, the impact will 
be felt but  ultimately, in the long-run, 
cement makers will have to shift over 
to coal and the supreme court’s order 
will add speed to the switchover.  how-
ever, facilitating the supply of alterna-
tive energy source will be crucial.    

u  a r B i n d  g u p t a

arbind.gupta@businessindiagroup.com

P o r t s

old versus new
an uneven playing field in the 

ports business is hurting players, 
who signed ppp agreements long back 
and are playing by the book, whereas 
newer players in minor ports who are 
not bound by the tariff authority for 
major ports (tamp) regulations are 
eating into their business and driv-
ing them almost out of it, industry  
watchers point out.

Vizag port’s ppp projects awarded 
under tamp 2008 are under stress, as 
four of the five operating projects in 
bulk cargo segment are closed and 
one is in stressed condition. the com-
panies that have closed down their 
operations after being awarded these 
projects under ppp model include abg 
group, sew infrastructure, etc.

Vizag general Berth cargo pvt ltd 
(vgbcpl) was awarded a 30 year con-
cession by the Visakhapatnam port 
trust (vpt) in June 2010 for develop-
ing and operating a fully mechanised 
cargo handling berth at the outer har-
bour of the port. it was done with vpt’s 
vision of privately-owned ppp projects 

aimed at ensuring that vpt continues 
to serve its customers in a competitive 
and environment-friendly manner, 
while retaining vpt’s market share 
along the east coast of india.

today, this project is staring at clo-
sure. reason: a private port like gan-
gavaram, which has come up just 13 
km away, has the flexibility to offer 
free storage for 90-120 days, as against 
only 10 days at vpt in accordance with 
tamp guidelines. this creates a huge 
disadvantage for vpt and has led to a 
steady decline in the business for vgb-
cpl, which is capable of handling the 
cape vessels, and has started its com-
mercial operations from 2012-13.  it 
handled 6.9 million tonnes in 2015-16; 
4.26 million tonnes in 2016-17; and 
1.4 million tonnes till the end of July 
in the current financial year. the cor-
responding figures for gangavaram 
port are 10 million tonnes, 7.6 million 
tonnes and 3.56 million tonnes.

Hassles galore “it is such an unequal 
battle, we are not even operating at 
40 per cent capacity, though we have 
an excellent terminal and are second 
to none in operational efficiency,” 
explains manish gupta, head, ports, 
Vedanta, urging tamp and the minis-
try to intervene and rescue the project, 
which may otherwise “become a non-
performing asset,” adds gupta. the 
guidelines prescribed upfront tariff for 
charges, but the tariff orders exceed 

the guideline boundaries, leading to 
unnecessary hassles for the port users. 

“the storage charges paid by a cus-
tomer are currently calculated by the 
number of days that the cargo is stored 
beyond the prescribed free days,” 
explains ashok Kumar of advaya advi-
sors. “gangavaram port, on the other 
hand, offers clients free storage for 
longer duration, thus making uncom-
petitive operations for the players 
at the main port. so, while the reve-
nue share, which was the bid param-
eter, should remain sacrosanct, all 
other levies/charges should be left to 
be determined by the respective port 
trusts/boards prevailing market condi-
tions,” suggests Kumar. advaya advi-
sors has been tracking the port sector 
actively.

the distressed port industry is ask-
ing for the tamp authorities to take care 
of their plight. “it is high time tamp 
is removed and a new mechanism be 
brought in its place,” says an indus-
try spokesperson. the union shipping 
ministry had promised sometime ago 
that the major port authorities Bill, 
2016, repealing the major port trusts 
act of 1963 will end the tamp regime, 
but not much work has progressed 
on the ground as yet. the new body 
is expected to look into the distressed 
projects and help them leap back to 
success stories. all such long-term cap-
ital heavy projects should be evalu-
ated on a periodic basis, and hurdles 
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be removed. 
m.t. Krishna Babu, chairman, vpt, 

had acknowledged that ppp conces-
sionaires are suffering acutely because 
of the non-flexible tamp guidelines, 
especially when they are not aligned 
with the ground realities of business. 
“high storage charges under the tariff 
regime recommended by the tamp is 
proving to be a huge challenge,” said 
Babu, in a media interact in Vizag 
recently. “moreover, the private ports 
in the vicinity offer 90-120 days free 
storage time but in Visakhapatnam 
port it is only 10 days. it makes a huge 
difference and the scales are heav-
ily tilted in favour of private ports  
which enjoy freedom in fixing tariff,” 
adds Babu. 

meanwhile, according to an esti-
mate, the loss of revenue at Visakhap-
atnam is pegged at about R3,000 crore 
over the next 15 years in terms of han-
dling royalty, berth charges and other 
ancillary services. ppp assets of over 

R1,200 crore are at the risk of being 
converted to non-performing assets 
over next few years only in Vishakha-
patnam, if the issues are not addressed 
immediately.

it is high time relevant changes are 
made to the tamp guidelines and port 
operations are made commercially 
viable for long-term sustainability for 
the participants concerned, indus-
try watchers warn. otherwise, it will 
be a steep slide for a critical segment 
of india’s infrastructure. while the 
upfront tariff guidelines of 2008, pre-
scribed for capping of storage charges 
at 1 per cent of the annual revenue, the 
tariff structures published under these 
guidelines are not in conformity with 
it, leading to high storage charges. 

the major ports – including 
Kandla, mumbai, jnpt, Kochi, chen-
nai, Visakhapatnam, paradip and Kol-
kata (including haldia) – are pushing 
for the implementation of the stand-
ing committee’s recommendations 
too. they also want the parliamentary 
panel to recommend that no new port 
should be allowed in a 100 km vicin-
ity of major ports, without a permit 
from the board, as this will adversely 
impacting their efficiency, profitabil-
ity and business viability of ppp oper-
ators in major ports.

u  l a n c e l o t  J o s e p h

lancelot.joseph@businessindiagroup.com              

B Us I N E ss  o P P o r t U N I t I E s

calling india
tucked away in one corner of the 

emirates, with no oil resource to 
augment its economy, ras al Khaimah, 
which in arabic means ‘top of the 
tent’, is going for economic diversifi-
cation. overshadowed as it was by its 
aggressive neighbours – dubai and 
abu dhabi – it was left to sheikh saud 
bin saqr al Qasimi, the country’s ruler, 
to realise many years ago that the only 
way to bring prosperity and progress 
to his nation was to go all out.     

the Beirut- and the us-educated 
sheikh didn’t want his once impover-
ished country within the newly formed 
united arab emirates to be left behind 
in the race for development. it had 
already suffered a lot at the hands of 
the British in the 19th and early 20th 
century. the emirate’s ruling fam-
ily, the al Qawasim, had at one time 
total control of maritime trade in the 
area. and, because of this, they were 
at odds with the British, whose trad-
ing arm, east india co, was seeking to 
expand its presence in the gulf region. 
as part of its nefarious ways used to 
bring down the sheikhdom, the Brit-
ish alleged that the state encouraged 
piracy and, therefore, razed the town 
of ras al Khaimah and other settle-
ments in 1809 and again in 1819, thus 
leaving the sheikhdom in dire straits.

over the years, all this had to 
change, but the changes were rather 
slow until it became a part of the uae 
on 2 december 1971. in 2000, the 
sheikh, along with his team members, 
established ras al Khaimah free trade 
zone (rakftz) and rak investment 
authority (rakia) in 2005 to spur over-
seas investment in the country.  subse-
quently, the ras al Khaimah economic 
zone (rakez) was created to regulate, 
oversee and manage facilities, services 
and specialised zones and to nurture 
investors in a cost-effective environ-
ment, offering customisable business 
solutions, premier facilities and first-
class services in a one-stop shop. 

“this was done with a vision to 
become a leading global investment 
destination,” says ramy Jallad, group 
ceo, rakez, rakftz and rakia, which 
resulted in rakez evolving as a free 
zone landscape in ras al Khaimah. 

it now houses over 14,000 mncs 
from more than 100 countries cover-
ing over 50 industries, making it one 
of the largest economic zones in the  
gulf region.

two way business “over the past 15 
years, we in ras al Khaima have looked 
at india as one of our dominant busi-
ness allies and set up a permanent 
office in mumbai,” says sheikh al 
Qasimi, chairman, rakez. “as a result, 
some 3,000 out of the 14,000 com-
panies are of indian origin.” and the 
tally is growing, with more and more 
indian companies seeking to establish 
their businesses in ras al Khaimah. 

the indian companies that already 
doing business include mahin-
dra (armoured vehicles) ashok ley-
land (automotive assembling), dabur 
(health care products) gk technolo-
gies, perfect polymers, concept flex-
ible packaging, etc. Besides, there 
are already 1,679 indian companies 
engaged in commerce for several years, 
while 841 are in service-related activi-
ties, 263 in general trading, 117 in 
industrial units, 21 in media and one 
as an educational institution. “we are 
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in talks with many more large indian 
entities to set up businesses in rakez 
and are in the process of signing up 
with some of them,” adds the sheikh.

one major reason for doing busi-
ness with india is the fact that indian 
businesses help support the uae’s 
innovation strategy and grow its it 
sector, besides offering manufactur-
ing units that export to the middle 
east and globally. it also helps the 
uae strengthen its goal of eliminat-
ing dependence on the trade of petro-
leum products, while enhancing the 
gulf states’ tech business. in the pro-
cess, being in rakez, india too will 
gain hugely by delivering goods faster 
and more cost-effectively to the emir-
ates and other countries in the region.

india and the uae have had a long-
standing trade relationship of over 
four decades and did business of $52 
billion in 2016. the two sides expect 
the business to grow to at least $100 
billion by 2020. indians are also the 
largest expatriate community in the 
uae, numbering about 2.6 million – 
making up to 28 per cent of the uae’s 
population. india is the largest trading 
partner of the uae, while the latter 

is the third largest trading partner of 
india. last year, india’s export vol-
ume to the uae stood at $33 billion 
and included gems, jewellery, fuels & 
oil, iron & steel, textiles & apparel, 
etc, while india’s imports from the 
uae stood at $26 billion, with trade 
in crude & petroleum products, gold 
& silver, pearls, metal ores & scrap, 
as also electronics goods, transport 
equipment, etc.   

logistics too favour the indian busi-
nesses. ras al Khaimah boasts of a stra-
tegic location – within four-hour flight 
time to 31 per cent of the world pop-
ulation and situated at the crossroads 
of fast-growing markets. it also offers 
lower costs of living and operating a 
business than other major cities. even 
more importantly, the sheikhdom has 
four sea ports, including saqr port – 
th largest bulk commodity port in 
the middle east – and ras al Khaimah 
international airport. it provides prox-
imity to dubai international airport 
too. further, the emirate has multi-
lane super highways connecting all 
the uae countries.

rakez has lined up various incen-
tives to indian businessmen, offering 

them wide-ranging facilities such as 
offices, warehouses and land; best-in-
class services and processes; a re-engi-
neered company registration process; 
quick and easy visa processing, to assist 
clients in obtaining residence permis-
sions and visas for investors, employ-
ees and their families; as also assistance 
in obtaining federal and emirate-level 
approvals for establishing industrial 
companies. “one of the biggest offers 
we make is the cost effectiveness,” says 
Jallad. “the cost of operation, services 
and living is 60 per cent less than other 
business hubs in the region.” that also 
perhaps could be one of the usps of the 
ras al Khaimah endeavour to attract 
indian business persons.

u feedback@businessindiagroup.com              
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‘real is 
diamond’
the diamond producers associa-

tion (dpa), an alliance of leading 
miners – de Beers, rio tinto, alrosa, 
dominion diamond, gem diamonds, 
lucara diamond and petra diamonds 
– has launched its operations in india, 
with a view to strengthen the domes-
tic diamond industry. “india is the 
natural home of diamonds, being the 
country where they were first found 
and where 92 per cent of the world’s 
diamonds are cut and polished,” 
says Jean-marc lieberherr, ceo, dpa, 
based in antwerp, whose members 
together represent over 75 per cent of 
the world’s diamond production. “Yet, 
indians account for a mere 7 per cent 
of the global diamond consumption, 
in comparison to 47 per cent by the 
us, the largest diamond jewellery mar-
ket, and 16 per cent by china.”

to promote the integrity and rep-
utation of diamonds and ensure sus-
tainability of the diamond industry, 
dpa will collaborate with the gem & 
Jewellery export promotion council 
(gjepc), the trade’s apex representative 
body, set up by the union commerce 
ministry in 1966. the mumbai-head-
quartered council was granted auton-
omous status in 1998 and today 
represents almost 6,000 exporters in 
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the sector, with regional offices in 
new delhi, Kolkata, chennai, surat 
and Jaipur.

of its global marketing budget of 
$70 million, dpa has earmarked $7 
million for launching its promotional 
campaign in india with the tagline, 
Real is Rare - Real is Diamond. to steer 
the agenda, dpa newly set up an office 
in mumbai and has appointed richa 
singh as managing director, dpa india. 
“dpa sees vast growth potential in the 
indian market,” says singh, who joins 
the association from l’oreal and has 
spent 19 years in consumer goods 
marketing, including four years in 
advertising. “we aim to build trade 
partnerships, best practices and a 
strong consumer connect through var-
ious market development initiatives 
for cultivating the indian market for 
diamonds.”

affirming his council’s partnership 
in the initiative, praveenshankar pan-
dya, chairman, gjepc, foresees dpa’s 
initiatives going a long way in growing 
the diamond sector in india by height-
ening the significance of diamonds in 
consumers’ lives.  russell mehta, out-
going vice-chairman, gjepc, adds that 
the council is keen on supporting dpa 
in reviving marketing programmes to 
build diamond equity, which is vital to 
the future of india’s diamond indus-
try. gjepc will contribute $2 million to 

this effort. 
gjepc’s own figures indicate that 

india’s exports of gems and jewellery 
declined by 3.5 per cent in 2015-16 
to $38.6 billion from $39.98 billion 
in 2014-15, and dropped further by 
4.8 per cent, to $21.06 billion, in h1 
2017-18 (april-september 2017) from 
the corresponding period the year 
before. cut and polished (c&p) dia-
monds, which constitute the bulk of 
these exports, slumped 13.7 per cent 
to $19.9 billion in 2015-16 from $23.2 
billion in 2014-15. “it was the first time 
ever that polished diamonds exports 
showed such a huge decline,” notes 
pandya. “weak international demand 
and high rough diamond prices have 
dulled profitability.”

signs of revival while imports of 
roughs in april-september 2017 rose 
8.3 per cent to $9.2 billion from $8.9 
billion in the same period last year, 
c&p diamond exports rose a mar-
ginal 1.7 per cent to $11.9 billion over 
h1 2017-18. according to pandya, low 
demand led to a 58.3 per cent plunge 
in the net imports of c&p diamonds in 
2015-16 to $2.8 billion from $6.6 bil-
lion in 2014-15 and to a 16 per cent 
drop in rough diamond imports. c&p 
diamond imports were worth $20.8 
billion in 2010-11. imports of rough 
diamonds have shown a revival, to the 

highest level of $17 billion in 2016-17, 
from $14 billion the previous year. 

the antwerp world diamond cen-
tre and Bain & co’s sixth annual 
report on global diamond Jewellery 
points out that while challenging cir-
cumstances led major rough-diamond 
producers to reduce output in 2015, 
depressing the sales of roughs by 24 per 
cent that year, the industry rebounded 
in 2016. while the report projected the 
supply of roughs to decline annually 
by one to two per cent in value terms 
through 2030, it expected demand for 
them to return to a long-term growth 
trajectory of 2-5 per cent per year, rely-
ing on strong fundamentals in the us 
and the continued growth of the mid-
dle class in china and india. 

india’s jewellery trade was devas-
tated last year by the 42-day strike 
called by over three lakh jewellers from 
more than 300 associations to protest 
against the 1 per cent excise duty levy 
on non-silver jewellery, as also the 
mandatory quoting of pan by custom-
ers for transactions above R2 lakh. the 
agitation led to losses of over R1 lakh 
crore for the industry, which was again 
convulsed later by the demonetisation 
exercise. consumption was muted in 
china as well, on account of the gov-
ernment’s drive against corruption 
and dpa was planning a similar mar-
keting campaign in china next year. 

lieberherr, who was previously 
managing director of the diamond 
division of rio tinto, says the dpa 
will target a new generation of con-
sumers – the millennials – who repre-
sent a compelling opportunity for the 
diamond industry in both india and 
china. millennials in both these coun-
tries and the us totalled 900 million in 
2015 and their combined gross income 
amounted to $8 trillion, he observes. 
“millennials appear to resemble other 
age groups in their preference for dia-
mond jewellery, but not in their shop-
ping behaviour,” he says. “our Real is 
Rare - Real is Diamond campaign will 
underpin a powerful, emotionally and 
culturally resonant promise for dia-
monds in the indian market where 
these precious stones will celebrate the 
journey and achievement of the cou-
ple in creating something that’s real, 
that’s theirs and that’s rare.”

u  s a r o s h  B a n a
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Singh and Lieberherr: targetting millennials
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in its push to advance digitisa-
tion, india is suddenly coming alive 
to the threat of cyber attacks. mul-

tiple cyber attacks affecting key infra-
structure assets like ports and major 
payment companies have made head-
lines  recently. 

the government’s efforts so far 
include the cyber surakshit Bharat ini-
tiative, in which microsoft is a partner. 
the exercise seeks to build the cyber 
security capacity of the chief infor-
mation security officers (cisos) across 
the government, by training 1,200 
government cisos. the government 
is at present working on a draft policy 
for tackling ransomware, a malicious 
software. ravi shankar prasad, union 
minister for electronics & it,  recently 
said that the government  will fund 
and encourage students doing research 
and ph ds in the area of cyber security 
– not just from india but also from the 
asia-pacific region. it will give a grant 
of R5 crore to start-ups doing innova-
tion in the field of cyber security too. 
the government is expected to give 
preference to cyber security products 
in government procurement, which 
have been made in india, as part of the 
preferential market access policy.

india recently hosted two successive 
back-to- back cyber security events – 
the global conference on cyber space 
(gccs) 2017 and a conference by the 
asia-pacific  emergency computer 
response team. at gccs 2017, prime 
minister narendra  modi said that, 

while digital technology had emerged 
as a great enabler in india,  paving the 
way for efficient service delivery and 
governance and improved access, in 
domains from education to health, the 
global community needs to approach 
the issue of cyber-security with confi-
dence and resolve. “we have to ensure 
that the cyberspace does not become 
a playground for dark horses of radi-
calism,” modi said. creating a safe and 
secure cyberspace is on the primary 
agenda of the government as cyber 
attacks were a threat to democracy,  
he added.

Common law
india, according to concerned offi-
cials, is now expected to push for a 
global framework of co-operation and 
law to tackle the growing threats in 
cyberspace. as india’s  cyber secu-
rity chief gulshan rai says, lack of an 
international law has become a hin-
drance and countries must vouch for 
a common law to effectively deal with 
hackers. the heterogeneity of the sys-
tems dealing with various aspects of 
the threats has made it difficult for the 
stakeholders to formulate such a law.

“to accelerate the process of evolv-
ing such a mechanism and establish-
ing a comprehensive measure to deal 
with cyber threats, we need more col-
laboration at the global level,” says 
rai, who is also the national cyber 
security co-ordinator, prime minis-
ter’s office. “we need to take adequate 

measures to identify the threats and 
should have the mechanism in place 
that makes attribution of such inci-
dents possible.”

at gccs 2017, iddo moed, cyber 
security co-ordinator, israeli foreign 
ministry, agreed that fighting rising 
cyber threats required global co-oper-
ation, based on shared values. many 
participants stressed that fighting 
cyber crime also needed public-private 
collaboration. in the context of allega-
tions of rising state-sponsored cyber 
crimes, they felt that the world needs 
to see how to apply the principles of 
sovereignty and non-interference to 
the cyber space.

national security adviser ajit 
doval also feels that all stakeholders, 
including states and the private sector, 
need to co-operate to mitigate the neg-
ative effects of cyberspace, especially 
amid emergence of technologies such 
as artificial intelligence and inter-
net of things. “the security agencies 
of geographies also need to have bet-
ter co-operation,” said doval at gccs 
2017. “and, they should have specific 
cyber security structure, which are able 
to do faster exchange of information, 
identify the defaulters, to see against 
them give support to law enforcement 
agencies so that the cyber norms and 
laws are adhered to”.

the situation could get more com-
plex, doval warned, as “we are entering 
into the domain of artificial intelli-
gence, machine learning, iots, robotics, 
etc, which are going to create and com-
pound these problems manifold. so, we 
have got to think of the structures, sys-
tems, methodologies, inter-operabil-
ity, governmental support, multilateral 
and bilateral co-operation, which will 
be able to cope,” he added.

however, there are sceptics who feel 
that the talk of a global security law 
is utopian. “it is going to be difficult, 
as countries are protective about their 
cyber security laws. i do not see coun-
tries like india, china, Korea, russia 
and others coming together and com-
promising to deal with cyber security. 
it is good thought (a global cyber secu-
rity law), but difficult to handle,” says 
lt gen (retd) sudhir sharma, chair-
man, mitKat advisory services, a risk 
management consultancy.

u  r a K e s h  J o s h i
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india’s state-run oil marketing com-
panies (omcs), which are seeing 
their market cap  fall as crude inches 

to a two-year high, have been saddled 
with a new task: clean up the national 
capital region’s  air. last fortnight, the 
ministry for petroleum & natural gas 
announced   an early rollout of fuel, 
compliant with Bharat stage vi (bs 
vi) emission norms, and marketed by 
these companies, in   new delhi by 
1 april next year, two years ahead of 
the earlier target. now, the omcs are 
reported to be working out a solution 
for the crop stubble burning, which 
is a major reason for the air pollution 
in the ncr. the three omcs – hindu-
stan petroleum corporation, indian 
oil corporation and Bharat petroleum 
corporation – will soon set up stubble 
collection centres across the country. 
the collected stubble would then feed 
a dozen upcoming second-generation 
bio-ethanol plants. 

successive governments have tried 
to push the use of bio-ethanols to cut 
down the country’s dependence on 
oil imports. oil minister dharmendra 
pradhan recently launched the draft 
of a new policy that will promote pro-
duction of bio-ethanol for an ethanol-
blending programme, which aims at 
20 per cent ethanol blending in petrol 
by 2030. the upa too had announced  
a national policy on Bio-fuels in 2009 
aimed at accelerating promotion of 

bio-fuels such as bio-ethanol and bio-
diesel with  the target  of 20 per cent 
blending by 2017. under the policy, 
omcs had been directed to sell eth-
anol-blended petrol, with a ethanol 
content of up to 10 per cent.

however, due to insufficient sup-
plies, the omcs could manage only a 
national average of less than 3 per cent 
ethanol blending. currently, the offi-
cial plan is to increase ethanol blend-
ing on fuel from 4.3 per cent now to 
8-10 per cent in 2020-21.  But even for 
10 per cent ethanol blending, india 
will require about 4.5 billion litres of it 
a year – costing about R23,000 crore.

Stubble trouble
farmers, mainly from the north-
ern states of punjab, haryana, west-
ern uttar pradesh and uttarakhand, 
burn paddy straw that remains in the 
field after the main crop is harvested. 
the smoke is driven into the ncr by 
strong winds, causing bad instances of 
smog every winter. this year, the sit-
uation was so bad that schools had to 
be closed for a few days and entry of 
heavy vehicles had to be banned in 
city limits.

“the omcs would require about 
150,000 tonnes of biomass – including 
rice straw, wheat straw and bamboo 
shoots – for each of these plants annu-
ally,” says Y.B. ramakrishna, chair-
man, a working group on biofuels, 

ministry for petroleum & natural gas. 
“two such plants are coming up in 
punjab and haryana. hence, it is log-
ical for them to collect and stock this 
biomass within the 15-30 days it will 
be available in a year. ”

the tricky part of the exercise is 
this:  omcs are expected to invest at 
least R10,000 crore in the sector. each 
of the plants would require 500 tonnes 
of biomass a day to function optimally. 
handling the logistics of the operation 
would be the headache of the omcs, 
as  the concerned governments of the 
states, where the stubble burning takes 
place,  are not said to be too enthusi-
astic about the idea. the states would 
rather have the centre dole out a  
subsidy to the farmers  to manage  
the stubble.

according to some estimates, about 
34 million tonnes of paddy straw is 
generated in the four states named 
here, of which a maximum of 23 mt 
would be from fields cleared by the 
combine of harvesters. in these fields, 
because the tracks have to be cleared 
fast and, because it is mechanised, the 
entire stubble doesn’t get uprooted. 
this leaves the farmer with little 
option but to burn it, if he wants to 
clear his field swiftly enough for the 
new crop. officials said the time-con-
suming option of allowing the stubble 
to naturally die can only be consid-
ered at the expense of delaying the 
sowing of wheat, the successor crop, 
which would mean a loss in yield. 
an option is to attach the combine har-
vesters with an extra machine called 
the ‘super straw management sys-
tem’ (sms). this cuts the straw closer 
to the ground and into pieces, which 
then gets mixed with the soil, saving 
the farmers from burning it. But, each 
sms costs R1-1.25 lakh and, though 
the punjab government gives a 50 per 
cent subsidy on such machines (up to 

R50,000), many farmers say an addi-
tional machine would lower the effi-
ciency of the combine harvester.

the plan, if fully implemented, will 
nix the niti aayog’s R11,500 crore  sug-
gestion  to permanently address the 
problem. this entailed ensuring that 
the crop residue is addressed within 
the field itself first, and that the paddy 
straw gets a ready market.

u  r a K e s h  J o s h i
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OMCs have been tasked with anti-pollution duty
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telecom regulatory authority of 
india (trai) has come out  in 
favour of the principle of net 

neutrality, proposing a set of recom-
mendations that would restrict ‘any 
form of discrimination or interference’ 
in the treatment of online content. if 
adopted by the modi government, 
internet service providers (isps) would 
not be able to engage in practices such 
as ‘blocking, degrading, slowing down 
or granting preferential speeds or treat-
ment to any content’.

put simply, net neutral-
ity is a policy that prohibits 
isps from discriminating 
between internet traffic as 
well as different websites. 
it prevents web provid-
ers from blocking certain 
websites and from chang-
ing how quickly those sites 
will load on your computer.

the global debate on net 
neutrality acquired a fresh 
dimension because us president 
donald trump’s federal communi-
cations commission chairman, ajit 
pai, has recently mooted a plan that 
would change the internet as we know 
it. the plan would eliminate the right 
to equal access to the internet. it 
would allow huge telecom companies 
to charge internet users more money 
to visit certain websites or use certain 
apps. isps such as Verizon, time war-
ner cable, comcast, at&t, altice, and 
charter would be major gainers. with-
out net neutrality, these companies 
could theoretically make some web-
sites load faster than others or charge 
websites or users more money to access 
different sites.

pai’s proposal needs to be approved 
by the fcc’s five commissioners, where 
it is expected to pass along parti-
san lines on 14 december. the three 
republican commissioners – pai, Bren-
dan carr and michael o’rielly – are 
expected to back the move. while  
there is no evidence to suggest that 
india will always copy  what the us 
does, there were some speculation 

about the trump administration ask-
ing friendly countries  to toe a similar 
line to gain respectability back home.

in its recommendation order, the 
telecom regulator has indicated that 
these principles of non-discrimina-
tion and equal access can be brought 
into force with amendments to the 
licence agreements that govern bod-
ies, which provide internet services 

in india. while these recommenda-
tions (in particular the licence amend-
ments) will come into force, only if the 
department of telecommunications 
decides to implement them, trai qui-
etly notes that, pending consideration, 
it may regulate the “manner in which 
the current licensing requirement 
of unrestricted access to all content 
on the internet is implemented and 
enforced.” consequently, on issues 
that concern consumer protection, 
transparency and monitoring of com-
pliance, the telecom regulator may go 
ahead and issue regulations as it sees 
fit. trai had in January floated a con-
sultation paper on the topic, seeking 
views on issues such as how to ensure 
non-discriminatory access to content 
on internet, among others. this was 
followed up by an open house discus-
sion in august which saw participa-
tion by representatives from telecom 
and isps, consulting firms, activists, 
and policy experts.

india has adopted a pro-net neu-
trality stand by taking a tough call 
against zero-rated plans such as face-
book’s free Basics. trai showed con-
siderable conviction by battling any 
type of preferential treatment of inter-
net websites, despite the massive cam-
paign by facebook in support of its 
free Basics programme, which prom-
ised access to a few basic services free 
of cost through partnerships with 
selected telecom service providers. 

Wider approach
“our regulator now thinks of itself as 
a forerunner in this space; so, we knew 
that they were not going to be influ-
enced by the american move,” says 
sunil abraham, executive director, 
centre for internet & society, Benga-

luru. however, a section in the gov-
ernment believes that india should 

evolve a stand which suits local 
conditions. the view is echoed 
by mahesh uppal, director, 
comfirst india, a communi-
cations consulting firm. “india 
must evolve a unique approach 

to net neutrality,” says uppal. 
“the key requirement is that our 

approach to net neutrality should 
be evidence-based. while we have 

not seen any major breaches of net 
neutrality rules as of now, it does not 
mean we should not address the prob-
lem of future misuse,” he adds. rules 
must also be flexible and allow excep-
tions under some circumstances.

there were mixed reactions to 
trai’s recommendations. the cellular 
operators association of india (coai) 
observed that the recommendations 
were ‘principally’ in agreement with 
the industry submissions, regarding 
the narrow issue of net neutrality but 
were disappointed that the authority 
did not adopt the industry recommen-
dation to have a wider approach. “a 
committee to review and decide on 
network management violations is 
unnecessarily bureaucratic, and not 
in keeping with light touch regula-
tion or the ease of doing business,” 
coai stated. in contrast, the internet 
association of india called the recom-
mendations ‘progressive and in line  
with the debates’ in the industry and 
user groups.
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a new category of non-nuclear weapons is 
emerging capable of having a bigger deter-
rence effect than nuclear weapons. they 

have the great advantage of not killing hundreds 
of thousands of people or causing heinous long-
term diseases from radiation for millions.

they are ‘lethal autonomous weapons sys-
tems’ (laws), sometimes called killer robots. rus-
sian president Vladimir putin, who commands 
the world’s most lethal military after the us, 
recently asserted that future wars could consist of  
battles only among robots, including autono-
mous drones.

the powerful global push towards artificial 
intelligence (ai) is the driving force of unmanned 
killer robots. putin warned that “the one who 
becomes the leader in this sphere will be the ruler 
of the world.”

the race to build laws has already begun and 
india should not be left behind. such weapons 
would make split-second decisions to kill and 
destroy much faster than human soldiers. coun-
tries with laws could win non-nuclear wars with 
minimal or no damage to their own warriors, peo-
ple and territory.

so, they may not hesitate to start pre-emptive 
wars against countries without laws.  weaker non-
nuclear states would have little or no deterrence 
capabilities and may have to surrender to a threat-
ened laws attack without a bullet being fired.

the biggest winners from this greater mili-
tary insecurity will be those who make and sell 
laws, which are likely to be exorbitantly expen-
sive. companies in the us, russia, china and a 
few european countries would get the wind-
falls, but indian companies should strive to be  
among them.

laws are capable of self-learning on the go and, 
unlike humans, are free from self-doubt when 
they kill and destroy. But the core issue is whether 
weapons without meaningful human control can 
ever be trusted to distinguish between friendly 
forces, innocent civilians and armed enemies. 
human rights watch thinks even the cleverest 
killer robot “would not be restrained by human 
emotions and the capacity for compassion, which 
can provide an important check on the killing  
of civilians”.

other serious military and legal questions 
include accountability for mistakes or massacres in 
the fog of war and moral issues concerning intelli-
gent machines overruling human decisions.

all artificial intelligence is dual use and can be 

adapted to killer robots. early examples include 
the taranis, an unmanned combat aircraft being 
developed by bae, and the autonomous sgr-a1 
robot sentry gun made by samsung and deployed 
in south Korea. it can detect and kill targets 2 km 
away. other nearly autonomous systems are also 
in use, including tanks, defences for warships and 
increasingly lethal drones.

a human controller makes the key decisions so 
far but the imminent prospect of complete auton-
omy prompted 126 renowned ai experts to sound 
loud alarms in 2017. their letter was signed, among 
others, by elon musk, founder, tesla, spacex, ope-
nai (usa); mustafa suleyman, founder, google’s 
deepmind (uK); and Jüergen schmidhuber, lead-
ing deep learning expert & founder, nnaisense 
(switzerland).

“lethal autonomous weapons threaten to 
become the third revolution in warfare. once 
developed, they will permit armed conflict to 
be fought at a scale greater than ever and at  
time scales faster than humans can comprehend,” 
they warned.

“these can be weapons of terror, weapons  
that despots and terrorists use against innocent 
populations, and weapons hacked to behave in 
undesirable ways. we do not have long to act. 
once this pandora’s box is opened, it will be hard 
to close.”

the campaign to stop Killer robots has called 
for an outright ban by end 2019 on the devel-

opment, production, and use of fully autono-
mous weapons. it suggests a simple definition as 
systems that “once launched can select targets  
and apply violent force without meaningful 
human control”.

india’s amandeep singh gill, chair of a new 
group of governmental experts on laws, thinks 
these are early days and more clarity is needed on 
how to characterise and define such weapons. “it 
would be easy to just legislate a ban: whatever it 
is, let’s just ban it. But i think that we, as respon-
sible actors in the international domain, we have 
to be clear about what it is that we are legislating 
on.” he said. 

warfare strategists say that modern wars no 
longer seem to have a start or end, unlike the great 
wars of the 20th century and earlier. warfare, 
whether against terrorists, insurgents or states, 
always uses the best available technologies; laws 
could be inevitable next steps in this continuum 
to high-tech weapons.              u

a new pandora’s box
Can weapons without human control be trusted to distinguish between the guilty and the innocent?
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ONLY AFTER MARCH 2019 WE WILL BE ABLE TO SEE 
IMPROVEMENT WHEN THIS DISPENSATION COMES BACK OR 

A NEW DISPENSATION COMES TO POWER IN DELHI...TILL 
THEN THINGS WILL BE LITTLE SUBDUED AND CHALLENGING

IT WAS LONG OVERDUE AND I ALWAYS FEEL RATING 
AGENCIES HAVE NOT BEEN FAIR TO INDIA. IN THE 
LAST ONE-AND-A-HALF YEARS WE HAVE SEEN A 

NUMBER OF TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGES 
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it’s been 19 years since we instituted our Best 
Bank award that is conferred to recognise the 
contribution of a bank in india, that oper-
ates on a national scale and captured growth, 

enticed customers, has excelled in both service 
and strength. the award is one of its kind, since 
the distinction is single and undiluted for a single 
bank in any given year. 

such a selection is never an easy task. indian 
banks have seen better years than the one that just 
passed by. it is easy to forget that lending money is 
the easier part, but it is far more difficult to recover 
sums due. exuberant lending over the past few years 
has strained relationships between bankers and bor-
rowers, and bankruptcy proceedings underway will 
redefine this relationship and the manner in which 
business is conducted and disputes are settled.

our panel discussion was held against this back-
drop to select a bank that had stood above the rest, 
had been lending in what has generally been a bad 
banking year, had emerged strong despite an indus-
try in tatters, and was geared to face emerging chal-
lenges – especially on the digital front, the effects of 
which will only intensify in the future.

our panel this year was chaired by shikha 
sharma, managing director & ceo, axis Bank. 
along with her on the panel were Jaspal Bindra, 
chairman, centrum capital; parth Jindal, manag-
ing director, jsw cement; rajeev gupta, founder, 
arpwood capital; rajeev Jain, managing director, 
Bajaj finance and sunil mehta, chairman, punjab 
national Bank.

as always we set a base criteria for selection. 
since we choose only a single bank, it must have 
a national impact and, therefore, assets of over 

R100,000 crore. winners of the best bank for the 
previous three years are excluded to allow for a 
new bank to win the award.

further, based purely on numbers, Business India 
prepared a shortlist of 10 banks to assist the panel 
in discussions – based on about 20 parameters, 
such as growth in assets, advances, deposits, low-
cost deposits, net profit, market cap, fee income, 
cost to income ratio, credit to deposit ratio, pro-
vision coverage ratio, capital adequacy and return 
on asset – with panellists free to add new names to 
the list with mutual consensus. we had one for-
eign bank, five private sector banks and a few pub-
lic sector banks that made the mark this year.

But numbers can never tell a full story. Bank bal-
ance sheets are only now starting to reflect reality, 
cloaked under ‘regulatory forbearance’ for the past 
few years. moreover, numbers can never fully reflect 
intangibles like customer service or brand value. 

moreover, with the banking system having 
taken a setback, new competition had emerged 
from fintech companies and non banking finan-
cial companies. companies too had shifted bor-
rowings to the commercial paper market to take 
advantage of the difference in borrowing rates.

a panellist opined that perception plays an 
important role in decision making because it will 
determine future sustainability. while most of the 
sour loans were now accounted for, some had yet 

Better than the rest
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set of managers, would the daggers be out for the 
consultants hired by the bank to execute a strategy 
that has played out over the last few years?

at this point, only two banks made it to the 
final list -- state Bank of india and hdfc Bank. the 
venerable state Bank of india had made significant 
progress over the last few years, and had a cleaner 
balance sheet than most of its peers. By sheer size 
– a quarter of the banking industry – its impact 
remains disproportional.

its digital rollout – which had started under 
o.p. Bhatt – had gathered pace and it had caught 
up with peers despite the limitations one would 
expect in the public sector. the bank had manage-
ment depth, had merged its subsidiaries, executed 
a smooth succession plan, with no single individ-
ual responsible for that credit – and with no baton 
to pass on per se.  

a panellist said that increasingly succession 
issues in the public sector are less of a problem 
even as almost all of the larger private sector banks 
seemed to have an issue with it. while sbi did have 
non-performing assets to deal with, these were 
under control and it was growing inspite of the set-
back its peers faced.

the second, hdfc Bank had shown consistent 
growth for more than a decade with a qual-
ity book. it has been rewarded by investors 

with the largest market cap within the banking 
industry – which is fuel for any bank with growth 
ambitions.

the panel did express two concerns about the 
bank. the first was about term lending, in which 
the bank had limited exposure. while this had 
shielded the bank from accumulating sour loans, 
as a consequence, it had also limited experience 
in the sector. the second was a succession plan, 
which – as has been seen in the past — can be a 
risk for a bank.

But this bank had also rolled out a digital strat-
egy – on top of its strengths around capturing 
transactions and cash management, that was best 
in industry and it was well-placed to capture mar-
ket share going into the future. through innova-
tion and alertness, it has made inroads even in 
government quarters, with a panel member saying 
that it would be seen as an equal or even better for 
executing government contracts. 

when the votes were called out, the final deci-
sion went in favour of hdfc Bank. under chair-
man and managing director aditya puri, the bank 
is already the largest in the private sector in india, 
in terms of advances as well as deposits. and with 
a clean book and processes well in place, it expects 
to surge ahead over the next few years. our hearti-
est congratulations to aditya puri and the team at 
hdfc Bank for winning the Best Bank 2017!

u  r y a n  m a X i m  r o d r i g u e s

feedback@businessindiagroup.com

to be recognised for accounting purposes.
the first to fall off the list were the smaller 

public sector banks. though they had shown an 
improvement in financial numbers this year, it 
was too early to tell if this was a blip and if they 
would go back to their old ways again. moreover, 
even though public sector bank share prices had 
surged following the government’s recapitalisa-
tion announcement – only two notable public sec-
tor banks stood out in the industry this year.

a panellist said that public sector banks are still 
playing the catch-up game. and while they had 
public faith and, therefore, parked deposits, they 
could offer the best term loan rates to industry. 
But unlike their peers, they did not chase equally 
lucrative, ancillary services like cash management 
– though some had pulled up their socks and had 
started to do so. 

a foreign bank came up for discussion next 
but was dropped on account of increasing 
irrelevance. it had met the base criteria set 

for selection, had a strong book and churned out 
more profits on a smaller base than some of india’s 
largest banks. 

But the foreign bank had cut down on lend-
ing last year, a trend that has gathered pace over 
the last few years. foreign banks in india are 
increasingly losing relevance from a national per-
spective, focussed on their niche and lucrative 
customer base, with their india arms turning into 
mere extensions of  global strategy. the aggressive 
growth they had seen earlier, based on innovative 
ideas were industry standard, and without the will 
to expand they were losing relevance. with more 
innovation and growth being noticed elsewhere, 
the foreign bank was dropped off the list.

two private sector banks came up for discussion 
next. the first was a large private sector bank, but 
a panel member said that there was a leadership 
issue at the institution. that they had missed out 
on an opportunity, and there was a sense of dis-
contentment in industry about them.

the second private sector bank had grown rap-
idly over the past few years. it had built its book 
around mezzanine debt, which is high risk but high 
return collateralised lending. a research house had 
opined that its share price should be at one fifth of 
its current level, while another had offered strong 
support to it. yet, it was only a matter of time before 
this bank would account for non-performing assets 
totalling about R6,000 crore, which do not show on 
its books yet. it fell off the list too.

a public sector bank came up for discussion next. 
a new leader sourced from the private sector had 
brought new life into the bank. it had made notable 
progress over the past few years, but there was a suc-
cession issue brewing. if the leader was to not con-
tinue at the post after his term ends next year, and 
if the new manager was selected from an internal 
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i
f this were a hare and tortoise 
race, the tortoise is finally in the 
lead. and it has taken persever-
ance, consistency, an eye on qual-
ity, and a good 24 years to do so. 

By domestic assets, private sector 
hdfc Bank has emerged as the larg-
est private sector bank in the country, 
prompting the central bank to classify 
it as a systemically important bank. in 
terms of advances and deposits (and 
profitability) it is already larger than 
all other private sector banks.

if some may think it is time to pause 
and consolidate, hdfc Bank is readying 
to double in size. “we normally dou-
ble every three-and-a-half years, and 
i see no reason why that should not 
continue,” says aditya puri, the bank’s 
managing director & ceo. “pros-
pects are fantastic. the world changes 
fast, but the next five years shouldn’t  
be a problem.”

Banking has seen several structural 
changes since puri took charge as ceo 
in 1994. he inherited a well-respected 
brand, leveraged it to build a distribu-
tion network, and created products 
that neither the public nor the for-
eign banks had at the time or were  
able to deliver. 

getting to this size has required 

five transformations in 24 years. start-
ing as a wholesale bank, with a focus 
on transaction banking and cash man-
agement, hdfc expanded into secu-
rities and the stock market, making 
inroads into retail by year 2000. two 
banks – centurion Bank of punjab 
and times Bank – were acquired to 
gather scale, and expanded from the 
cities into semi-urban and rural india. 
today, hdfc is seen by the market as a 
retail bank, though 44 per cent of its 
business is lending to selected areas 
within wholesale. 

there were also at least three storms 
to weather during his term. in 2007, 
when banks across the globe and a 
few in india, faced setbacks, he kept 
charging ahead. in 2014, when banks 
in africa and china lost market share 
to emerging fin-tech companies – puri 
stepped up the pace. today, as public 
sector banks grapple with sour loans, 
he is readying to double in size.

with a base of over 40 million cus-
tomers, economies of scale are in full 
play at hdfc. in 2016-17, the bank 
posted a net profit of `15,253 crore – 
up by 20 per cent from the previous 
year. its market capitalisation on the 
stock markets has crossed `478,000 
crore, the third largest of any company 
in the country. 

if digital is the buzzword in bank-
ing, puri has positioned to be at the 
front of the line. “You ask six people 
what digital means and you will get 
seven answers,” says puri. “But if you 
look at what is happening — when you 
have convergence of media and com-
puting, the ability to have big data 
and analytics; everything being con-
nected, it gives you the ability to alter 
your business model and to provide a 
personalised product to the customer 
as well as reduce cost.”

in comes eva, a chatbot, that auto-
mates millions of successful con-
versations on the bank’s website  

and facebook messenger every month. 
leveraging artificial intelligence, eva 
represents the bank to external cus-
tomers, but there are at least six other 
bots for internal and employee use. 
“the next version may be able to do 
more like assist in transactions. we 
are trying to develop this as a conver-
sation property,” says nitin chugh, 
country head, digital banking.

then came ira, a humanoid 
deployed at a branch in mumbai, a 
robot and pseudo-butler that moves, 
guiding customers to counters and 
answering simple questions. in a test-
ing phase, the bank is trying to learn 
what it can do and what the customers 
expect of it.

Managing 
scale and risk

HDFC Bank is set 
to double in size 

in four years

 Total Assets  %
 2017 2016 Growth

State Bank of India 34,45,121.56 29,70,897.64 15.96

ICICI Bank  9,86,042.66 9,18,756.20 7.32

HDFC Bank  8,92,344.16 7,30,261.82 22.19

Punjab National Bank 7,33,310.91 7,12,792.96 2.87

Bank of Baroda 7,19,220.51 6,91,179.08 4.05

Ahead of the curve
2017
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there is smartbuy.com, the bank’s 
answer to emerging competition from 
e-commerce players. products are 
available cheaper here than elsewhere, 
because the bank doesn’t charge distri-
bution, but asks for it to be passed on 
to the customer. there is payzapp, an 
inexpensive app by the bank that has 
12 million registered users.

there is a much talked about 10 sec-
ond, personal loan — from the time of 
application to the time of disbursal — 
for existing customers, and 10-min-
ute approval for others, subject to 
documentation.

another loan against securi-
ties account, in a tie up with nsdl 
(national securities depository lim-
ited), offers loans against shares. it used 
to take five-to-seven days in the earlier 
process, but can now be disbursed in  
five minutes.

in credit cards, with about 9.5 mil-
lion customers, hdfc Bank is nearly 
twice the size of its nearest compet-
itor. and the base will continue to 
grow. unsecured loans have been 
growing at 40-50 per cent, with lit-
tle sign of delinquency. “we are both 
the largest acquirer and issuer in the 

payments business,” says parag rao, 
country head, card payment prod-
ucts, merchant acquiring services  
and marketing. 

“the economy is growing steadily,” 
says arvind Kapil, group head, retail 
assets and unsecured loans. “what do 
you think will happen in a six trillion 
dollar economy? You will start to see 
Bentleys in your society. You will see a 
lot more mini coopers which you do 
not see now.”

such confidence in quick lending is 
backed by big data, advanced analyt-
ics, and initial steps in artificial intelli-
gence, with customer construct being 
built through various social media. 
more importantly, it is linked to rising 
per capita income.

data can be used, for instance, to 
map customer purchases and behav-
iour. it uses past responses to assess 
channel preference like whether the 
customer doesn’t open emails, pre-
fers to talk to a physical warm body, 
or over the phone. it can then predict 
the best date and time to approach the 

 Net Profit  %
 2017 2016 Growth

HDFC Bank  15253.03 12801.33 19.15

State Bank of India 10484.10 9950.65 5.36

ICICI Bank  10188.38 10179.96 0.08

Kotak Mahindra Bank  4941.33 3458.85 42.86

Axis Bank  3953.03 8349.67 -52.65

Scaling up
2017

Sukthankar: we need people Bharucha: hdfc is a full-fledged commercial bank
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customer, and the best product suited 
for her at that time.

till only a few years ago, it is 
such changes that got people 
to say that banks were turning 

into dinosaurs. “if you look at ama-
zon, facebook, netflix or apple, they 
just use the structural changes in com-
puting and mobility to come up with 
a product that is more convenient to 
the customer and at the same time 
reduce cost,” says puri. “we forget that 
we could do the same thing in bank-
ing. so we started with zero on a plain 
sheet of paper. and said that, if we 
want to give the customer a friction-
less experience, then how should he 
be able to deal with us.”

But to be able to deliver such prod-
ucts also requires a strong backend — 
a scalable network and continually 
refined processes that are able to sup-
port execution without disruption. 
shifting to an api (application pro-
gramming interface) platform, means 
customers at hdfc can access the bank 

from any device. By the first quarter 
of next year, customers will be able to 
start a conversation on the phone and 
carry it on in a branch.

three years back, hdfc Bank’s core 
banking transactions were on average 
2,500 transactions per second (tps) up 
now to 5,000 tps. an investment plan to 
roll out 10,000 tps is already underway. 

transactions are emerging like 
never before and from all quarters — 
through bill payments, deposits, credit 
and debit cards and point of sale ter-
minals, trade on net, emerging, small 
and medium corporates, through 

rtgs and neft, and through portals 
like smartbuy and payzapp. an auto 
loan can be sourced from seven dif-
ferent channels with a stream of part-
ners within those channels, and this is 
only one product. 

“to run a bank of this size with 
4,800 branches, you need some-
thing like 4,000 to 5,000 cpus (cen-
tral processing units) on average, 
consuming four to five megawatt 
of electricity and five to six peta-
byte of storage,” says munish mittal,  
chief information officer.

scaling up to keep up with growth is 

 Advances  %
 2017 2016 Growth

State Bank of India 1896886.82 1870260.89 1.42

HDFC Bank  585480.99 487290.42 20.15

ICICI Bank  515317.31 493729.11 4.37

Punjab National Bank 424230.49 446083.03 -4.89

Bank of Baroda 392262.30 391485.99 0.19

Steady growth
2017

Zaveri: legacy systems are a handicap Kapil: brimming with confidence
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one side of hdfc’s success, incomplete 
without the continual improvements 
in processes to keep pace. take cheque 
clearing for instance. hdfc Bank pro-
cesses more than 60 million cheques a 
month. Back in the day every cheque 
would be processed by entering an 
account number. when core bank-
ing system came in, data started to be 
fetched from it. 

that process improved to fetching 
only the signature of the customer, and 
tallying it online — so that it did not 

have to be keyed in again. in february, 
the bank will go live with auto verifica-
tion of signatures, deploying artificial 
intelligence. the machine will verify 
signatures, and if it doesn’t tally, then 
human eyeballing will take place.

or tax collections. when hdfc 
started, it would take days from the 
time a branch could collect and till 
it would reach the government. the 
bank signed a commitment with the 
government to complete the process 
in finite time, else pay interest for the 

What is the next step for 
digital and banking?
Fundamentally, if you have a 
digital signature, a lot of the 
documents can move online. 
This will rapidly expand 
exponentially in a geometric 
progression over a period 
of time and it’s as much a 
question of what we are ready 
for but also what the customer 
wants. But that doesn’t 
mean the physical world will 
disappear. First, they said 
internet will come and bricks 
and mortar will disappear. 
Then, they said e-commerce 
will come. Half went there. 
Now all those (e-commerce) 
fellows are buying bricks 
and mortar. There will be a 
convergence between the 
physical world and the online 
world.

Does productivity at its 
peak lead to job losses?
Is there a direct linear relation 
between productivity, 
digitisation and job loss? There 
is, however, a co-relation 
in terms of more efficiency. 
So, if a credit analysed job 
can be done by a model 
you still need somebody to 
be able to make the model. 
You need somebody to be 
able to analyse that data. So, 
you create a different type 
of job. It’s more a challenge 
of reskilling than losing jobs. 
Whenever there has been a 
technological change, the 
type of job changes. The auto 
revolution created more jobs, 
because automobile price 
fell and more people could 
buy cars. It’s a question of 

how many people can reskill 
themselves. 

You have supported 
demonetisation...
The cash component has 
gone down by 12 per cent. If 
it goes down by a further 12 
per cent, the cost of printing 
and managing currency is 
`25,000 crore. You reduce the 
amount of cash in the system. 
It helped digitisation, brought 
a lot of new money into the 
system.

Is the rollout of gst 
smoothening?
gst is a far reaching reform. 
It is easy to say it could be 
one or two rates. The fact 
is: it took you 15 years and 
you could not introduce gst; 
because you never came to a 
conclusion. It may not have 
been the best gst to start 
with, but it is rapidly coming 
to what it should have been 
originally. If they had said that 
they want the gst like that, 
the states would not have 

signed. This is a temporary 
disruption for a reform that is 
so large.

Shouldn’t a few public 
sector banks be made 
private? The ones that are 
being starved...
Some of the private sector 
banks also have reasonable 
npas. Privatisation could be 
a solution, it is not the only 
solution. I think moving to 
introduce reform is not easy. 
The bankruptcy code is a 
good reform. Recognition of 
npas is an even bigger reform. 
Today, a promoter is scared 
to lose the company. That is a 
big step forward.

Should promoters be 
allowed to buy their 
companies back?
If they are fit and proper, how 
did they land here? It doesn’t 
make sense. You take the 
company to where it is. Then 
it comes into the bankruptcy 
code. Then you get it for a 
cheaper price. By definition, 

Of men and machine
In a free-wheeling interview, Aditya Puri (68) discusses a 
range of issues including succession planning

 Fee Income  %
 2017 2016 Growth

State Bank of India 18665.02 16215.33 15.11

HDFC Bank  10074.94 8986.77 12.11

ICICI Bank  9390.11 9733.22 -3.53

Axis Bank  8108.56 7982.64 1.58

Kotak Mahindra Bank  4096.77 3461.72 18.34

Collecting more
2017

Chugh: digital dominance
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entire period. from five working days 
the process cut down to five calendar 
days, and is now one working day.

“the challenge is in managing 
transformationally, a fairly complex 
and sophisticated ecosystem. techno-
logical and delivery changes are taking 
place, and customer expectations are 
changing,” says Bhavesh zaveri, coun-
try head, wholesale banking and cash 
management product. “legacy systems 
are a handicap. in 2016, they become 
inflexible to meet today’s demand and 

to connect to other surround systems. 
we don’t allow ourselves to become 
a slave to our systems. we don’t keep 
any of our systems static beyond five 
to seven years,” he adds.

changing processes in favour 
of cost efficiencies has made 
re-skilling of staff a continual 

exercise.    during the heady branch 
expansion days, hdfc Bank’s employee 
count rose to 92,000. hiring froze last 
year with branch expansion slowing, 

and churn has brought the number 
down to 84,000.

the number is rising again but 
has lost pace. “as an organisation, as 
we are growing, there will always be 
areas, where we need people,” says 
paresh sukthankar, deputy manag-
ing director. “if there are people who 
are not coming up to the standards of 
performance, we train them and help 
them come up. Beyond that is a per-
formance improvement plan with a 
structured process from there”. 

you’re the best guy to know 
how much to bid for it. And 
you will end up giving the 

banks a bigger hit than what 
they would have got if it hadn’t 
gone to the bankruptcy code.

Competitors say you don’t 
lend long term...
hdfc has never shied from 
long-term lending. It has shied 
from long-term lending in 
which it did not understand 
how it would get its money 
back. The structuring has 
improved now that people 
have learnt their lessons. 
Which if they had put in at 
that time, we wouldn’t have 
been in this soup. And now, 
if it’s a good project, we were 
always there. 

Do you see merit in a 
merger with hdfc?
Whenever we see potential 
we shall merge. It could be 
the largest Indian company, 
still we would love to 
have it. It’s got to do with 
plain economics; Deepak 
Parekh and I have got along 
fantastically well but it has 
to make sense. The tax rate, 
the capital gains tax, there 
are different concessions. 
So, if it made sense and the 
regulations made sense, we 

would love to merge. We’ve 
been hoping that the rates 
would come down for a long 
time. 

Would it happen before 
you turn 70?
No idea. But if it did, we 
would merge.

Finally, on succession 
planning, is it a risk at 
hdfc Bank?
It is not an issue at all. We 
have both internal and 
external candidates. We have 
discussed it at the board. 
We will start to fine-tune it 
closer to 18 months before 
my retirement. And the 
replacement will be in place 
one year before I retire.

Life after 70, is retirement 
a state of mind?
It depends on that time. I am 
feeling fit. I play my games. I 
work. Maybe I will work in a 
company. Maybe I will start 
work at a non-bank. I don’t 
know.

 NIM 
 2017 2016

Citi 5.15 4.53

HSBC  4.92 3.43

Standard Chartered 4.70 5.46

HDFC Bank  3.94 3.98

Kotak Mahindra Bank  3.93 3.85

 Return on Assets
 2017 2016

Citi 2.45 2.20

Kotak Mahindra Bank  1.78 1.43

HSBC  1.76 1.53

HDFC Bank  1.70 1.75

Standard Chartered 1.70 0.75

Catching up Better performance
2017 2017
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it is these continuous improvements 
and refining of processes that has kept 
hdfc Bank ahead of the curve. Banks 
in india have tried to emulate the 
hdfc strategy but have met with lim-
ited success. the bank is known in the 
industry for its efficient processes, but 
how difficult can that be to replicate or 
improve on by others? 

“You do need the framework, the pro-
cesses, the policies and the ecosystem, 

but you also need individuals to exe-
cute,” says sukhthankar. “likewise, no 
matter how good an individual, he can-
not be as successful without the rest of 
the pieces in place.”

digitisation still has limitations, 
with different demographics choos-
ing to deal differently with the bank. 
moreover, law requires physical signa-
tures and document collection in sev-
eral cases, for which the branch is still 

relevant – as in client-servicing and to 
meet cash, trade and small and busi-
ness requirements. as long as these 
pieces exist, the branch will still be 
relevant. 

“we want to give the customer what 
the customer wants, when they want it 
and how they want it irrespective of 
the channels they use,” says rao. 

u  r Y a n  m a X i m  r o d r i g u e s

feedback@businessindiagroup.com

How did hdfc Bank skip 
this latest banking crisis 

that most public sector banks 
– and even a few private sec-
tor banks – find themselves 
snowed under? Competition 
argues that hdfc Bank does 
not do project financing, term 
lending, or long-term loans to 
industry, which has contained 
risk and kept its books rela-
tively clean.

This was true in the ini-
tial years, and the bank has 
now started to lend across 

tenures. Of the total loans, 46 
per cent are to Indian compa-
nies – and 30 per cent of that is 
of an average tenure of five-to-
nine years.

hdfc Bank decided that it 
would participate with com-
panies that had been in infra-
structure. They were selective 
about who they dealt with, and 
put it through a good amount 
of risk evaluation to make sure 
that money wasn’t being put 
out on the basis of fancy excel 
sheets.

Part of the crisis, says Kaizad 
Bharucha, executive director, 
was in terms of a mismatch 
in companies tie ups for input 
and output. “They wanted to 
put up world class assets and 
execute within a timeline, and 
they largely did get their proj-
ects on stream. But, after that, 
what do you do, if you do not 
have those two ends tied? And, 
for the guys who got it tied up, 
they were faced with a com-
modity cycle,” he adds.

hdfc also has a policy of 
lending preferably on cash 
flow – be it retail or corpo-
rate – instead of collateral. The 

idea is to worry less about sell-
ing a customer asset in case 
of a default, and more about 
whether the customer can pay 
back in the first place.  

Bharucha says that hdfc 
is a full-fledged commercial 
bank, and given the size and 
footprint, it needs to have 
the entire range of products. 
‘Wholesale’ will continue to 
fill about half of the bank’s 
books and, as the bank grows 
its assets, and with customer 
demand, it will find itself step-
ping deeper into long term 
lending – even if only as a 
measure of diversification.

Lending short

Rao: what the customer wants Mittal: tech advantage
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india is the largest importer of edi-
ble oils globally. the modi gov-
ernment’s recent decision to raise 

import duties on a range of edible oils, 
in a bid to support growers who are 
bearing losses due to plunging domes-
tic prices, has many dimensions. for 
one thing, the hike in import duties 
on edible oil is the highest in a decade, 
underlining the fact that the idea of 
self-sufficiency in oilseeds production 
is still a pipedream. edible oil imports 
still account for about 70 per cent of 
the country’s requirements, mainly 
from malaysia and indonesia. soya oil 
is also imported from argentina and 
Brazil. sunflower oil is imported from 
ukraine and russia.

the import reliance has increased 
steadily from 44 per cent in 2001-02. 
as the world’s leading edible oil buyer, 
india imported 15.45 million tonnes 
of both edible and non-edible oils in 
the 2016-17 marketing year (novem-
ber-october), up by 4.75 per cent 
from 14.74 million tonnes in the  
previous year.

politically, the move will help the 
ruling Bharatiya Janata party put up a 
pro-farmer face, as it comes ahead of 
the gujarat assembly election, where 
farm distress has become an electoral 

issue. gujarat is a major producer of 
groundnut contributing about 40 per 
cent to india’s total production of 
the oilseed. though import duty on 
groundnut oil has been left untouched, 
groundnut seed prices have dropped 
below their minimum support price of 
`4,450 per quintal, announced by the 
Vijay rupani government in septem-
ber. local prices,in fact, had plunged 
to ̀ 3,000 per quintal despite an almost 
12 per cent fall in acreage this kharif 
season due to good carryover stocks 
and low demand. this is also the case 
with soyabean, sunflower seed and 
cottonseed. rising imports were fur-
ther queering the pitch. according to 
data released by the solvent extrac-
tors’ association (sea) soyabean, rape-
seed and groundnut were being sold 
lower than the msp and their prices 
had declined in the range of 20 to 30 
per cent on a year-on-year basis. the 
lower price, in turn deters farmers to 
sow oilseeds and opt for other crops. 
the hike in import tax is also likely 
to benefit growers of soyabean in the 
largest producing state of madhya 
pradesh, where assembly elections are 
likely by the end of next year. a mas-
sive farmers’ agitation has rocked the 
state this year.

on 17 november, the centre raised 
the import duty on crude palm oil to 
30 per cent from 15 per cent and on 
refined oil to 40 per cent from 25 per 
cent in a bid to curb cheaper shipments 
and boost local prices for supporting 
farmers and refiners. import duty on 
crude soyabean oil was increased to 
30 per cent from 17.5 per cent, while 
refined soyabean oil was raised to 35 
per cent from the current 20 per cent. 
similarly, the import duty on crude 
sunflower oil has been increased to 
25 per cent from 12.5 per cent, while 
that on refined sunflower oil has been 
increased to 35 per cent from 20 per 
cent. also, the import duty on crude 
canola/ rapeseed/ mustard oils has been 
increased to 25 per cent from 12.5 per 
cent, while the tax on refined crude 
canola/rapeseed/mustard oils have 
been increased to 35 per cent from 20 
per cent. that apart, import duty on 
soyabean has been increased to 45 per 
cent from 30 per cent. an inter-minis-
terial group headed by transport min-
ister nitin gadkari and the economic 
advisory council to prime minister 
had examined the local price situa-
tion and suggested raising the import 
duties on edible oils and some oil-
seeds. the government says that the 
announcement will encourage farm-
ers at home.

Beyond the hike in import duty on 
pulses, the government has also freed 

Will edible oil import duty hike really help?

Easy way out
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up exports of all varieties of pulses as a 
surge in domestic supply pulled down 
prices way below the msps announced 
by the government. free export of 
pulses will provide an alternative mar-
ket for farmers at remunerative prices 
and help exporters regain markets, the 
centre said on 16 november, follow-
ing cabinet approval to allow exports. 
earlier in november, the government 
also hiked the import duty on yellow 
peas to 50 per cent to support domes-
tic growers of pulses like chana, urad 
and moong beans.

But while farmers may feel happy, 
the duty revisions signal a policy shift 
to help farmers at the cost of higher 
prices for consumers. increase in 
import duty is expected to result in 
higher domestic edible oil prices.

“of late, there is a shift from con-
sumer centric policies to keep (food) 
inflation low which caused significant 
farm distress in the past two years,” 
says ashok gulati, agriculture chair 
professor at delhi-based indian coun-
cil for research on international eco-
nomic relations. “this also signifies 
that at a political level BJp has rea-
lised that the reality is far from what 
they promised farmers... with prices 
of pulses and oilseed at historical lows 
compared to support prices they are 
hoping that the reversal in trade pol-
icies will help them in elections,” 
gulati adds.

Protecting the industry
apart from better prices for farmers, 
increased import duty on most of the 
edible oil imports are expected to pro-
tect the domestic industry’s interest. 
indian oilseed crushers had been strug-
gling to compete with cheaper imports 
from indonesia, malaysia, Brazil and 
argentina, reducing demand for local 
rapeseed and soyabeans which have 
been trading below government-
set prices in the physical market and 
angering farmers. 

 the domestic edible oil process-
ing and crushing industry has wel-
comed the government move. “the 
price of edible oil may go up by `5-6 
per kg, which, in turn, will raise the 
price of oilseed and support farmers. 
however, there is unlikely to be a big 
fall in imports as india’s needs to feed 
1.3 billion people,” says B.V. mehta, 
executive director, solvent extractors 

association. the country might end 
up importing 15.5-16 million tonnes 
of edible oil in the 2017-18 oil mar-
keting year that started in novem-
ber, almost the same amount as the  
previous year. 

the duty hike should lift local oil-
seed prices, which may encourage 
farmers to sell oilseeds and increase 
supply for crushing. so, the short 
term demand will see a major impact 
because it was such a steep price hike, 
but the local oilseed production is not 
enough to cover all its demand. 

according to credit rating agency 
icra, india occupies a prominent 
position in the world oilseeds indus-
try with contribution of around 10 
per cent in worldwide production. 
the country is producing 7-8.5 mil-
lion tonnes of edible oil annually from 
28 million hectares of land. herein 
lies the catch. experts say the aver-
age yield of various oilseeds crops in 
india, though improved, is lower than 
world average and significantly lower 
than other major oilseeds producing 
nations. “average yield of various oil-
seeds crops in india, though improved, 
is lower than the world average and sig-
nificantly lower than other major oil-
seeds producing nations,” says sachin 

sachdeva, associate head & avp, cor-
porate ratings, icra. malaysia, for 
instance, produces 20 million tonnes 
of edible oil, using just 5 million hect-
ares of land. the imbalance in the 
demand for edible oils and domestic 
production sows up in the dependence 
on imports.

“we need to understand if we are 
really growing appropriate crop for 
our soil. there is not much research 
being done in the area. investment in 
oilseeds research and development is a 
key element and should be enhanced,” 
says r.B.n. prasad of indian institute 
of chemical technology, hyderabad, 
and former chief scientist and head of 
centre of lipid research. the icrier 
report stated that while there was some 
progress in increasing the area under 
cultivation and improving yields, the 
growth had been slow. according to 
the rating agency icra, what’s ham-
pering production at present are: a 
lack of suitable varieties, high-cost of 
cultivation, dearth of timely availabil-
ity of inputs, and low and fluctuating 
prices. also, the monsoon remains a 
crucial factor, as majority of the area – 
about 75 per cent under oilseed culti-
vation – is still rain-fed.

the centre’s national mission 

Seed oil expeller
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on oilseeds & oil palm (nmoop) – 
to encourage oil seeds production 
can potentially bring down india’s 
dependence on imports for edible 
oil. nmoop aims to increase oilseed 
production to 42 million tonnes by 
2021-22, from 34 million tonnes now. 
apart from directly helping farmers, it 
will also result in savings on foreign 
exchange. edible oil imports consti-
tute about 2.5 per cent of india’s total 
import bill. nmoop needs to be given a  
decisive push.

so, will the import duty hike work? 
g. chandrashekhar, a commodities 
market expert, feels the idea of price 
band and policy intervention is no 
panacea for rates falling below msp 
recently. such quick-fix solutions sel-
dom deliver sustained results. on 
the other hand, they can distort the 
trade, unleash speculative forces and 
not deliver intended relief to growers  
and consumers.

Trade policy
a fundamental issue with effecting fre-
quent changes in export-import pol-
icy is that it ignores india’s role in the 
global marketplace. despite the fact 
that india is a consuming economy 
and not an export-oriented one, farm 
exports are not insubstantial. over 
the last three years they were worth 
₹17-19 lakh crore (about $30 billion). 
major agri products shipped into the 
country include vegetable oils, pulses, 
fresh fruits and vegetables, raw cashew 
as also wheat and sugar from time  
to time.

the import of essentials such as edi-
ble oil and pulses being inevitable in 
the absence of a production ramp-up, 
any tinkering with trade policy with-
out taking into account international 
sensitivities and trade relations can 
potentially lead to a backlash and 
retaliatory action.

the exim policy, says chandrashek-
har, should be treated as sacrosanct 
and be tweaked only in rare cases. a 
progressive foreign trade policy is one 
where export and import windows 
both are open. handling tariff pol-
icy is tricky. it is not just the volume 
of export or import that drives com-
modity prices. Besides, there are other 
drivers including global demand and 
supply, monetary policy, currency, 
weather and speculative funds in 

the bourses, apart from seasonal and 
regional production. unfortunately, 
within the government, there is lit-
tle global commodity market commer-
cial intelligence available so as to be 
able to take informed decisions on tar-
iff changes. Bilateral pacts with vari-
ous countries have to be honoured too. 
“it is reported that msp will be treated 
as the benchmark. this dynamic tar-
iff policy would work well on paper, 
but not on the ground. exporters and 
importers make forward commitments 
and frequent changes in policies will 
lead to uncertainties and risk,” he says.

since 2013, the world has had five 
straight years of large production of 
oilseeds resulting in a burdensome 
inventory. the indian oilseeds and 
oils market is well integrated with the 
global market through the trade route. 
any change in world market prices 
will get reflected here. thus, frequent 
changes in exim policy for oilseeds 
and oils could prove to be counter-
productive because india is import-
dependent for edible oil. that would 
make frequent tariff changes seem like 
a logical alternative. But they hardly 
exert a marked impact on domestic 
oilseed prices. a hike in customs duty 

on imported oils has had no effect on 
oilseed rates here.

in the case of vegetable oil, it is pos-
sible to restrict trade without impos-
ing trade or tariff barriers. primarily, 
imports need regulation in terms of 
registration of import contracts and 
monitoring of arrivals. importantly, 
excessive import, if any, can be curbed 
by reducing the credit period for pay-
ment against imports. a long credit 
period — 90 to 150 days — encour-
ages over-trading and many import-
ers are mired in what can be called the 
‘import debt trap’. imposing a max-
imum credit period of 30 days will 
remove the incentive to indulge in 
over-trading.

thus, the massive import duty like 
in oilseeds reflects an inertia within 
the government. every ministry con-
cerned — agriculture, food and con-
sumer affairs, finance and finally, 
commerce — is keen to find an easy 
way out of the mess. this approach 
needs a thorough review and the gov-
ernment will have to look at the sector 
holistically covering production, pro-
cessing, consumption and trade. 

u  r a K e s h  J o s h i

rakesh.joshi@businessindiagroup.com

Cooking oil production line
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the entry of reliance Jio has 
shaken up not only the mobile 
industry, but the telecom tower 

business too. many of the telecom 
companies, which had towers as part 
of their business, now want to move 

out of it. the effect of 
consolidation in the 
telecom sector has also 
impacted the stand-
alone telecom tower 
players like gtl infra. 

cut-throat competition in the telecom 
arena has brought down arpu and, as 
a result, revenues for the telecom play-
ers. with huge debts sitting on the 
books, selling off the tower business, 
which is not a core activity, seems to 
be a logical solution. Jio, whose entry 
acted as a catalyst for telecom compa-
nies’ consolidation, is also a reason 
behind the consolidation in the tele-
com tower business.

the largest player in the industry 
is indus, a jv, in which Vodafone and 
Bharti airtel hold a 42 per cent stake 
each, while idea, through its subsidiary 
aditya Birla telecom, holds 16 per cent. 
it has 123,000 towers. Vittorio colao, 
ceo, Vodafone group, had recently 
announced that Voda is looking to sell 
its stake in indus, at a valuation of $5 
billion, putting indus’ total value at 
$11.90 billion (`79,730 crore). 

the two pure telecom tower com-
panies, which are listed in the tele-
com space, are Bharti infra, which 
owns 39,264 towers (it is also a stake-
holder in indus) and gtl infra, both of 
which are open to deals. gtl, which 
is going through sdr, is in the process 
of selling the company to new pro-
moters. a gtl infra official said that 
they expect investor induction around  
march 2018.

Bharti infra is also exploring vari-
ous options. media reports indicate a 
two-leg transaction, with Bharti infra 
first buying more stake in indus, to 
become a majority shareholder. then, 

Bharti airtel, which 
owns 53.51 per cent 
stake in the com-
pany, would pare its 
stake to pe firms like 
kkr and canadian 
pension plan invest-
ments, to retire  
its debt. 

a few days back, 
Bharti had sold 4.49 
per cent of its stake 
in Bharti infratel 
(83 million shares) 
for R3,325 crore. 
“discussions are 
still going on,” said 
sunil Bharti mit-
tal to the Economic 
Times, when asked 
about the sale of 
infratel stakes. “we 

Heading for action

Consolidation 
in the telecom 
sector impacts  
stand-alone 
tower players too
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should be able 
to report back 
to you by the 
next quarter 

results.”
on the other 

hand, reliance 
communications, 

which is reeling under 
huge debt and which had recently 
defaulted on bond payments, is also 
in the process of selling its telecom 
tower. its previous deal, inked to sell 
51 per cent of its stake in the tower 
arm for R11,000 crore, was called off 
as the merger between rcom and air-
cel did not go through. rcom is now 
exploring fresh avenues for the sale of 
its tower, with Brookfield sighted as 
one of the likely buyers.  the company 
is now looking at selling the tower arm 
as a whole, instead of the 51 per cent 
offered earlier. the valuations it can 
command will be lower than what was 
agreed on last time, as aircel’s business 
is not part of the deal anymore. 

in november, american tower co 
(atc), which is emerging as one of the 
largest players in india and the larg-
est independent tower company in the 

world, bought 20,000 towers, owned 
by Vodafone india and idea, at an 
enterprise value of R7,850 crore. atc 
had become a major player in india, 
when it acquired an additional 51 per 
cent stake in Viom for R7,635 crore in 
2015-16 from srei infra, idfc pe and 
tata teleservices, taking its stake to 75 
per cent. Viom was later renamed atc 
india. media reports suggest that tata 
teleservices still owns a 25 per cent 
stake in atc india and wants to sell off 
that too.

Major consolidation?
while one can understand why the 
telecom companies want to sell their 
tower business, why do pe players or 
players like atc want to buy it? will 
the stress situation in the telecom 
business not impact their revenues? a 
steady flow of assured rental income 
is an exciting proposition for many 
pe players, surmises abizer diwanji 
of e&y. he feels that the demand for 
towers will go up, as india moves from 
4g to 5g, which would call for denser 
towers.  also, the way the industry is 
shaping up, it gives the feeling that the 
tower companies would be controlled 

by pe firms like 
kkr or Brook-
field or foreign 
companies like 
atc. this is in 
complete contrast 
to what the telecom 
business was earlier, when 
indian entrepreneurs were strong and 
foreign players were recessive.

diwanji opines that there would 
eventually be two or three players in 
the tower business, with the industry 
going through a major consolidation. 
there are now more than 10 play-
ers (see chart) in the field. apart from 
these, there is also reliance Jio, which 
has 30,000 towers of its own, while its 
requirement is about 120,000, which 
it plans to meet through tenancies on 
other towers. in the coming two-three 
years, Jio would require 50,000-60,000 
towers more, a part of which would be 
owned by them, while the majority 
would be outsourced. at some stage, 
Jio will have to hive off its tower assets 
to a separate company. there is a fair 
chance that the company may hold 
minority stakes in the tower compa-
nies, so as not to expand its roce. But 

Colao acknowledges 
that the price of $5 
billion for its 42 per 
cent stake in Indus 

works out to roughly 
K26,000 per tenancy.

Media reports  
indicate a two-leg 
transaction, with 

Bharti Infra first buying 
more stake in Indus, 
to become a majority 

shareholder
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that is for the future.
meanwhile, how is 

the tower business being 
valued? in the telecom 
business, valuations are 
functions of arpu, as well 
as the number of subscrib-
ers a company has. how-
ever, in the tower business, 
the number of towers a 
company has and the ten-
ancies per tower are crucial 
for its valuation. tenancy 
is the number of telecom 
companies that have put 
up active infrastructure 
on these telecom towers. 
tenancy of two means, on an aver-
age, a tower has two telecom compa-
nies using the infrastructure. telecom 
companies pay fixed rents for using 
the towers.

these contracts are for long terms, 
ranging from 10 to 15 years, with a 
normal 2.5 per cent built-in escalation 
cost. agreements have significant exit 
penalties, ensuring that the business 
has a sure and steady income flow.  
operating margins are good since, 
once a tower is installed, there are no 
major recurring expenses. players like 
Bharti infratel had an ebdit margin 
of 44.74 per cent in the first half of 
2017-18. a gtl infra official says that 
his company is targeting 50 per cent 
ebdit margin for 2017-18. that makes 
the pe players excited about this busi-
ness, as they expect a steady flow of 
income similar to what is happening 
in reit. Bharti infratel’s revenue per 
tower was R83,040 per month for the 
quarter ended september 2017, giving 
it an annual revenue per tower in the 
range of R10 lakh. 

so, what would be the price at 
which the tower infra companies will 
be able to sell their business? diwanji 
feels that the valuation of 
a tower is a function of its 
tenancies. higher tenancies 
mean higher prices. indus 
has the best tenancy ratio 
in the country, at 2.43, 
followed by Bharti infra, 
with 2.39. diwanji is of 
the opinion that a telecom 
tower company can fetch 
a price of R20-35 lakh per 
tenancies. atc had bought 
the towers of Vodafone and 

idea at an ev per tenancy of R28 lakh. 
colao acknowledges that the price of 
$5 billion for its 42 per cent stake in 
indus works out to roughly R26,000 
per tenancy. 

Action ahead
several variables come into play, while 
deciding the valuations of a tower. 
tenancy agreements of more than 
five years would fetch higher prices 
than those that have less than a five-
year period, as the former will offer 
more clarity on the stream of rev-
enues. also, the quality of tenancy 
is a factor which the buyer of a tele-
com tower company would take into 
consideration. clients like Bharti air-
tel and reliance Jio would command 
higher prices, due to their strong lead-
ership, when compared to a player like 
aircel. in that sense, the adherence 
of clients is a strong factor that drives 
valuations. to some extent, issues like 
the location of a tower (whether it is 
in a metro or a circle a or B or c town) 
or its positioning (ground-based or on 
rooftop) or the reach of the technol-
ogy involved (based on 2g, 3g or 4g) 
could also determine the prices. we 

expect most of the trans-
actions to take place in the 
region of R22,000-25,000 
per tenancies, as the buyer 
would also need to justify 
roe on the buying price.

on the flip side, there is 
a fair possibility that rental 
incomes may be negoti-
ated on the lower side, due 
to the consolidation in the 
industry. financials of tele-
com companies are not 
that attractive anymore 
and, hence, they may try 
to convince the telecom 
tower companies to set-

tle for lower rentals, but with higher 
volumes. this could also impact mar-
gins. Jio’s towers have only the owner 
as its tenant but, if it takes a tenant on 
its tower, then the competition can 
become tight. 

in september, the government had 
announced that it had approved bsnl 
put together its 66,457 towers into a 
separate company. right now, bsnl 
mainly uses its tower only for itself 
but, since it’s a separate company, it 
can seek business from other telecom 
operators also. “an independent, ded-
icated tower company of bsnl, with 
a focussed approach, will lead to an 
increase in external tenancies and, 
consequentially, higher revenues for 
the new company,” the government 
had said then. 

the process of a demerger is expected 
to take two years. the Vodafone-idea 
merger is likely to be over by septem-
ber 2018 and one expects the rentals 
to be renegotiated by 2019. But one has 
to wait and see. right now, the tower 
companies are in the thick of action 
in terms of merger & acquisitions. we 
expect indus to be the first one to see 
some action, followed by reliance 

comm. what price the 
indus deal would fetch will 
set the tone for the reliance 
comm tower business, as 
well as for gtl infra.

the industry is heading 
for a lot of action, which we 
believe is good for the tele-
com companies, as well as 
for the tower companies.

u  s u n i l  d a m a n i a

sunil.damania@businessindiagroup.com

Source: Bharti Infratel analyst presentation  

Company Nos. Tenancy

Bharti Infra 39,264 2.39

Indus 123,000 2.43

BSNL 69,000 1.00

American Tower 58,000 2.20

Reliance Comm. 44,000 1.74

GTL 28,000 1.83

Others 26,000 NA

Major Indian telecom tower companies

Source:Bharti Infratel analyst presentation  

Global listed tower companies

Company Towers Tenancy

American Tower 148 2.2

Crown Castle 40 2.3

SBA 27 1.8

Sarana Merana Nusantara 15 1.7

Tower Bersama 13 1.7

Source: Bharti Infratel analyst presentation  
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while india’s power sector has 
been largely passed over by 
overseas energy companies, 

with some foreign investments hav-
ing tripped up as well, hong Kong’s 
116-year-old china light & power 
(clp) has held its ground for 15 years 
through a diversified portfolio, where 
it has invested over R14,500 crore. and 
clp india pvt ltd, the wholly-owned 
subsidiary of clp co syndicate, is now 
betting big on india’s power sector

clp co. was incorporated in 1901 
and listed on the hong Kong stock 
exchange as clp holdings ltd, one of 
asia’s largest investor-owned power 
businesses with $10.2 billion reve-
nues (for 2016) and market cap of 
$23 billion. with cumulative capac-
ities of 2,900 mw spanning coal, gas 
and wind, and with almost 1 gigawatt 
(gw) of this in wind alone, clp india is 
also one of the largest wind power gen-
erators in the country. it forayed last 
year into solar power through a 100 
mw joint venture with the other tradi-
tional wind major, pune-based suzlon 
energy ltd. the commissioning of 
this project will edge clp india across 
1 gw of renewables, counted with its 
994 mw of wind capacities. 

with its headcount in the renew-
able segment tripling over the past six 
years and a need for a larger workplace, 
clp india shifted in June to its own new 

R100 crore corporate office, of 25,000 
sq ft, in mumbai’s western suburb of 
andheri – more than double its earlier 
leased office of 12,000 sq ft. a fourth of 
its countrywide workforce of 448 now 

operates from this office.
“india is a primary growth 

market and a priority for clp,” 
says rajiv ranjan mishra, who 
joined the clp group in 2002 
and has been managing direc-

tor of clp india since 2005. “we 
have developed a central group 

in hong Kong called the innovation 
centre to look at how the energy indus-
try will change in the next 50 years and 
to determine what clp will need to do 
to stay ahead of the competition.” this, 
according to him, is to ensure that in 
the evolving energy market, clp india 
will have the viable and necessary skills 
to outperform the rest of the industry.

clp group aims to be “the leading 
responsible energy provider in the asia-
pacific region, from one generation to 

CLP India is betting 
big on the country’s 
power sector with a 
diversifying portfolio

All lit up

Mishra: 
India is a primary 

growth market 
and a priority for 

CLP
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the next”. the company has for over 
100 years provided electricity to 80 per 
cent of hong Kong’s population, and 
apart from india and mainland china, 
it has a presence in taiwan, thailand, 
Vietnam and australia as well.

in line with its commitment to 
develop 30 per cent of its generating 
capacity from non-carbon emitting 
energy sources, including renewable 
energy and nuclear power, by 2020, 
its india subsidiary is pushing solar 
power in earnest to expand the share 
of renewables. with plans to invest 
about $1 billion towards the creation 
of over 1 gw of solar power capacity 
in india over the next five years, clp 
india acquired a 49 per cent stake in 
suzlon’s 100 mw solar project at Vel-
toor, telangana, with the option to 
gain full control a year from its com-
missioning. it won the R740 crore proj-
ect  in august 2015 at a tariff of R5.59 
per kilowatt hour (kwh) under the 
Jawaharlal nehru national solar mis-
sion (jnnsm).

the Veltoor project commissioned 
half (50 mw) its generating capacity 
in august, the remaining 50 mw to 
be operational by the end of this year. 
the company also has an mou with 
the haryana government for expand-
ing the capacity of its 1,320 mw ther-
mal power station in Jhajjar that was 
commissioned in 2012 and for co-lo-
cating there a R500 crore 132 mw solar 
project. mishra adds that any such 
thermal expansion will depend on 
external factors, like timely regula-
tory approvals and the future power 
demand scenario in the state.

the 2x660 mw plant in Jhajjar is 
the largest coal-fired power plant of its 
kind in clp’s generation portfolio and 
one of india’s first and largest super-
critical coal-fired power plants. clp 
has been present in india since 2002 
when it acquired from gujarat pagu-
than energy corp pvt ltd (gpec) a 655 
mw gas-fired power plant in paguthan 
in gujarat’s Bharuch district, one of 
the first independent power projects 
in the country. 

wind has been an integral part 
of clp’s business philosophy and is 
expected to continue making a vital con-
tribution not only to its growth plans 
but also to its commitment to reduce 
co² emissions. the company operates 
12 wind projects across maharashtra, 

gujarat, Karnataka, tamil nadu, rajas-
than and madhya pradesh.

while the parent clp and its joint 
venture partner guangdong nuclear 
investment co have for three decades 
been operating their 1,968 mw nuclear 
power station in daya Bay in shenzhen, 
china -- clp’s first overseas venture out 
of hong Kong -- mishra finds it prema-
ture to consider a nuclear venture in 
india. recently, clp also acquired a 17 
per cent stake (worth $326 million) 
in yangjiang nuclear power co ltd, 
which operates the 6,320 mw nuclear 
power station, also in the guangdong 
province, like daya Bay. 

Supply exceeds demand
“it was always a bit of a roller coaster, 
but there has been secular improve-
ment in at least the two areas of avail-
ability of fuel, particularly coal and on 
ujwal discom assurance yojana (uday) 
in terms of receivables being resolved 
in states like rajasthan and maharash-
tra,” says mishra. “ultimately, there 
can be sustainable improvement only 
if the at&c (aggregate technical and 
commercial) losses are brought down 
significantly.”

mishra feels that the much needed 
respite has resulted from uday, a 
restructuring package launched by 
the government in 2015 to restore the 

financial health of india’s debt-ridden 
electricity discoms (distribution com-
panies). “even financially-strained 
states have started paying generators 
more or less on time,” he says. “uday 
is estimated to have already yielded 
savings of nearly R12,000 crore, with 
a sharp reduction in revenue losses of 
up to 60 per cent in some cases.” he 
points out that rural electrification 
corporation (rec) has issued R2.3 lakh 
crore worth of bonds to refinance 85 
per cent of the total distribution util-
ity debt to be restructured, leading 
to lower rate of interest for discoms. 
uday’s eventual success will depend 
on each state’s ability to bring down 
t&d losses and setting the right tariff 
levels to avoid losses for the discoms.

mishra notes that load factors have 
dwindled, as there has been only 5 
per cent growth in demand for power 
against the 8 per cent growth in power 
supply. the central electricity author-
ity (cea) has now counselled against 
adding coal-based capacities for the 
next decade, till 2027. it expects the 
50,025 mw of coal-based capacities 
being built at present to more than ful-
fil a projected requirement of 44,085 
mw of capacity for 2022-27. about 
4,192 mw has also accrued from the 
r&m/le (renovation and modernisa-
tion/life extension) work undertaken 
on 29 thermal units last year.

a 2016 greenpeace report never-
theless predicts that 94 per cent of the 
coal-based capacities under construc-
tion will not be needed by 2022, caus-
ing a $49 billion loss in investments. 
while rattan india’s $150 million 
1,200 mw amravati coal plant lan-
guishes for lack of demand, the guja-
rat government has dropped plans 
for a 4,000 mw coal-based ultra mega 
power project (umpp), citing surplus 
generation capacity and suggesting 
instead a focus on renewable power. 

while installed capacities of coal-
based power in india rose marginally 
to 193,427 mw by september from 
187,253 mw a year ago, renewable 
energy capacities surged to 58,303 mw 
from 44,237 mw over the year. over-
all capacities (thermal, nuclear, hydro 
and renewable) went up from 306,358 
mw to 329,298 mw.

a. subba rao, executive director, 
finance & strategy, clp india, finds the 
demand for power muted, as industry 

Rao: subdued industry and manufacturing 
have muted demand for power
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and manufacturing have for long been 
subdued. while villages are being elec-
trified, it is known that not all are being 
supplied 24x7, he contends. mishra says 
that while operating conditions revived 
last year, owing to steady coal supply for 
thermal plants and better grid manage-
ment for renewable energy, demand for 
power has softened in recent months 
due to the economic slowdown and the 
issue of power affordability. he believes 
short-term economic growth has been 
hit by the demonetisation and the 
implementation of the goods and ser-
vices tax (gst). “But in the long run, we 
expect these reforms to put india on 
a stronger footing towards improving 
transparency and better compliance, 

benefiting the business sector,” he 
notes. “the country nevertheless made 
progress with its low carbon transition, 
in line with the target to achieve 160 
gw of renewable power by 2022.”

also, availability of both the com-
pany’s thermal projects in 2016 was 
above 90 per cent, Jhajjar achieving a 
record availability of 93 per cent and 
paguthan, of 94 per cent. But with 
auctions for subsidised gas imports 
halted from march 2016 due to lack of 
competition,gujarat urja Vikas nigam 
ltd (guvnl), with which clp has a 
power purchase agreement (ppa) for 
paguthan, avoided procuring electric-
ity from the plant at high imported spot 
gas prices. mishra avers that though 
utilisation of the plant slumped to 10 
per cent as a result, it is still a healthy 
asset with a lot of life left in it. “we 
are in discussion with guvnl on the 
ppa that expires in december 2018,” he 
mentions. “we are open to different 
options, including making the facility 
a multi-fuel one.”

Private investment lags
utilisation at Jhajjar was low too, due 
to lower dispatch on account of over-
capacity and soft demand in haryana. 
“despite the fact that our income from 
both plants is mainly determined by 
availability, we are working hard with 
our customers to raise utilisation so 
that both plants can be used more effi-
ciently,” says samir ashta, director, 
finance & cfo. following a planned 
two-month maintenance outage in 
the second quarter, the Jhajjar plant’s 
availability has returned almost to 
the normative level of 80 per cent 
from the 70 per cent it had declined 
to – which should ensure complete 
recovery of fixed costs. “we expect 

availability levels to return to normal 
for the full year following completion 
of the planned outage, though utilisa-
tion has undoubtedly remained low,” 
mentions ashta.

private sector investment has con-
tinued to lag, as power plants remain 
bedevilled by the load factor and the 
challenge of their ppas. “at the same 
time, we are now fully in the era of 
competitive bidding, with solar being 
the big success story in terms of the 
bids,” notes mahesh makhija, director, 
commercial (renewables), clp india. 
“Bidding has been aggressive and has 
so far been supported by declining 
solar panel prices, but it remains to be 
seen how long and to what level this 

Two years after China Light 
& Power (clp) Company 

Syndicate was incorporated 
in Hong Kong on 25 January 
1901, it commissioned its first 
power station, with a gener-
ating capacity of 75 kilowatts. 
Considering that 1,000 kW 
equals one megawatt (mw) 
and that one Ultra Mega Power 

Plant (umpp) of today has a 
capacity of 4,000 mw, this cer-
tainly was a puny facility. 

By 1919, however, the com-
pany had started supplying 
power for street lighting in the 
Kowloon peninsula and today 
it fulfils 80 per cent of Hong 
Kong’s demand for power, 
earning over 34 per cent of its 

worldwide revenues from the 
city state.

The man behind all this 
was entrepreneur and philan-
thropist, Sir Elly (Eleaszer Silas) 
Kadoorie, born in 1867 to a 
wealthy Baghdadi Jew family 
that had large business inter-
ests in the Far East. He was 
still a child when his family 

migrated to Mumbai and in 
his teens when he moved to 
Shanghai to seek his fortune. 

He prospered enough to 
go into business on his own, 
and clp was among those 
companies he established in 
Hong Kong and Shanghai 
together with his brother, Sir 
Ellis Kadoorie. The Kadoorie 
brothers made their fortunes 
in banking, rubber plantations, 
real estate and, of course, their 

116 years and going stronger

Makhija: solar power is India’s big  
success story

Ashta: CLP India is working hard to raise 
its utilisation levels
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will continue.”
makhija points out that solar has 

been one industry where input prices 
have seen a dramatic fall – R2.62 per 
kwh. “even the prices of conventional 
or wind turbines have not come down 
anywhere close to what has been seen 
in the case of solar panels,” he says. 
“competitive bidding has at times led 
to rather aggressive bidding, but the 
opportunity in solar is so huge that 
one can rest assured that it will come 
down to a sensible bidding level.” con-
ventional power had seen this working 
out to levels where the customer ben-
efited from reasonable tariffs and the 
investor made decent returns. while 
competitive bidding does reduce risks, 

one should not invest in haste and 
repent later, if the bids become unsus-
tainable, he adds.

“our wind energy production 
increased from 1.5 twh (terawatt 
hours) in 2015 to 1.7 twh in 2016, 
reflecting the commissioning in the 
second half of 2015 of the 100.8 mw 
project in tejuva, rajasthan, and the 
92 mw project in chandgarh, madhya 
pradesh,” says makhija. naveen mun-
jal, director (commercial), clp india, 
explains that the company’s lower rev-
enue – from R1,677 crore ($258 mil-
lion) in the first half of 2016 to R1,644 
crore ($253 million) in h1 2017 -- was 
a result of lower dispatch from pagu-
than, partially offset by higher genera-
tion from renewable projects. 

munjal attributes the lower oper-
ating expenses – to R1,073 crore ($165 
million) from R1,131 crore ($174 mil-
lion) -- over these to lower fuel cost on 
lower generation from paguthan. also 
there was a write-off of capitalised cost 
of the 148.8 mw yermala wind project 
in maharashtra, after its cancellation 
because of land issues. according to 
him, thermal power is a losing prop-
osition in the country at present, with 
a loss of 70 paise between the cost of 
generation and the revenue realised. 
“this is because tariffs have remained 
unrevised for years, states continue 
to incur distribution losses and some 
poorly managed companies are over-
burdened by overheads and other 
expenses,” he observes. 

as regards clp india, while it man-
ages its day to day operations and pur-
sues its business plans, every capex 
decision needs to be approved by its 
hong Kong parent, says munjal. “as we 
are a multinational operating in differ-
ent geographies, each subsidiary has to 

compete for capital, which at the end 
of the day is limited,” he adds. “if there 
is a project in one country that prom-
ises more returns than that in another, 
then clearly capital will be allocated to 
the more lucrative project.”

paulo rocha, who was appointed 
coo of clp india in June, feels that 
as far as future investments are con-
cerned, it will continue to invest in 
technologies that are less polluting, 
as per its parent’s climate Vision 2050 
target. “while bulk of the investments 
in india in future will be in renewables, 
we are open to consider those thermal 
projects that use advanced technology 
like super-critical or even ultra-super-
critical and are less detrimental to the 

electric power utility. Along 
the way, they also gained a 
major shareholding in Hong 
Kong Hotels Ltd. 

Though Elly Kadoorie died 
in Shanghai in 1944, his legacy 
lives on. The flourishing fam-
ily business is now controlled 
by his 76-year-old grand-
son, Sir Michael David Kadoo-
rie, whose family retains a 35 
per cent stake in their Hong 
Kong-based holding company 

of clp Holdings Ltd, as China 
Light & Power is now known. 
Indeed, China Light & Power 
had been listed in Hong Kong 
before the Second World War 
and clp Holdings was formed 
in 1998 following a company 
reorganisation.

Michael Kadoorie is rated 
as the 6th wealthiest person in 
Hong Kong. Apart from chair-
ing clp Holdings, he is also the 
chairman of the family’s second 

largest listed group, The Hong 
Kong and Shanghai Hotels, 
which operates the Peninsula 
Hotel Group. He is besides a 
director of Metrojet Heliser-
vices (Hong Kong) Ltd, being a 
helicopter pilot himself, and is 
an avid photography and clas-
sic car buff. 

He has also initiated clp 
Research Institute, a sub-
sidiary of clp Holdings that 
looks into renewable energy 

development, and holds a num-
ber of directorships in other 
non-Kadoorie companies. 

The principal activity of clp 
Holdings is investment hold-
ing, whilst the principal activ-
ities of its subsidiaries are the 
generation and supply of elec-
tricity in Hong Kong, Austra-
lia and India, and investment 
holding of power projects in 
the Chinese mainland, South-
east Asia and Taiwan.  s B

Munjal: thermal power is a losing 
proposition in India

Govindan: CLP India has garnered immense 
goodwill
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environment,” he maintains. 
“Bulk of the stressed projects 
in the market use sub-criti-
cal technology. there are a 
few super-critical projects 
that are not aligned from 
our risk and returns perspec-
tive, hence we have not pur-
sued those opportunities.”

mishra maintains that 
clp india will continue to 
explore new opportunities 
in renewable areas, including 
the possibility of decentra-
lised generation and also look 
for other growth opportuni-
ties along the energy supply 
chain. “we are keen to ven-
ture into the power transmis-
sion space,” he points out. 
“we are currently bidding 
for two inter-state transmis-
sion projects where one is an 
inter-regional grid-strength-
ening project (to provide reli-
able transmission) between 
the western and northern 
regions (nrwr project) and 
the other is a dedicated evac-
uation arrangement for an 
upcoming ultra-mega solar 
park in rajasthan.” he adds 
that clp india will consider 
most transmission opportu-
nities that come up which 
are in line with its risk and 
returns perspective. 

Resistance to ‘China’
on the question of resistance 
from the industry about chi-
nese companies getting into 
transmission, mishra retorts 
that the perception about 
clp is that it is a hong Kong 
company as also an interna-
tional company. “india has 
opened up its power sector 
for 100 per cent foreign investment, 
but it is the government’s prerogative 
as to which country to exclude,” he 
says. “if clp india is not selected for 
whatever reason, we will abide by that 
decision, committed as we are to carry 
out our business strictly in accordance 
with the law of the land.”

even back in 2009, andrew Bran-
dler, the then ceo, clp holdings, had 
said on his visit to india: “we would 
like to create an indian identity and 

are sensitive to the fact that our name 
has ‘china’ in it.”

gopinath govindan, director, 
human resources, clp india, says 
his company has garnered immense 
goodwill in the 15 years that it has 
been in india and its employees deem 
it a privilege to work for it, over 40 of 
them having been with the company 
from the outset. “earlier on, we had to 
explain what clp india was, but no 
longer,” he adds. “some years ago, we 

had engaged a brand con-
sultancy to advise us on a 
change in name, but after 
interviewing all stakehold-
ers, it urged us against any 
change as it concluded that 
clp enjoyed very strong 
brand equity.” he mentions 
that in a short film that clp 
india made on its 15-year 
journey in india, one of 
the many employees inter-
viewed said in answer to a 
question on why he had 
joined the company: “clp 
is so open with govern-
ment authorities that i am 
sure it will be open with its 
employees as well.”

after 13 years as the head, 
Brandler was succeeded in 
2013 by richard lancaster, 
the present ceo, clp hold-
ings, who had then said that 
clp was ‘actively consider-
ing’ listing its india subsid-
iary on indian bourses not 
merely to raise capital, but 
to change perceptions.

“our plans to list in the 
indian market still remain 
firm, but it is difficult to 
specify a timeline,” mishra 
says when asked whether an 
initial public offering will be 
imminent in the next two 
to three years. “clp india 
aspires to be part of the fab-
ric of india as it was estab-
lished with the promise of 
delivering economic, social 
and environmental value in 
the market it operates.”

“Business dynamics have 
been changing for our com-
pany and the sector as well,” 
says mishra, indicating 
that, while clp india is keen 

on being a listed entity in india, it also 
needs to analyse its growth pipeline. 
“from a centralised coal and gas gen-
eration, the industry is slowly inching 
towards decentralised generation with 
greater thrust on green capacity addi-
tion. we are keen to participate in all 
these new opportunities, but it’s a lit-
tle too early to predict how each of 
these verticals will evolve.”

u  s a r o s h  B a n a

feedback@businessindiagroup.com

Thermal projects
Combined cycle gas-fired power plant 
Paguthan, dist. Bharuch, Gujarat 655mw                     

Supercritical coal–fired power plant 
Jhajjar, dist. Jhajjar, Haryana 1,320mw

Total thermal power 1,975 mw

Wind farms               
Khandke, dist. Ahmednagar, Maharashtra 50.4 mw        

Samana (Phases I&II), dists. Rajkot &  
Jamnagar, Gujarat 100.8 mw      

Saundatti, dist. Belgaum, Karnataka 72 mw           

Theni, dist. Theni, Tamil Nadu 99 mw

Harapanahalli, dist. Davanagere, Karnataka 39.6 MW

Andhra Lake, dist. Pune, Maharashtra 106.4 mw

Sipla, dist. Jaisalmer, Rajasthan 50.4 mw

Bhakrani, dist. Jaisalmer, Rajasthan 102.4 mw

Mahidad, dist. Rajkot, Gujarat 50.4 mw

Jath, dist. Sangli, Maharashtra 60 mw

Tejuva, dist. Jaisalmer, Rajasthan 100.8 mw

Chandgarh, dist. Dewas, Madhya Pradesh 92 mw

Total wind 924.2 mw

Total thermal + wind 2,899.2 mw

Under construction

Solar Farm - Veltoor, Mahbub Nagar, Telangana 100 mw

CLP IndIa’s PorTfoLIo
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for various reasons, the 71-year-
old Jayant chheda, cmd, prince 
pipes & fittings ltd (ppfl), mum-

bai, is considered a ‘king’ of the plastic 
pipes industry. during the last decade, 
in the organised plastic segment, he 
lifted ppfl from a R100 crore company 
to a R1,262 crore (march 2017) outfit,  
with five plants and a combined capac-
ity of 143,000 tonnes per annum (tpa). 
it now has a product basket of more 
than 7,500 units and enjoys a pan 
india presence, aided by a 750 strong 
distributor network and catering to 
over 200,000 retailers. “still i kept my 
company name as ‘prince’, because we 
are young. with this base, we are on a 
cusp of exponential growth,” explains 
Jayant (fourth among the five siblings). 
ppfl’s story in mumbai begins in 1911, 

when Jayant’s father migrated from 
Kutch, gujarat, to matunga, Bombay, 
along with his five sons and started 
running a kirana (neighbourhood  
grocery store).

in the early 1960s, Jayant and his 
brothers decided to enter into manu-
facturing and started a small electro 
plating unit. “here, we were anodising 
the handles for plastic buckets. that’s 
how we got a feel for plastics,” adds 
Jayant, who ventured into the plastics 
business in the 1970s, making kitchen-
ware like buckets, mugs, tumblers and 
other articles, from a small factory at 
marol, andheri. in 1982, he entered 
into poly vinyl chloride (pvc) busi-
ness and launched the ‘prince’ brand, 
going solo at the same time.

a decade later, in 1994, for various 

tax and other bene-
fits, the factory was 
moved to silvassa, 
where he added injection 
moulding (batch process) for mak-
ing fittings and extrusion machines 
(continuous process) for making pipes. 
the same year, parag, the current 
joint md and the eldest son of Jayant, 
joined the business, when the compa-
ny’s topline was just R13 crore. “my 
father is a visionary, with an astonish-
ing risk appetite,” says parag, now 46. 
“it was my father who saw the huge 
potential pvc had in replacing metal 
& cement pipes. when our company 
was just a R100 crore outfit in 2005, 
my father, an avid traveller, felt that 
his company could grow past all lim-
its, if he spread it across the country. 
so, he set the agenda for ppfl’s pan-
india expansion. he took me and my 
younger brother Vipul (four year old at 
that time) into confidence, planning 

Prince Pipes & Fittings is set to scale new heights as a 
metal-to-plastic revolution unfolds

Vipul, Jayant 
Parag and Hina: 
staying ahead in 

the race
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out the future growth – all the way  
up to the R1,000 crore league”. parag 
helped realise his father’s dream of 
making fittings for pipes – a wide 
range of fittings, which included cou-
plers, tees, elbows and end caps – 
which are used in agriculture. they 
further diversified into other catego-
ries, such as pipes for plumbing, drain-
age, municipal waste, bore-well and 
rainwater harvesting. 

Inorganic growth
parag and Vipul came with new ideas 
and set higher goals. “while keeping 
in mind the idea of organic growth, 
we felt inorganic growth too was nec-
essary, which would make us a pan-in-
dia company,” says Vipul. ppfl set up 
a greenfield plant in hardwar, uttara-
khand, in 2008, taking advantage of 
the various incentives offered by the 
state. on the inorganic side, the chhe-
das made the first acquisition by buy-
ing a Bhuj-based pipe maker Kenson’s 
manufacturing plant, as also the Ken-
son brand, in 2013. their second 
acquisition followed soon after – two 
manufacturing units from chemplast 
sanmar. this acquisition gave prince 
pipes access to the trubore brand of 
pipes, made by a chennai-based com-
pany, which makes pipes for bore-
wells, which were popular across the 
south. “this acquisition strength-
ened the company’s presence in the 
south and also the west, as it got con-
trol of sanmar’s Kolhapur and chen-
nai plants, while the hardwar plant 
enabled prince to penetrate deeper in 
the north,” explains parag. his aggres-
sive acquisition strategy took the 
company to the R1,000 crore (2014) 
turnover mark in just nine years. “this 
aggression portrayed in the form of 
good acquisitions essentially paid off 
well and we achieved R1,000 crore one 
year ahead of our set target.”

the last five years have seen a 
consolidation and improvement in 
profit margins at ppfl, with the turn-
over increasing from R801.79 crore  
(march 2013) to R1,262.58 crore (march 
2017). here, it’s the value-added prod-
ucts that have seen better profit mar-
gins. during the same period, the 
operating profit, reflected in the 
earnings before interest and depre-
ciation (ebidta), has moved up from 

R96.49 crore to R161.90 crore, while 

the profit after tax has almost dou-
bled from R38.05 crore to R74.36 crore. 
it has a debt facility of R488.35 crore, 
which has been rated by care ratings. 
“the upward revision in the ratings 
assigned to the bank facilities of ppfl 
takes into account growth in scale of 
operations and improved profitabil-
ity, thereby resulting in an enhanced 
overall debt protection matrix,” says 
divyesh shah, analyst, care, explain-
ing the  rating rationale. 

“the story of plastic replacing 
cement and steel is an ongoing one,” 
says hemant Kumar, general manager, 
ppfl, who joined the company when it 
was just R100 crore. looking at the mar-
keting functions, he points out that the 
plastic pipes industry in india is driven 
by investments in the agriculture and 
construction space, namely irrigation, 
water supply, sanitation, and housing, 
which will mirror economic growth. 
in the past five fiscal years (2012 to 
2017), the plastic piping industry has 
grown faster than the gdp growth, 
due to the high growth in end-use-sec-
tor investments, such as irrigation and 
urban infrastructure. “increased aware-
ness, as also adoption and substitution 
of metal pipes by plastic pipes has led 
to a higher growth at 10-12 per cent 
cagr. “organised players grew at a 
pace, which was faster than the piping 

industry’s average growth, owing to an 
increase in the quality consciousness of 
consumers, the emergence of premium 
products in real estate, fittings seg-
ment, and chlorinated polyvinyl chlo-
ride (cpvc) niche applications, among 
others”.

interestingly, one of the most impor-
tant changes that have taken place 
in the piping industry over the last 
decade was the large-scale shift from 
metal to polymer-based pipes in most 
applications. “this was especially true 
in case of plumbing and piping appli-
cations in the construction industry. 
this evolution has allowed for greater 
research and development in special-
ised products by organised players for 
specific applications, with the develop-
ment of polymers such as cpvc for hot 
and cold water plumbing, fire fighting, 
and transportation of industrial flu-
ids. the cpvc segment, which poses 
technological barriers to enter, has 
also given branded players like us an 
opportunity to increase market share. 
until then, unplasticied products had 
dominated the piping industry, with 
several unorganised players posing 
stiff competition to branded players,” 
explains parag. according to a crisil 
research report, ppfl has had a market 
share of about 5 per cent in 2016-17 
and is amongst the top six organised 
players, which collectively has a total 
market share of 44 per cent. the rest of 
the market is dominated by a bunch of 
unorganised players.

meanwhile, to stay ahead in the 
race, the chhedas are looking to set up 
plants closer to the customers, besides 
adding new polymers like high den-
sity polyethylene (hdpe) and prod-
ucts like dwc (double wall corrugated) 
to ppfl’s portfolio. “we are looking at 
doubling our capacity by 2020,” says 
shyam sharda, cfo, ppfl, drawing up a 
capex plan of R360 crore. 

ppfl is planning to put up two 
units, one each in rajasthan and  
telangana. “the rajasthan unit of 
52,000 tpa will be on stream in June 
2018, while the telangana unit of 
91,000 tpa will come into being in 
2019,” sums up parag. ppfl is looking 
at a listing on the bourse, while also 
joining the R3,000 crore club in the 
next four years.

u  l a n c e l o t  J o s e p h

lancelot.joseph@businessindiagroup.com

Sharda: drawing up a capex plan
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an apt analogy for a decade-old 
pharma company with a sales 
revenue of less than R1,000 

crore would be that of a 10-year-old 
child, who has just got into secondary 
school. while his smallest achieve-
ment is lauded by doting parents, 
everybody knows that the child has 
a long way to go before he finds his 
place in the world.

a good example in the indian 
pharmaceutical industry context is 
eris lifesciences, a first generation 
company established in 2007. it has 
chalked up sales revenues of R725 crore 
(pat: R242 crore) in 2016-17, and R443 
crore (pat: R163.7 crore) in the first half 
of 2017-18. further, its product range 
is limited to tablets and syrups to be 
taken by mouth (no high value inject-
ables), and there are multiple players 
competing directly with each of its 
products! (See graph).

despite these circumstances, eris 
lifesciences has become a darling of the 
stock market within four-five months 
of its public listing, having appreci-
ated from a listing price of R614-769 
on 30 november. the market capital-
isation therefore works out to R10,000 
crore (free float: R1,273 crore). interest-
ingly, the scrip was listed at just a 2 per 
cent premium on its issue price. one 
reason for the impressive performance 
could be that eris is nearly debt-free 
and sitting on cash reserves of more 
than R300 crore (as on June 2017). 

however, of about 28 million shares 
on offer during the ipo earlier this year, 
about 22 million came from existing 
shareholders including private equity 
player chryscapital, which held 16.25 
per cent, and some from the promot-
ers. chryscapital took up a stake in 
the company in 2011, and excited by 
way of the ipo. thus, very little of the 
proceeds of the ipo actually went back 
to the company’s coffers. also, why 
the company could not attract interest 
from other pe players also demands an 
explanation.

the company’s main business is in 
oral medicines for diabetes and heart 
disease (including cholesterol lower-
ing drugs like atorvastatin and rosu-
vastatin) with a small proportion of 
their revenues coming from the gas-
tro-intestinal medicines like rabepra-
zole (antacid). it has a portfolio of 26 
‘mother brands’, which together fetch 
about 95 per cent of their sales. this 
might change soon, with its recent 
acquisition of a basket of over 130 
brands from strides-shasun, a com-
pany with a totally different business 
model. 

thus, eris is completely focussed on 
the domestic market within india, with 
no plans for export in the near future. 
on the other hand, strides earns some 
51 per cent of its R3,510 crore reve-
nue from the regulated markets such 
as north america and australia, and 

another 18 per cent from the emerging 
markets. this proportion could increase 
in the coming year or two because the 
bouquet of products it has divested to 
eris is also for the indian market. indus-
try observers point out that many of 
those products were a legacy from sha-
sun pharma, which was merged with 
strides three years ago.

the latest transaction entailed an 
investment of R500 crore, that is 2.8 
times the annual sales revenue of 
about R180 crore. while the full list of 
products is too long to mention, one 
of the objectives was to expand their 
presence in the neurology, gastroenter-
ology and women’s health segments. 

“we clearly believe that the portfo-
lio that we have acquired is made up 
not only of brands but also of fran-
chises. By franchises, we mean that 
these brands resonate well with the 

practicing doctors. at their peak 
most of these brands were in 

the top five in their respec-
tive markets. Brands like 
renerve, raricap, otogesic, 
stugil have a huge brand 
recall. we feel that these 

are franchises which could 
be built into more number of 

brands and a bigger franchise can 
be created,” says amit Bakshi, md, eris 
lifesciences.  

“this transaction is the outcome of 
our portfolio reprioritisation, to focus 
more sharply on larger regulated mar-
kets,” adds shashank sinha, manag-
ing director, strides. “we retain global 
rights for the divested portfolio, which 
have significant sales in africa and will 
continue to grow our emerging market 
business. net proceeds from this trans-
action will be used to pay down debt to 
the tune of R400 crore.” this of course 
would be a partial relief, given that 
at the end of 2016-17, the company 
had slightly over R3,000 crore of debt 
on its books. sinha, however, did not 
respond to Business India’s questions 
till the time of this writing. among 
the issues raised with the strides man-
agement was the imperative for mak-
ing the sale at this point and whether 
this was the best price they could get.

New kid on the block

Bakshi: growing 
through brands and 

franchises

Eris Lifesciences becomes a darling of the market within 
months of its public listing
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Purple patch
it is, therefore, noteworthy that strides 
had seen a gradual downslide in its 
share price, currently at about R815 
(market cap: R7,925 crore, free float: 
R5,039 crore), from R1,100-1,200 in Jan-
uary-february 2016. equity research 
house icici securities has, in its lat-
est report, recommended a buy on the 
scrip with a 12-15 month target price 
of R1,000! 

comparatively speaking, eris 
appears to be going through a purple 
patch, having recorded a 16.5 per cent 
cagr in its revenues, and a 40 per cent 
upside in pat during the past four years. 
this could be explained partly by what 
is known as the ‘small base effect’ and 
the fact that two of its 10 top selling 
brands were launched recently; cilnid-
ipine (medicine for high blood pressure) 
in 2012 and teneligyptin (anti-diabetes) 
in 2015. the latter has recorded a 448 
per cent growth in 2016-17, compared 
to its first year in the market! likewise, 
cilnidipine’s annual growth has been 
168 per cent since its launch in 2012. 

in the current year, too, it has launched 
two new products for the treatment of 
central nervous system disorders and 
plans another three in the next two 
quarters. these launches were sched-
uled in Q1 of the current fiscal year but 
had to be delayed because of gst-related 
issues, mainly the reluctance of distri-
bution channels to pick up new inven-
tory before the earlier stocks could  
be cleared.

in the months preceding the strides-
shasun deal, eris had made a string of 
small acquisitions. “in october 2017, 
we acquired 100 per cent shareholding 
in pune based nutraceuticals maker 
uth healthcare for R12.85 crore. uth 
portfolio includes products for obesity, 
diabetes, gestational diabetes mellitus, 
maternal nutrition, and cardio-vascu-
lar diseases,” says Bakshi. in the sec-
ond half 2016, they acquired Kinedex 
healthcare for R77 crore, and a clutch 
of 40 brands from amay pharma for 

R32.8 crore. while the amay brands 
were intended to strengthen their 
anti-diabetes and heart disease (med-
icines) portfolio, Kinedex has helped 

to bolster their presence in the area of 
mobility disorders. 

another interesting aspect of the 
eris lifesciences results is that the 
ebidta and pat numbers are quite 
close to each other. this is on account 
of several reasons: the company is 
almost debt free, which means the 
interest outgo is negligible and its esti-
mated tax rate for Q1 would be just 
about 4 per cent, while that for the 
full year 2017-18 could be in the vicin-
ity of 7-8 per cent. the low tax rate is 
partly because its only manufacturing 
facility is located in guwahati, which 
is entitled to a tax holiday until 2024. 

in an earnings call at the end of 
their first quarter as a listed company, 
the eris management said about 80 
per cent of their production (by value) 
came from their own manufacturing 
plant, while the rest was outsourced. 
this number might go up somewhat 
with the introduction of new prod-
ucts but a certain proportion would 
continue to be manufactured outside. 
the company has no plans for capi-
tal expansion in the next one or two 
year other than strategic acquisition of  
suitable brands.

in addition, eris has no immedi-
ate plans for export of its products, 
and is therefore vulnerable to policy 
changes within india. the manage-
ment claims that just 12 per cent of its 
sales comes from products under price 
control, though the list of such prod-
ucts has not been made public. also, it 
does not have separate budget for r&d 
activities, even though it has about 
40-50 pharmaceutical scientists on 
its payroll. it also does not have long-
term plans, even for the next three to 
five years.

u  s u m i t  g h o s h a l

feedback@businessindiagroup.com

Brand
name

Glimisave
Eritel
Rabonik
Remylin
Tayo
Olmin
Atorsave
LnBloc
Tendia
Crevast

Launch
year

2007
2008
2008
2007
2011
2010
2007
2012
2015
2010

Chemical
name

Glimepiride
Telmisartan
Rabeprazole
Vit-B12+Vit-D3
Vitamin D
Olmesartan
Atorvastatin
Cilnidipine
Teneligliptin
Rosuvastatin

Therapeutic
Area

Diabetes
High BP
Gastro
Diabetic neuropathy
Vitamin Def
High BP
Anti-cholesterol
High BP
Diabetes
Anti-cholesterol

Sales
 (` crore)

170.88
102.22
54.18
52.97
52.67
48.71
37.73
35.99
28.78
22.96

CAGR %
(FY 13-17)

29.00
28.50
9.20

10.20
7.70

36.10
7.20

168.40
448.30*

20.40

Brands in
India** (No.)

432
182
581

49
651
16
22

101

*Figures available for FY 2015-16 and 2016-17 only. **Source: Medindia.net. Tenegliptin data from 1mg.com  

Top 10 brands in India

*Till first half of FY 2017-18. ** Estimates

Financial summary

FY18*FY17FY16FY15FY14FY13 FY18*FY17FY16FY15FY14FY13 FY18*FY17FY16FY15FY14FY13 FY17FY16FY15FY14FY13

Sales EBIDTA PAT EPS** (`)

393.1
508.8 545.6

597

725

434.4

85.9 98.9
121.5

171.5

268.6

169.2

58.2 70.4
89.2

133.6

242.1

163.7

4.23 5.12
6.49

9.71

17.61
(` crore)
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sbi mutual fund’s office in Ban-
dra-Kurla complex, the new busi-
ness district of mumbai, was all 

lit up during the festive season. on 
17 october, the dhanteras day, which 
heralds the start of diwali, the fes-
tive atmosphere was hard to miss. 
anuradha rao, md & ceo, along with 
her team, were in an ecstatic mood – 
for, on that auspicious day, the aum 
of the mutual fund had crossed the 

R2 lakh crore milestone. and, with it, 
sbi had gate-crashed into the elite club 
of fund houses, such as icici, hdfc, 
reliance and aditya Birla capital m, 
which had crossed this milestone (see 
table). all these funds have aum of R2-3  
lakh crore.

for rao, the joy was even greater. a 
career banker, with more than three 
decades experience in the banking and 

allied sector, rao had taken charge as 
the md & ceo, sbi fund management, 
in august 2016. she was on deputation 
from sbi, where she was dmd, having 
joined the bank as a probationary offi-
cer in 1982. prior to being promoted 
as the dmd, rao was the cgm, sbi, in 
charge of personal banking. the asset 
base of sbi mf, which is a part of sbi 
fund management, was, at that time, 
R1.20 lakh crore. within 15 months, 
under her leadership, the fund had 
added R80,000 crore to the aum. 
for, sbi mf, which was celebrating its 
30th year since its launch, this was the 
fastest leap in the aum.

it is true that the equity markets 
were also buoyant with the indices 
making new tops, every few weeks. not 
surprisingly, the mutual fund industry 
had also made a quantum leap over 

the few months, having seen its 
aum surging by nearly half to the 

present level of R21.79 crore. sbi mf 
has, however, outpaced the industry’s 
growth during rao’s tenure having 
clocked a 66 per cent growth during 
the same period. “while the environ-
ment has been favourable, sbi mf has 
also grown its market share in the 
industry and is close to double digits 
currently,” says d.p. singh, executive 
director & cmo, who has been with 
the funds for 20 years and has been on 
an aggressive communication drive to 
widen the investor base.

sbi mf accounts for 9 per cent of the 
total industry’s aum with its market 
share steadily increasing year by year. 
it was 6.3 per cent in 2014-15 and 7.9 
per cent in 2015-16. the top five fund 
houses account for 57 per cent of the 
total aum today. unlike other fund 
houses, portfolio management and 
advisory services, as also offshore 
funds and alternative investment 

Joining an 
elite club

With its AUM crossing R2 lakh crore, SBI MF crosses  
another milestone

Rao: mutual fund 
milestone
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funds, do not form a part of sbi mf. 
in the offshore funds, sbi was the first 
bank sponsored fund to launch an off-
shore fund, sbi resurgent india oppor-
tunities fund. sbi mf, however, got a 
boost when the employees provident 
fund office decided to invest 5 per 
cent of the investible surplus into sbi 
exchange traded fund, benchmarked 
against the nifty index.

started in august, the epfo invested 

R6,577 crore in 2015-16. with the lim-
its being gradually raised to allow epfo 
to invest 5-15 per cent of the investible 
surplus, epfo chose to diversify its fund 
managers. even so, the total quantum 
of its total funds invested was R14,982 
crore in 2016-17, which is expected 
to touch R20,000 crore. Besides sbi mf 
four other entities, hsbc mf, reliance 
capital, icici primary dealership and 
uti have received a mandate for three 
years to manage the funds. “sbi is a big 
and powerful brand and retail inves-
tors are drawn to it,” says Balasubrama-
niam, ceo, aditya Birla capital mutual 
fund, adding that the fund has been 
aggressively marketing to retail inves-
tors, like others in the industry.

rao’s initial thrust was on ‘improv-
ing and rationalising  the processes, 
with a view to enhancing  the cus-
tomer’s experience’. “there is enough 

competition in the market and one 
bad experience is enough to lose the 
customer for life,” she points out. 
changing the perception of distribu-
tors, as also investors, was the other 
task high on their agenda. rationalis-
ing that distributors were the immedi-
ate touch point with the investors, she 
felt it was necessary for them to under-
stand the fund’s business philosophies 
and make their interaction with the 
different branches more seamless.

rao also beefed up the online por-
tal to make on-boarding easier for cus-
tomers. getting kyc done and opening 
a zero balance account and report-
ing was made easier, with a result 
that nearly 30 per cent of the trans-
actions for buying or selling the vari-
ous schemes are done online. payment 
through debit cards and net bank-
ing helps to provide the customer 
an easy option to invest at his con-
venience.  nearly 400 new folios are 
added every day through the zero bal-
ance account. what is noteworthy is 
that investors coming through system-
atic investment plans are also growing 
in numbers. while this is a trend wit-
nessed across industry, sbi has seen its 
live sip accounts move up sharply to 
2.44 million in the current fiscal year – 
more than double the 1.1 million cus-
tomers it had in 2015-16. this is nearly 
half of the total investors’ folios, which 
stood at 5.97 million in october 2017. 

in terms of orientation, says rao, 
sbi mf has evolved from product orien-
tation to solution orientation, giving 
investors and distributors a choice to 
create their portfolio by picking prod-
ucts suitable for them, based on their 
requirements. “offering investors rele-
vant products suitable to their needs is 
the new trend,” says singh.

Wide distribution
the thrust on B-15 centres has also 
yielded the fund good results. like reli-
ance adag mf, which had, for the last 
several years, been focussing on the 
B-15 centres, sbi has also, over the last 
five years, actively focussed on these 
centres. sbi mf, abc mutual fund and 
reliance mf have amongst the high-
est penetration levels in these sectors. 
“there is a lot of retail money in the 
B-15 centres that need to be channel-
ized,” says sundeep sikka, ceo, reli-
ance adag mf.

from a little less than 1 million 
folios in 2015-16, the total number of 
folios for sbi mf has gone up to 1.37 
million in 2016-17 – amongst the high-
est in the industry. since inception, sbi 
had focussed on retail customers. as a 
result, its equity portion of the fund’s 
portfolio has been much above the 
industry’s average. in 2016-17, it was 

30 years
growth story

1987 Launched SBI MF

1991 Launched SBI Magnum Eq Fund

1992 Launched SBI Fund Management

1993 SBI Savings Schemes

1994 Magnum Global

1997 Sector funds launched

2000 SBI Online Portal launched

2001 Emerging Blue Chip Fund

2006 Offshore products launched

2007 Share transfer to Amundi

2012 Crossed `50,000 AUM

2012 ETF launched

2013 Acquired Daiwa MF

2015 Mandate to manage
 Employee Provident Funds

2015 Crossed `1 lakh crore AUM

2017 AUM crosess `2 lakh crore

Growing market share

(%)

Sep-17FY17FY16FY15FY14

7.2
6.3

7.9
8.6 9

Gaining confidence

(Investors folio in lakh)

Oct-17Mar-17Mar-16Mar-15

38.78
43.36

51.85
59.73

Sip by Sip growth

(LIV SIP no.)

FY18FY17FY16FY15FY14FY13

6.9 6
7.2

11
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In the top 5 league

 AUM % to Ind PBT
 ` lakh crore % ` crore

ICICI 2.79 13.3 735
HDFC 2.7 12.9 800
Reliance 2.31 11.0 592
ABCap 2.25 10.7 335
SBI 1.88 9.0 330
Industry
total 20.95 57

* Average AUM, July-Sept. PBT as on FY17 
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more than 50 per cent of the portfolio. 
liquid funds, which accounted for as 
much as 30 per cent of the total port-
folio, have dipped to 20 per cent, indi-
cating a lower emphasis on corporate 
funds and a higher emphasis on the 
sticky equity funds. 

over the years, the profile of the 
investors has also been changing. in 
B-15 towns, especially, singh says peo-
ple are more convinced to put in debt 
instruments. for new investors, who 
were earlier investing in the tradi-
tional fixed deposits of banks, it makes 
sense to put the funds in debt funds 
rather than equity. “fd to fd plus and 
not directly to equity is how the funds 
are positioned. given the trust enjoyed 
by state Bank even in the remotest 
corners, this is a big differentiator,”  
says singh.

according to an analyst, sbi also gets 
a huge amount of surplus funds from 
sbi treasury in its liquid funds. there 
is also an unwritten rule that surplus 
funds of psus like coal india should be 
parked in psu bank-sponsored funds. 
this was further strengthened by the 
problems faced in redemption in the 
case of J.p. morgan mf, where investors 
got stuck for three months. Bank-spon-
sored funds have an added advantage 
over private sector funds.

while sbi had taken over daiwa 
funds, a few years ago (see chart), it 

does not plan to aggressively scout for 
funds in the industry.  rao is more in 
favour of growing the funds organi-
cally. “there is enough scope to grow 
on our own,” says rao. in 2017-18, 
rao plans to open 68 new branches, 
to serve customers well. in B-15 sec-
tors, where investors are coming in 
for the first time, a certain amount of 
hand-holding is required, she reasons. 
rao has a point in favouring organic 
growth. riding on the strong pedigree 
of its bank, sbi mf can probably have 
the widest distribution. reliance mf 
justifies that, being a non-bank spon-
sored fund, it can provide undivided 
attention to the investors, unlike 
banks, which have many more issues 
to deal with, other than just advising 
clients about wealth building. 

Getting investors on board
however, it is the bank-sponsored 
funds which have registered the high-
est profits. while hdfc mf has a pbt 
of R800 crore, icici mf has recorded 
a pbt of R735 crore and reliance mf, 
R592 crore. sbi and abc mf have pbts 
of less than 50 per cent of the profit 
posted by hdfc and icici mf. rao can 
easily increase both the aum, as also 
the profit by smarter deployment  
of resources.

the mutual fund industry’s efforts 
in popularising sips over the last few 
years have helped all funds includ-
ing sbi mf.  rao is of the opinion that, 
while sips are good for getting on board 
investors wanting to build wealth, it 
is also necessary to build products for 
those who have been accumulating 
income over a longer period and have 
built wealth to have an easy tax-effi-
cient mode for withdrawals. it is with 
this motto in mind that sbi mf has 
of late been popularising  systematic 
withdrawal plans, which allows them 
to have a consistent flow of income to 
meet their monthly expenses, with-
out having the tension of timing the 
markets. life-time solutions, like a 
child’s higher education, the buying 
of cars, house, etc, are quite common 
in markets like the us, but have not 
taken off in india as yet. from sips to 
swps could be the next big shift in 
the industry. sbi has been trying to  
popularise this product for retirees in 
a big way.

rao is unfazed about the market 

volatility. recognising that it is liquid-
ity that is driving the markets cur-
rently, she feels that there is a need 
to moderate expectations amongst 
investors at this stage. new investors 
in a bull market, who have not seen 
the downside, find it difficult to come 
to terms when the direction of the 
market changes. currently, expecta-
tions are ruling high and corporate 
earnings have yet to catch up with 
the hopes built in the prices of shares. 
and it is at this point that investors 
have to be convinced that short-term 
predictions are difficult and one has 
to invest keeping a long-term horizon 
in mind.

sbi mf’s aim is not to just increase 
the aum for aum’s sake; it is rightly 
looking at increasing its overall mar-
ket share too, aiming to be one of the 
top three fund houses in the country. 
like sbi, which had a vision of being a 
banker to every indian, sbi mf wants to 
be the fund manager to every indian, 
says singh. with strong tailwinds 
and aggressive push, it may not be 
long before the bank-sponsored funds 
strengthen their overall market share.

u  d a K s e s h  p a r i K h
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B-15 towns

(Growth in lakh accounts)

FY18FY17FY16FY15

4.34 0.7

9.9

13.7

Equity heavy

(AUM in ` crore)

Others
15%

30,000

Debt
34.4%
68,880

Equity
50.6%

1,01,224

As on 31 October 2017

Singh: fund managers to every Indian
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the wait, and it was really long for 
ikea fans, is over. for a company 
with one of the strongest brand 

recall values and regularly amongst 
the most admired brands in the world, 
ikea has long had admirers in the 
country, who have eyed a Kallax shelv-
ing series, or malm bed frame, or the 
ever-popular Billy bookcase wistfully 
and have to be contend with a for-
nuft bowl or a sedlig spoon, it hasn’t 
quite been the same. the swedish 
home furnishing brand has opened a 
‘hej (or hello) home’ experience cen-
tre in hyderabad, where it will launch 
its first store in india, expected to be in 
spring next year.

in preparation, and to attract future 
customers, ikea has opened its first 
experiential centre – ikea hej home 
in forum mall, hitec city, hydera-
bad. the 3,000 sq ft experiential store 
displays about 300-350 products – 
the store will have about 7,000 skus 
when it opens. hej home represents 
a full-size house, with common areas, 
including interactive elements. “we 
have had 15,000 visitors already”, 
says ulf smedberg, country market-
ing manager, ikea india, expressing 
satisfaction over the way the store is 
being received.

designed for a six-
month duration, ikea hej 
home highlights what 
the brand stands for and 
what to expect from an 
ikea store. at hej home, 
future ikea customers can 
experience ikea products 
before they can actually 
buy it from its stores in 
spring 2018.

the brand is already 
basking in the popu-
larity ikea hej home is 
drawing in. the store 
is a success, says smed-
berg. “children are especially excited, 
and find the whole concept fascinat-
ing,” he says. “we have heard them 
say – i don’t want to leave.” ikea’s 
modernist designs for furniture and 
appliances, along with a reputation 
for eco-friendly simplicity, have had  
considerable appeal wherever they 
have opened.

the display includes the bedroom, 
living area, kitchen and dining, play 
area among others, and has reportedly 
cost about €1,00,000. the brand team 
looked at over 500 homes in india, and 
over 100 in hyderabad before finalis-
ing on products to stock and display.

the hej home concept has been 
tried earlier too. giving the example 
of seoul, south Korea, where it was 
recently tried, smedberg says, “people 
were happy, they wanted to touch and 
feel the products and interact with 
the room settings. they told us they 
were inspired and brought their family 
and friends and stayed a long time in 
the café and interacted with the ikea 
co-workers.”

Future perfect
“we are excited to finally meet the 
hyderabad society and open doors to 
our first experiential home for them,” 
said Juvencio maeztu, ceo, ikea india, 
on the occasion. “with the launch of 
ikea hej home, we are getting closer to 
the first ikea india store opening. we 
hope our future customers will have a 
good experience and get inspired to do 
more things with their homes, when 
they are able to buy ikea products next 
spring.”

Besides the products, ikea hej home 
also gives a peek into ikea’s long-stand-

ing relationship with 
india, its history and 
philanthropic activities. 
incidentally, the pop-up 
will also look to connect 
with potential future 
co-workers, especially 
the women in hydera-
bad. ikea has a non-ne-
gotiable commitment to 
hire 50 per cent women 
co-workers at all levels 
in india.  

ikea has 403 stores 
in 49 countries, with a 
turnover of €35.074 bil-
lion in 2016. ikea has 

been sourcing from india for over 30 
years for its global stores. in india, it 
has 50 suppliers with 45,000 direct 
employees and 400,000 people in the 
extended supply chain.

ikea plans to bring hej home to 
other cities where it will open stores. 
after the hyderabad store, the sec-
ond store will open in mumbai during 
2019, followed by Bengaluru and delhi 
ncr. and yes, given the ‘thin’ wallets 
that india has on average, many prod-
ucts are expected to be in the afford-
able price range.

u  s u m a n  t a r a f d a r
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‘look and feel’ time

Ikea’s experiential centre provides a taste of the brand before its store 
opening early next year
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honest to god, i was delighted to read the 
news that the mittal family of Bharti  
airtel fame, led by sunil Bharti mit-

tal, had decided to give 10 per cent of their  
wealth, a hefty R7,000 crore, to philanthropy. 
coming as it did on the heels of rohini & nan-
dan nilekani announcing their commitment 
to donate 50 per cent of their wealth (reported 
to be to the tune of around $1.7 billion) under 
the giving pledge – a philanthropy movement 
launched by microsoft founder Bill gates and wife  
melinda seven years ago – this is certainly a big 
leap forward for charity and ‘giving’ in india. 
Billionaire investor rakesh Jhunjhunwala has 
already pledged to give away about R5,000 crore 
when he turns 60 in 2020; wipro’s azim premji 
has donated R63,000 crore since 2001 – over 

R30,000 crore in the last five years alone – and 
Kiran mazumdar shaw, who has also signed the 
giving pledge, donates 50 per cent of her per-
sonal income every year, giving away R40 crore 
last year.

i have known sunil Bharti mittal, and his two 
brothers rakesh and rajan for nearly 25 years 
now. they have built a fabulous business, and a 
fantabulous brand, in airtel. i have been witness 
to the great work sunil’s father shri sat paul mit-
tal, a parliamentarian, did in the area of popu-
lation studies. if memory serves me right, there 
was a building named after him in siri fort, 
delhi, where the mittal family used to support an 
institute in his memory. i used to be part of the 
extended Bharti family, when the Bharti school 
of telecommunication technology & manage-
ment came up at iit-delhi. the Bharti centre for 
communication at iit-mumbai, and Bharti insti-
tute of public policy at isb, mohali, came years 
later. But the most impactful work, and yeoman’s 
service, that sunil and the mittal family has done 
over the years has been the establishment of  
the 1,600 satya Bharti schools that reach 3,500+ 
villages and have 200,000 students on their  
rolls today. 

a large chunk of the R7,000 crore  
charity cheque will go to the satya Bharti uni-
versity, which the mittals want to establish some-
where in their home state punjab and which will 
provide education to 10,000 under-privileged  
students every year in the state. as much as R1,000 
crore are earmarked for the university – which is 
really good news. 

my humble request to mr mittal is to focus 
the rest of his philanthropy too on his home 

state of punjab. this may sound highly paro-
chial and inward looking but i have reason to  
believe that punjab needs the mittal benevo-
lence more than any place else. mittal needs to 
borrow a leaf from billionaire real estate tycoon 
p.n.c. menon of sobha developers, who too 
has signed up for the gates, giving pledge, and 
who decided to concentrate most of his phi-
lanthropy in his home state of Kerala (not his 
adopted home, Bengaluru). he has adopted 
two economically backward panchayats in Ker-
ala’s palakkad district – Vadakkenchery and 
Kizhakkenchery – where he now runs several 
old-age homes, educational institutions, health-
care centres and rehabilitation schemes for the 
downtrodden. all energies focussed on a lim-
ited geography. the transformation in these  
homeboroughs of menon is unbelievable.

sunil is possibly the richest son of punjab. the 
munjals, the singhs of ranbaxy, the oswals 

and other business families of the state are far 
behind the mittals on affluence or economic heft. 
when billionaires in Bengaluru or mumbai give 
to charity, they obviously don’t have punjab on 
the radar. this once-rich state today needs a big 
helping hand on many more fronts than just the 
university. and sunil Bharti mittal can be pun-
jab’s messiah. to address issues of water, soil, crop 
yields, decadent youth, drug addiction, skills def-
icit, rabid unemployment and widespread under-
employment. the state’s coffers are nearly empty 
after many years of fighting terrorism. mittal’s 
help, judiciously extended, could be a boon to the 
state, and its people. 

sunil’s leadership in ‘giving’ could trigger the 
large number of punjabis abroad to join his efforts. 
they are capable of donating large amounts pro-
vided they see a credible effort from a credible 
source, and there is no one better to emulate than 
sunil Bharti mittal. his involvement will also sig-
nal transparency and proper use of funds. sunil 
can become the beacon of visible transformation 
in his home state. punjab needs his money, his 
mind and his mentorship. i am willing to volun-
teer my time, effort and money to whatever mr 
mittal wants me to help with, in putting punjab 
back on the rails.

sunil sir, there is so much waiting to be done 
from moga to malerkotla, mukerian to morinda, 
muktsar to malout. Punjab jagao; khushali vadhao; 
bacche padhao; tarraki karao; punya kamao; ghar 
aao; karishma dikhao.             u

honest to god
Charity begins at home, Mr Mittal

The author is ad-man, 

serial entrepreneur and 

chairman, Mogae Media. 

He can be reached at 

sandeep@goyalmail.com 
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national carrier air india’s fate 
remains shrouded in mystery. 
the government is now talk-

ing about disinvesting the airline due 
to its accumulated losses, which have 
touched R50,000 crore.  paradoxically, 
less than five years back (2012), a com-
prehensive turnaround plan (tap) was 
approved by the cabinet committee 
on economic affairs, which included 
a financial restructuring plan for air 
india, with an equity infusion of 

R42,182 crore (to be paid over a period 
of 20 years). and, though air india has 
received nearly R26,000 crore in instal-
ments already, as loans and payment of 
aircraft since 2012, its financial health 
continues to remain the same. 

the financial restructuring plan 
also included air india earning a rev-
enue of R5,000 crore over 10 years 
(from 2012 till 2022) through mon-
etisation of assets. unfortunately, 
nothing has worked in that direction 

either. in fact, that exercise has failed 
to achieve its target. 

“monetisation of assets of air india 
failed to achieve the target mainly 
due to improper selection of prop-
erties not based on actual feasibil-
ity of monetisation,” says a report by 
cag. four properties, which included 
a plot at Vasant Vihar, delhi; plots in 
nerul, navi mumbai; buildings at the 
old airport, mumbai; and land at Baba 
Kharak singh marg, delhi; listed in 
the tap, could not be monetised due 
to various deficiencies in ownership 
and conditions attached to the own-
ership. further, four properties iden-
tified in tap for monetisation could 
not be monetised, as the same were 
being utilised by the company for its 
own use. though 108 properties were 
given for valuation to dtz, most of 
them had already been given on lease 
by state government/airport author-
ity of india (aai)/government agencies 

for specific purposes. further, 18 prop-
erties did not have clear titles; hence, 
monetisation of them was uncertain. 
only six properties had been put up 
for e-auction, out of which only two 
properties were sold till date. “due to 
non-achievement of the yearly mon-
etisation target of R500 crore, there was 
additional interest and debt burden on 
the company,” the report adds.

amidst all this, air india was mak-
ing claims of reporting operational 
profits. this too has been quashed by 
insiders of the ministry of civil avia-
tion. “air india owes R3,000 crore as 
dues to the aai on account of landing, 
parking and navigation charges,” say 
sources. “how could they ignore this 
aspect, while calculating operating 
profits?” they ask.

another major issue that air india 
is saddled with and has to sort out is 
its huge employee strength – nearly 
22,000 people are employed by the 

not an easy road ahead
Will Air India be actually disinvested?
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carrier and its subsidiaries. out of this 
number, air india has 12,000 employ-
ees, including pilots and cabin crew.

interestingly, nearly 47 per cent of 
air india’s non-technical staff are in 
their last five years of service and are 
likely to accept vrs, say sources. since 
2012, the airline has not been hiring 
directly and has hired pilots and cabin 
crew on a contractual basis.

with so many issues plaguing the 
airline, who would want to take up an 
equity stake in it, especially, if there is 
a clause for a minority stake in the air-
line? there are talks of various options 
the government can consider for dis-
investment – which include diluting 
some subsidiaries of air india and not 
the entire group. one such consider-
ation is selling air india and air india 
express together and alliance air sep-
arately. separate bidders would also 
be considered for air india’s ground-
handling subsidiary – air india air 
transport service limited and its 
maintenance, repair and overhaul 
unit. But all this is still tentative. the 
rationale behind selling air india 

under different heads is more viabil-
ity. strangely, while bids are yet to be 
invited, the government has report-
edly held a few rounds of back-chan-
nel talks with prospective buyers of 
air india and its subsidiaries.

Disinvestment or not?
indigo has expressed interest in buy-
ing air india’s international operations, 
including air india express, which flies 
to various airports in the gulf, the mid-
dle east and south east asia. turkey’s 
celebi aviation holding and delhi’s 
Bird group have shown interest in air 
india’s ground handling arm.

on 28 June, the cabinet commit-
tee on economic affairs, chaired by 
prime minister narendra modi, had 
given an in-principle nod for strategic 
disinvestment of air india. the min-
isterial panel, led by arun Jaitley, was 
targeting divesting stake in air india 
and its subsidiaries by June 2018.

however, there is speculation on 
whether the June 2018 deadline that 
has been set by the government would 
actually be adhered to or not. with 

the unions already protesting in delhi, 
Kolkata and mumbai, it won’t be an 
easy road ahead.

amidst all this confusion, there was 
a change of guard at the top manage-
ment of air india, wherein the present 
cmd (rajiv Bansal) has come in on an 
interim basis (which ended 23 novem-
ber) for a period of three months, 
which was extended by another three 
months. however, last week Karnataka 
cadre ias pradeep singh Kharola was 
hired on as the cmd. Bansal is an addi-
tional secretary and financial advisor 
in the ministry of petroleum and he 
has been giving additional charge as 
cmd of air india. sounds a bit bizarre 
that such a large organisation has set-
tled for an interim cmd!

one will have to wait and see 
whether air india can actually be dis-
invested or does it continue to limp 
towards survival by getting a contin-
uous supply of working capital in the 
form of loans from different govern-
ment financial institutions!

u  Y e s h i  s e l i
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Several times in the past, 
Business India had advo-

cated that Air India needed to 
be divested. We had stated that 
Air India is a shining example of 
everything that could be wrong 
in a public sector unit (see Edi-
torial, August 2017), cursed as 
it was with poor accountabil-
ity, strong and militant trade 
unions, political interference 
and the absence of a killer ser-
vice attitude, when it comes 
to flying high in the face of  
the competition.

Despite several attempts in 
the past, half-hearted or other-
wise, the much-awaited divest-
ment has not happened. One 
reason for this was the failure to 
come to terms with the condi-
tions set by the potential buy-
ers. During the earlier tenure of 
the nda government, a poten-
tial buyer, Tatas-Singapore Air-
lines combine, had backed off 
in the absence of a defined 

game plan for the future.
Again, a few months ago, 

it was rumoured that the gov-
ernment was looking for a for-
eign buyer to take over the 
ailing airline, which has some 
valuable landing slots in India, 
the UK and the US, land and 
an experienced mro set-up. 
There was also a proposal 
that, in an effort to entice a 
buyer, the government was 
willing to write off a substan-
tial portion of the debts the 
airline has incurred over the 
years, as a precursor to a sale  
or divestment.

Does it make sense to look 
out for only foreign buyers? 
Equity demands that all norms 
for divestment, including allow-
ing every eligible short-listed 
buyer an equal chance to bid 
for the national carrier, be met. 
A foreign buyer enjoys the cur-
rency arbitrage advantage but, 
with global markets awash with 

money, nothing stops even 
an Indian buyer from access-
ing foreign capital at com-
petitive rates and bidding for 
the airline. Also, if the govern-
ment is serious about writing 
off the capital losses, ahead of 
the divestment, it can consider 
dribbling a minority stake, say 
10 per cent, in the stock mar-
kets through an ipo. It does not 
matter at what price it is done 
– it can even be at a discount. 
This would give investors a 
chance to try and grab a chunk 
of the issue and be a part of the 
national carrier. 

More importantly, the com-
mercial consideration that the 
airline could actually have a 
private buyer over a period of, 
say, two years or so, could be a 
more endearing factor for the 
investors at large. For the gov-
ernment, such a dribbling out 
of shares would also facilitate 
negotiating with a strategic 
buyer, as it would have estab-
lished a floor price to start the 

negotiations. And, a year or 
two ahead of the actual priva-
tisation, a professional board 
with impeccable credentials 
could be formed to ensure that 
there was no undue political 
interference in operating the 
airlines. The point is that the 
government has to cede actual 
control over managing a ser-
vice industry, and not merely 
pay lip service.

While listing a company and 
having the best of a manage-
ment board in place is not a 
sure panacea for turning a hae-
morrhaging company around, 
it is certainly worth a try. Busi-
ness India has time and again 
pointed out that the UK gov-
ernment succeeded in turning 
around British Airways, which 
was in a similar bad condition 
in this manner. Listing may pro-
vide a chance for the govern-
ment to salvage its pride, and 
some loans, if it works. It is a 
gamble worth taking. 

u  d a K s e s h  p a r i K h

A gamble worth taking
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while the domestic real estate 
sector is under transition 
amid weaker sentiment, 

stakeholders are actively looking for 
alternative avenues that can help them 
ride the challenging period. there is a 
search on for alternative asset classes 
within the realty space which will 
not only help de-risk the business, but 
also go a long way in diversifying the 
portfolio. one such asset class, which 
is gradually drawing attention, is 
‘housing for students’, which is unor-
ganised in india and presents a huge 
opportunity. 

according to experts, an attrac-
tive rental yield, expected at 15-18 per 
cent, will surely bring in more play-
ers as the student housing opportu-
nity becomes more visible. student 
housing is an alternative asset class, 
which ideally would fall under the 
commercial asset class category, being 
a rent-yielding asset. according to one 
estimate, student housing in india is a 
$50 billion market. But with students 
being less careful with property than 
mature tenants, and due to vacancies 
during vacations, student housing has 
its challenges. there are in excess of 50 
million students pursuing higher stud-
ies outside their home towns.

for developers, it provides a window 
to diversify from the presently turbu-
lent segments of mainstream real estate 
while, for asset management entities 
and funds, it is an emerging segment 
with the potential to offer returns – 
higher than the established assets of 
office and retail. for the government, 
this is one way of promoting its mani-
festo on skill development and educa-
tion, by putting together an enabling 
environment for students from every 
quarter. for universities, it is an ave-
nue to enhance ex-domiciliary cam-
pus amenities, without fretting about 
their limited financial muscle. 

“globally, we have seen student 
housing advancing up the growth 
curve swiftly,” says ramesh nair, ceo & 
country head, jll india. “in the process, 

it has become a part of mainstream real 
estate asset classes across quite a few 
geographies. india, however, has a lot 
of catching up to do, given that we are 
only making a start now.”

“the concept of student housing 
in an organised shape is almost miss-
ing in india,” explains rohit pateria, 
co-founder, rental stay pvt ltd or pla-
cio, one of the few recent start-ups in 
this space. “organised supply is lim-
ited – primarily restricted to campuses. 
some effort has recently been made 
in the private sector. to start with, 
there is a need to identify the availa-
ble housing stock and convert it to stu-
dent housing, backed by the right kind 
of services. going forward, developers 
will have to come into play and build  
such stocks.”  

Based in noida, placio was co-
founded in march 2016 by three pro-
fessionals with extensive corporate 
work experience. while pateria, a 
chartered accountant, is ceo, ankush 
arora, a postgraduate in hospitality, is 
chief business officer and atul singh, 
a B tech from iit-roorkee and an mba 
from iim-ahmedabad, is coo.

Online platform
currently, with a capacity to offer 
over 1,000 beds across various prop-
erties and targeting off-campus stu-
dents of amity university campus at 
noida, placio offers an online plat-
form where students can select their 
choice of accommodation. the com-
pany not only acts as an aggregator, 
but also as a service provider, and 
manages and operates these stocks 
with all necessary services ranging 
from facilities management services 
to food, security and transportation. 
placio, generally works on a partner-
ship model striking exclusive arrange-
ments with the property owners  
and charges 10-15 per cent as  
management fee.   

enthused by the response in a short 
span of time, placio (already break-
ing even), which is looking to raise 
fund from a singapore-based venture 
fund, is in the process of expanding 
its business to other geographies. the 
company is adding 5,000 beds in del-
hi-ncr, as also lucknow and indore by 
march 2018, even as it has plans to add 
another 5,000 beds by march 2019 in 
cities like pune, Bengaluru, hydera-
bad, Kota, chandigarh and gandhina-
gar. it is targeting 20,000 beds/unit by 
2020 and is all set to clock a revenue of 

R9 crore by fY18, R50 crore (fY19) and 

R100 crore (fY20).
according to a jll report, india 

has about 34 million students in the 
higher education space – more than 
double the size of the advanced and 
large student housing markets in the 
west. given the lack of supply, unmet 
demand for student housing is high 
in india. for instance, the 10 leading 
states in terms of the number of stu-
dents in the higher education space 
experience an unmet demand to the 
tune of 30-60 per cent, as per official 
statistics available.

u  a r B i n d  g u p t a
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new growth avenue
Housing for students emerges as an alternative asset class for the 
domestic realty sector

Pateria: a new concept
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Building brands is an art and science. Brand 
management must be done with discipline 
and creativity. many people think that, by 

creating a lot of noise and hype, they are doing 
brand building. this is only a part of the activ-
ity. for complete brand building activity, one must 
ensure and follow my brand mantra: brands must 
make profit, not only noise. some of the best brands 
in india balance between topline and bottomline.

there are some great brands in india – lux, 
dove, titan and tanishq, as also brands from itc, 
maruti, asian paints and hero motors – the list is 
endless. many service brands like zee entertain-
ment and indigo airlines, and brands like airtel 
and d-mart have done extremely well too.

the interesting thing in brand building is care-
fully crafted brand strategies helping build strong 
healthy brands. while many initiatives are under-
taken to build brands creating demand and cater-
ing to demand, both have to be fulfilled. it must 
be understood that a brand manager is not only in 
charge of revenue but also profit. if the brand man-
ager serves the consumer well and the consumer 
benefits, only then does the company profit.

i would strongly recommend my samsika Brand 
accountability module to evaluate the healthy 
progress of the brand, to be reviewed every six 
months. my recommended brand accountability 
module has been described in this article in a clear 
and actionable manner.

the first parameter of the samsika Brand 
accountability module is brand awareness growth. 
the first and the foremost need of any brand 
is to be able to spread awareness about itself. 
awareness has to be reviewed as per my Brand 
mantra: jo dikhta hai, woh bikta hai tm which is  
appropriate here.

Brand amul does a wonderful job of attaining 
brand awareness growth. Be it regular and rele-
vant messages or hoardings on current topics or 
themes on television or in magazines like Business 
India, amul, with its positioning taste of india, 
has been able to spread and grow awareness across 
the country.

not only has the ‘mother brand awareness’ 
grown, but also sub-brands like amul masti and 
amul Kool had their awareness spread and grow. 
despite being one of the top brands in the coun-
try, it still strives to keep its awareness ever grow-
ing and consequently its sales ever-growing. 

if ‘Brand awareness growth’ is the first param-
eter of the samsika Brand accountability mod-
ule, the second parameter is ‘brand trials growth’. 

new consumers must be allowed to try your 
brand and also must be allowed to try your fam-
ily of sub-brands. ‘Brand trials growth’ can be 
achieved through weapons of distribution, price 
and education.

the recent offering of Jio and its sub-brands 
has been able to disrupt the telecom market and 
ensure wide-spread trials of its brand and sub-
brands in the Jio family. Being a new entrant in 
the telecom sector, all appropriate weapons were 
used to get new consumers or to get existing con-
sumers to do a brand switch or to get existing con-
sumers to have an additional brand in addition 
to their existing brand. Brand Jio is succeeding in 
achieving trials to a large extent, moving from 0 
per cent market share to 9 per cent to 15 per cent 
in a short span of time.

‘Brand trials growth’ of the samsika Brand 
accountability module is a powerful parameter to 
be evaluated every six months. this is followed by 
the third parameter: ‘brand repeats growth’. if a 
brand is able to give good quality performance and 
exceeds consumer needs, the consumer will buy 
again and again and again. this is how companies 
are built through repeat purchase. the brand fevi-
col, from an over `5,500 crore company pidilite, 
is an excellent example of ‘brand repeats growth’. 
it has ensured repeat purchases among consum-
ers, carpenters and dealers over the years. thus, 
fevicol is one of the strongest brands in the coun-
try, capturing the hearts and the minds of the con-
sumers and influencers, through its tangible and 
non-tangible appeal. thus, ‘brand repeats growth’ 
parameter is a test of quality and performance of 
all brands. also, it is a reflection of the brand effec-
tiveness and perceived value.

the fourth parameter of the module is ‘brand 
sales growth’. this parameter is obvious. top-line 
sales are a must for a company to thrive and its 
rate of growth signals the health of the company. 
maruti suzuki, with its sub-brands like alto, ciaz,, 
celerio, dzire and many others, have made mar-
uti sales growth reach the mountain of `70,000 
crore sales, and its company to grow through 
increase of product portfolio, customer portfolio, 
geographical reach, new show-rooms and regular  
advertising support.

maruti suzuki is an excellent example of sam-
sika Brand accountability module, which has been 
able to not only grow, but also grow in a sustained 
manner both in volume and value. this parameter 
of ‘brand sales growth’ is critical and track should 
be kept of it on a regular basis.

Brand accountability
Brands must make profit, not just noise

The author is cmd, 

Samsika Marketing 
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the fifth parameter of the samsika Brand 
accountability module is ‘brand market share 
growth’. creating market share is a highly compet-
itive and challenging job. the brand positioning 
and its competitive edge could make consumers 
prefer your brand and switch towards it, increas-
ing the brands market share. Brand airline indigo 
from interglobe aviation, with sales of almost 
`20,000 crore, has been able to garner a 41 per 
cent market share in a few years, with the near-
est competitor at about 19 per cent market share. 
this is a great achievement. this is happening due 
to brand efficiency, due to the brand taking off on 
time and landing on time and due to its services. 
as the market grows, and as competition heats up, 
holding to aggressive increase in the market share, 
is the duty of the market leader brand. indigo has 
achieved that. hence, Brand market share growth 
is a significant parameter in a growing and com-
petitive market.

the sixth and the last parameter of the sam-
sika Brand accountability module is ‘brand profit 
growth’. my brand mantra is: ‘brands must make 
profit, not only noise’tm. while topline sales are 
important, bottomline profit growth is equally 

important. usually, strong brands are profitable 
brands. my other way of looking at it is that a prof-
itable brand should be considered a strong brand.

the retail brand-d-mart from avenue super-
mart ltd, is a strong and profitable brand. in the 
cut-throat market of retailing, it has been able to 
emerge with a strong bottom-line due to its aggres-
sive approach in revenue and its tight approach of 
cost and its value approach towards consumers. 
during the July-september 2017 quarter, its profit 
grew by 65 per cent and it stands tall in the retail 
industry.

‘Brand profit growth’ is a dharma of every brand 
and it can be achieved through the right karma, in 
terms of brand policy. Brand profit growth’ reflects 
the solid character of the brand.

thus, the samsika Brand accountability mod-
ule, through its six parameters – brand aware-
ness growth, brand trials growth, brand repeats 
growth, brand sales growth, brand market share 
growth, and brand profit growth –  makes a brand  
healthy and fighting fit, growing brand. i would 
recommend using the samsika Brand accountabil-
ity module for brands who desire to have a sus-
tained profitable growth!
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A Pune company has made a name in electrical services and 
products around India

persistent systems, whose ceo 
& md anand deshpande inau-
gurated orbittal electromech’s 

new led lights manufacturing unit, 
has been associated with the smaller 
company for a decade, using it to pro-
vide electrical services for most of its 
projects in pune, nagpur and hydera-
bad. “they have a dedicated and tech-
nically sound team that is capable of 
flawless execution,” says Kedar paran-
jpye, chief administrative officer at 
persistent. “they finish on time, their 
prices are competitive and the entire 
team is proactive.”

deshpande himself was there 
mainly for orbittal’s director & ceo 
nikkhiel tambbe, who had a long 
stint with persistent. “he was in the 
electrical team during the construc-
tion of our projects,” he says, describ-
ing tambbe as a “diligent worker with 
drive and ambition”.

manjiree Biche, who has a diploma 
in electronics and radio engineering 
(dere) from pune’s cusrow wadia insti-
tute of technology, worked in a cou-
ple of companies for six years, during 
which she also used to “do small stuff 
for others”, before quitting her job to 
set up orbittal in 1995. “i wanted free-
dom – and money!” explains Biche, 
who is the chairperson and director of 
the company. Beginning with electron-
ics development, reverse engineering 

and calibration services, 
she worked hard to build 
up the company.

her husband praviin, whom she had 
met in college – he was doing his elec-
trical engineering at the same time as 
she was in dere – had meanwhile got 
a series of jobs over almost a decade in 
companies like Bharat electronics ltd’s 
joint-venture firm B-delft and glass 
major saint-gobain, building up his 
expertise in projects. “i specialised in 
setting up new infrastructure for com-
panies to start production,” he says.

Shifting focus
after supporting his wife unofficially 
in marketing orbittal’s services for 
some years, he too joined the company 
in 1999 as managing director. “that 
was when we shifted our focus to turn-
key electrical projects from the earlier 
mechanical, electrical, and plumb-
ing (mep),” he says. “we have worked 
for a series of multinational clients 
right from the beginning.” along with 
a range of offerings in these, it also 
got into the manufacture of high-ten-
sion and low-tension electrical panels, 
exit signage, ems (electronics manu-
facturing services) to design, assemble 
and test components and printed cir-
cuit board (pcb) assemblies for original 
equipment manufacturers, as well as 
integrating and installing solar panels.

at fiat india automobiles, ranjan-
gaon, near pune, corporate purchase 
head saif siddiqui describes orbittal 
as a regular vendor. “we have earlier 
awarded many electrical projects to 
them. they have done a good job in 
terms of cost, quality and timely deliv-
ery of projects like electrification of 
the office, canteen and the shop floors 
in the body shop, assembly shop and 
warehouse,” he says.

sandeep gosavi, former vice-
president, projects, Vishay compo-
nents, has had a long association of 
more than 10 years with orbittal. “i 
used them for infrastructure projects 
related to mep, but more of electri-
cal installations,” he says.  “the team 
knew their job and customer expecta-

tions well. most important is, i never 
experienced any negative surprise 
on any of the important parame-
ters like quality, cost and deliv-
ery. also, they are ready to walk 
the extra mile in case of twists in 

the job requirements that are part 
and parcel of any project.”
with such a high level of customer 

satisfaction, orbittal electromech dou-
bled its revenues year on year from its 
inception till 2008. “we then decided 
to slow down and concentrate on hori-
zontal development – like putting erp, 
iso and better safety standards in place 
over the next three years,” says praviin 
Biche. “we began pushing for growth 
again in 2011, and have got to a level of 
35 per cent y-o-y since then,” manjiree 
Biche adds. tambbe chips in: “we also 
formalised our different verticals under 
turnkey projects and manufacturing, 
including the latest: all types of indus-
trial and commercial led light fixtures, 
including flame-proof clean room appli-
cations for pharma manufacturers.”

with a spanking new research & 
development centre, which too was 
inaugurated by deshpande along with 
the R6-crore, 500 kw-per-month led 
unit, the trio – whose names are all 
spelt with double initials on a numer-
ologist’s advice – are taking orbittal 
ahead from its current R66 crore with 
500-plus employees across four units 
in pune and residence-offices in gur-
gaon, ahmedabad, indore and Bengal-
uru, to a target of doubling its revenues 
in the next couple of years.  
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if goa is india’s party central, 
calangute, or at least its beach side 
parts, for the last few years, have 

been its beating heart. popular seafood 
joints, umpteen kaju stores, some feni 
too, bars that come alive post sunset, 
‘punjabi’ tadka restaurants, dosa ‘pla-
zas’, mobile skimpily clad russian vis-
itors, long winding lanes all headed to 
the beach – it’s an unlikely smorgas-
bord that keeps the party going.

Branded hotels, however, have been 
in short supply for those who yearn for 
their comfort and loyalty points, and 
want to stay close to ‘where the action 
is’. the situation is changing however, 
and an early entrant to the ‘strip’ is le 
méridien, now a marriott brand. the 
tenth le meridien hotel opening in 
india marks a considerable landmark 
for the brand. le méridien is designed 
to be for the guest who seeks a deeper 
connection with the destination—a 
‘curated approach to culture’, inter-
preted through many a programme in 
each individual hotel.

this outpost, began life in the plan-
ning stages as an aloft, but changed 
brands precisely because of its rich lay-
ering. located in the heart of the bus-
tling calangute sinquerim belt, the 
hotel’s 146 rooms are chic, and imbued 
with goan sensibilities. slightly tucked 
away from the road, the hotel is about 
half a kilometre from the beach. “méri-
diens are about discovery,” says general 
manager norton pereira, explaining 
the unusual entrance and layout of the 
hotel. essentially divided between two 

buildings, the entrance block houses 
most public spaces and a few rooms.

the design elements include le meri-
dien hub which has representations of 
local Kunbi folk, long-time residents of 
the area. from original Kunbi jewellery 
and artefacts to modern inter-
pretations of Kunbi weaves – 
and these black and white wall 
prints are all over the hotel. 
displaying different aspects 
and ways of life for these tra-
ditional fisherfolk, they make 
the hotel a verita-
ble museum, 
where guests 
can walk the 
hallways 
admiring 
the art!

another 
of the brand’s 
unique offer- ings 
– the ‘sparkling’ experi-
ence, by which a coffee outpost during 
the day almost magically transforms 
into a full-fledged bar, is right upfront 
at longitude 73°. do get someone to 

wow you.  
the main restaurant named, as in 

every le méridien, latest recipe, is an 
all-day diner. sumptuous breakfast, an 
exhaustive menu for lunch and dinner, 
its array is wide, but we recommend the 
local goan cuisine.

Unusual features
a hidden gem, not just for the hotel, 
but potentially for goa, is Jazz & grills, 
a specialty restaurant offers canapés 
and grills, along with an extensive bev-
erage and premium cigar menu. get 
the jovial chef saurav chattoraj to rec-
ommend a memorable meal. add live 
performances, and this two-level res-
taurant, complete with a retro 1950s 
americana feel (check out the mid-
night Blue sofas) is a perfect getaway 
from the crowds.

part of the le méridien identity is an 
‘unlock destination’ by which lesser 

known features of the 
place are highlighted. 
the hotel is looking 
at associating with a 
16th century chapel. 
it also offers walks in 
tucked away villages 
such as assagao, ver-
dant, dotted with his-
toric structures from 
the portuguese era, 
and now modern 
retail and cafés such 

as the gunpowder, which moved from 
delhi or people tree, a remarkable trea-
sure house of eco-friendly retail.

another unusual feature is the 
library lounge, a large oasis of quality 
time for oneself. spacious, with a mul-
titude of books, it just needs a drink to 
make it a perfect evening.

incidentally, the hotel is among the 
rare buildings in goa to utilise its roof-
top, excellent for events, or just to gaze 
at the azure arabian sea.

a stay at lm goa will surely add to 
your loyalty points – it has the highest 
spg rating of all the méridiens in india, 
incidentally. what you need come for 
are the details, for which the hotel 
seems to set new standards.

 u  s u m a n  t a r a f d a r
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Mumbai is a symbol of the incredible energy and 
optimism that defines India in the 21st century . . . 
The Taj has been the symbol of the strength and the 
resilience of the Indian people . . . The resolve and 
resilience of the Indian people stood in stark contrast 
to the savagery of the terrorists

president Barrack obama

on 26 november 2008 (26/11), 10 terrorists 
representing the pakistani extremist out-
fit lashkar-e-taiba (let), travelled over 

500 miles through the arabian sea from Kara-
chi to mumbai, and laid siege to parts of india’s 
‘maximum city’ with nearly two crore residents. 
the attack, planned with military precision, killed 
166 innocent people and injured over 300. amid 
resounding gunfire in the heart of south mum-
bai, operation Black tornado, led by the national 
security guards (nsg) of the government of india, 
neutralised the terrorists. nine of the terrorists 
were killed, and one, mohammed ajmal Kasab, 
was caught alive while trying to escape.

of all the places targeted in mumbai, the one 
where the fight with the terrorists lasted the lon-
gest was at the taj mahal palace hotel. like opera 
house to sydney, and the eiffel tower to paris, for 
over 113 years, the taj has been a prominent sym-
bol of mumbai. even before the gateway of india 
was built in 1924, the hotel was the most outstand-
ing structure on the Bombay coastline. in attacking 
the taj and trying to destroy its century-old heri-
tage wing, especially the historic dome, let wanted 
to leave a visible scar on the success story of india 
inc that was epitomised by one of the oldest insti-
tutions synonymous with mumbai and its history. 
over 1,200 guests and 600 employees were inside 
the hotel for functions as diverse as a high profile 
wedding reception, a Bohra muslim wedding, uni-
lever ceos global meet with 30 senior leaders from 
unilever worldwide, and two other corporate meet-
ings. the indian, chinese, Japanese – indeed all the 
restaurants – were full that wednesday evening, 
when the first gunshots were heard.

there are three lessons that companies and 
institutions can learn from the taj in the light of 
their response to the terror attack. firstly, the way 
in which ratan tata and the entire management 
of the taj, handled the aftermath. it was the most 
mature response to an event of that magnitude. 
what left most people spellbound was that within 
three weeks of the attack, the taj once again 
opened its doors to welcome guests. it was sym-
bolic of defiance coupled with courage. secondly, 

the response towards their employees. typi-
cally, when two-thirds of a hotel is closed down, 
any organisation would retrench some part of its 
employee-base, as large as 1,800 people. however, 
the taj didn’t. not a single person was retrenched. 
instead, the period was used to further train the 
employees and raise service levels. many were 
transferred to other taj properties so that they 
could continue their good work. lastly, the man-
ner in which the tatas decided to take care of the 
families of the deceased, not only the employ-
ees but also from the public at large, was beyond  
normal expectations.

these lessons go far beyond a win-win solu-
tion or strategy. they were far beyond any eco-
nomic or even ethical considerations. they were 
in the realm of morality, and bordered upon spir-
ituality. an acknowledgement of this came from 
a person no less than the president of the us. in 
2010, during his historic 10-day visit to india, 
president Barrack obama chose the taj as his resi-
dence in mumbai to show his solidarity with vic-
tims of 26/11. during the visit, he said, “to those 
who have asked whether this is intended to send a  
message, my answer is simply, absolutely!”

Beyond the call of duty
the employees of the taj went way beyond the 
call of duty to save as many guests as possible. 
Krishna Kumar, then vc, taj hotels, remarked 
that all employees knew the exit routes. however, 
it was beyond his comprehension, that in spite of 
that, not a single employee gave in to the natural 
survival instinct and left the premises. Karambir 
Kang, then gm, taj mumbai, called them the real 
heroes of the  taj. even before the nsg comman-
dos could formulate a strategy to safely evacuate 
the guests out of the premises, the employees had 
used their prudence and ensured that they were in 
safe areas, until help arrived. 

chef hemant oberoi’s valiant team formed a 
human chain to protect 60–70 guests while escort-
ing them from wasabi, the Japanese restaurant, 
down the spiral steps into the kitchen, and out. 
thomas Varghese (head waiter), Vijay Banja (exec-
utive chef), hemant talim, Kaizad Kamdin and 
zaheen mateen (chefs), and rajan Kamble (engi-
neer), employees serving the hotel in different 
capacities for many decades, voluntarily faced the 
line of fire while evacuating guests through the 
exit routes of the labyrinthine taj. they laid down 
their lives by blocking the gunmen’s path, and were 
spewed with bullets from those vengeful weapons. 

lessons from 26/11
The darkest cloud with a thick silver lining
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paying for this. there were some people who had  
nobody to pay their bills. there was this dilemma 
as to whether the patient was connected to 
the tragedy at the taj in any way. at that time, 
Krishna Kumar walked into the crisis room set-up 
to handle emergencies with a message from 
ratan tata: the taj should not distinguish while  
helping people, whether security forces, police, fire ser-
vice, hotel employees, guests of the taj or the general 
public, whether killed or wounded. tata had decided 
to form a trust to pay for everybody injured in the city  
during 26/11. 

the taj public service welfare trust was 
announced on 15 december 2008, only 17 days 
after the disaster. Besides ihcl, the sir dorabji tata 
trust and sir ratan tata trust committed a sig-
nificant initial contribution to the newly formed 
trust. ratan tata himself was a part of the board 
of trustees that included Krishna Kumar and ray-

mond Bickson, among 
others. tata instructed the 
team to go to every hospi-
tal where the injured were 
being treated. if the hospi-
tal hadn’t taken care of the 
bills, the taj would do the 
needful. Besides a number 
of other relief measures, 
the company decided that 
the families of the taj 
employees, who died dur-
ing the attack, would be 
paid their deceased mem-
bers’ salaries for the rest 
of their lives, as well as  
all medical benefits, and 

education for dependents up to the age of 24.
“we may have been knocked down, but not 

out,” ratan tata avowed. to communicate a mes-
sage resonating this spirit, taj ran a three-part 
communication campaign ‘taj forever’, which 
aimed at healing, moving forward, and for com-
municating to the world that ‘taj is forever’. the 
weekend before the taj was reopened, a staff-only 
programme was organised where spiritual lead-
ers from all major faiths conducted prayers and 
healing rituals. for 45 minutes, the names of all 
1,700 employees of the taj mumbai were read out 
to appreciate the unity with which they stood 
behind the company. “Just to hear all our names 
echo in that hall was so reaffirming. it united us 
in a way that went deeper than the usual team-
building programmes,” reminisced Bickson. the 
next day, 1,000 people, including guests, friends 
and family applauded for 15 minutes, tears stream-
ing down many faces, as the 540 taj employ-
ees who were on duty on 26/11 strode proudly 
through the lobby on a red carpet. they were 
the real heroes of a real adventure – the game 
called life.           u

mallika Jagad, the 24-year-old banquet manager 
for the unilever event, and her team, used their 
extraordinary presence of mind, switched off the 
lights and bolted the doors of the banquet room 
where the event was on. for over a dozen hours, 
she and her team took care of the guests who were 
ducking and squatting below the tables. finally, in 
the early hours of morning, they were rescued by 
the fire crew through the windows. and who can 
forget Karambir Kang, the 40-year-old gm of the 
taj? his heroic leadership of the hotel, not only got 
it the Best overseas Business hotel award, but also 
universal appreciation for making the best possi-
ble efforts to save the lives of thousands of guests, 
even when his own family, wife neeti and sons 
uday and samar, were getting asphyxiated on the 
sixth floor of the taj. “You know, at that time, we 
didn’t know the magnitude of the attack, and the 
number of gunmen. were they four or 10? But in 
spite of that, in the given 
circumstances, we just 
took the right decisions 
with whatever knowl-
edge we had. we all 
felt responsible for each 
other and for our guests. 
it’s not that somebody 
was telling them to do 
whatever they did. But, 
independently, in differ-
ent pockets of the hotel, 
they all acted the same 
way. it was remarkable.” 
he believed that what 
happened that day was 
a tangible expression of 
the employees’ belief that the taj was their fam-
ily. the place had given them livelihood, made 
their lives, educated their kids, and enabled them 
to build their homes. “the taj is like a temple. it’s 
revered by the staff.” 

“the reason my people created those human 
chains and essentially put themselves in between 
the terrorists and the guests was that they consid-
ered this hotel as their home. You cannot come to 
my house and you cannot harm my guests because 
they are my family. it was a direct manifestation of 
the indian philosophy that the guest is god,” said 
raymond Bickson, then group md, who was him-
self stuck inside his office for nearly 16 hours. ratan 
tata, Krishna Kumar, and all the senior people from 
the company were standing helplessly on the pave-
ments outside not knowing what was going on 
inside, or how many people had been killed. hun-
dreds of employees from other shifts had flocked to 
the venue, and were squatting on nearby roads.

Like family
post 26/11, a lot of requests for help was came 
in from people, in hospitals, and the taj was 
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about three years ago, when 
287-room novotel imagica 
Khopoli was launched, srini-

vas srirangam – general manager ques-
tioned: “will people come to this hotel 
far away from mumbai in the industrial 
zone of Khopoli?” a launch special-
ist, having opened novotel hyderabad 
and novotel calcutta in his 14 years 
with accor, a skeptical srirangam 
did recognise the potential for a  
theme hotel.

cut to today, he sits back reassured 
of the footfalls and rightly attributes 
the success of accorhotels’ first theme 
park property to proximity to india’s 
premier theme parks – imagica, water 
park, & snow park. “mice is a big con-
tributor too,” he quickly adds.

the going has not been that easy. 
srirangam openly details the logistical 
challenges. “it is so far from the city 
of mumbai!” Khopoli is a small town, 
and not necessarily a good source 

of workers and supplies. further, he 
explains that people who come to the 
park have average spending power and 
may not be their regular patrons. “a 
family of four spends R6,000 in the 
park. stay in our hotel (two rooms with 
meals) can cost R15,000-R20,000; aver-
aging R25,000. You can go to dubai 
with that amount!” he does have  
a point.

to attract families, especially over 
the weekends, the hotel has turbo-
charged its in-house activities and 
introduced packages with the theme 
park. guests can participate in interac-
tive sessions of storytelling, swimming 
classes, craft, painting and clay art, and 
even karaoke. recently, they invited 
guests to participate in pre-christmas 
cake-mixing. they have a gaming area 
with foosball, pool, darts, carom, chess 
and table tennis. integrating the theme 
parks as well, vip guests staying at the 
property get special express entries to 

the rides, special assistance and view to 
watch the parade and a personal guide 
through the park.

the hotel is most known for its 
brunch service. “we have 30-40 people 
coming from mumbai and pune only 

the i-magic-a continues
Novotel Imagica Khopoli has entered its third year with more 
offerings and a double dose of confidence

Srirangam: fun maestro

Infinity pool
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for the weekend brunch. for R1,799 
you listen to some good music, eat 
great food and spend time in the pool 
from 9 am to 4 pm,” says srirangam.

Believing in the concept that food 
is an array of innovative creations 
and the kitchen is a place to let your 
imagination loose, the chefs at the 
resort prefer experimentation. “it is 
said a family that eats together stays 
together and the resort has certainly 
kept the needs of children in mind 
while designing their cuisine.”

understandably, the footfall is very 
low on weekdays. on these days, the 
hotel focuses on mice and weddings. 
mice/weddings contribute 62 per cent 
to the business. long stay corporates 
(foreigners who work in the Khopoli 
area) make up 2-3 per cent. road shows 

were held in hyderabad, Bengaluru and 
ahmedabad to showcase the hotel. the 
hotel has hosted quite a few biggies – 
google, deloitte, e&Y, schafler, audi, 
siyaram and sebi to name a few.

Seven-star service
catering to diverse expectations is 
not easy. “we service guests who have 
travelled abroad, been to disney, and 
people who have never ever been to a 
theme park or theme park hotel.”

the hotel’s average daily rate (adr), 
a metric widely used in the hospital-
ity industry to indicate the average 
realised room rental per day, is quite 
comfortable, too. srirangam gives the 
numbers: “through the year we have 
80% occupancy and average adr of 
R6,500. on good days we go up to 

R12,000-R14,000.”
the hotel maintains its objective 

of seven-star service, though it is not 
termed a ‘luxury’ property. according 
to srinivas, “luxury is about how good 
the service is.” he measures the suc-
cess of his hotel by people’s laughter 
and children’s happiness than by an 
expensive chandelier or italian mar-
ble in the lobby. “we make you feel at 
home. You and the kids are free to do 
what you like.” for him and his team, 
guest engagement is key.

in fact, the hotel was recently 
awarded the “Best integrated resort of 
the Year” category at the Lonely Planet 
magazine’s travel and lifestyle lead-
ership awards 2017.

u  B e r t i e  d ’ s o u z a

bertie.dsouza@businessindiagroup.com

Classic Family Room

Preparing for Christmas The character brigade Segway fun

The Square At Novotel Imagica Khopoli
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public sector enterprises (pses), also known as 
‘state-owned enterprises’ (soes), are vital con-
stituents of the major economies of the world. 

in many countries, their contribution in terms of 
gdp, employment generation and socio-economic 
development is noteworthy.  from time to time, 
difficult situations arising out of external factors 
like the wars of 1960s, oil crisis of 1970s, collapse 
of the soviet union, east asian currency meltdown 
and the global financial crisis of 2008, which is still 
lingering in many countries in europe and north 
america, have proved that the unbridled free mar-
ket economy did not possess the magic wand to cor-
rect the weaknesses in the economy.

“there also is not a single case on record in the 
history of any country that has developed through 
adherence to ‘free market’ principles, certainly 
not the us”, observes distinguished scholar noam 
chomsky. it has also been found that capitalistic 
structure alone can be averse to a nation’s growth, 
as it is earmarked with instability and upheavals.  
this has further led to the realisation that capital in 
the hands of the state is the preferred option, rather 
than capital in private hands.

good governance of pses, therefore, has become 
an essential imperative to promote planned socio-
economic development of the country. the ongoing 
changes the world over have also led to the grow-
ing importance of corporate governance practices 
based on the pillars of accountability, transparency, 
integrity and responsiveness.  further, pses, being 
state-owned, are often identified with vague, com-
plex or contradictory objectives, as the regulator 
and the owner are the same and, therefore trans-
gress in each other’s roles. this creates a paradox 
in the public mind towards their sound corporate 
governance practices. there is, therefore, a need for 
clear demarcation in the role of the owner and the 
regulator, by the formulation of an ownership pol-
icy. “the government should develop an ownership 
policy,” observes oecd.  “the policy should inter alia 
define the overall rationales for state ownership, the 
state’s role in the governance of soes, how the state 
will implement its ownership policy, and the respec-
tive roles and responsibilities of those government 
offices involved in its implementation”.

Why ownership policy? a well-documented own-
ership policy defines in detail what the ownership 
entity seeks to achieve through the soes and how it 
will implement the same. this will help in the elim-
ination of confusion and gaps pertaining to lines of 
ownership and defined lines of transparency and 

accountability.  it also helps to avoid the usual pit-
falls of passive ownership and improves the gover-
nance structure of soes, minimising control and 
interference in day-to-day commercial decision-
making. it provides greater powers to the board, 
which serves as an effective tool for communica-
tion, to the public at large, about its objectives and 
long-term commitment. this is communicated 
effectively to the myriad stakeholders of the organ-
isation.  Besides, it ensures equitable treatment to 
all stakeholders.

International experiences many oecd coun-
tries have provided a clear statement of the state’s 
overall objective as an owner and what it expects 
from them.  according to oecd’s ‘transparency & 
accountability guide for state ownership’, the swed-
ish government’s ownership policy has the overall 
objective to create value for the owners. similarly, in 
france, the objective is to contribute to a better valo-
risation of the state’s share in an soe.  in the uK, the 
objective is to ensure that the government share-
holding delivers sustained positive returns. the cost 
of capital is returned in overtime within the policy, 
regulatory and customer parameters set by the gov-
ernment by acting as an effective and intelligent 
shareholder, whereas achieving economic societal 
result is the core purpose in finland.

in new zealand, the four overarching goals 
comprise: to be clear with pse boards about share-
holding expectations, to provide stakeholders with 
enhanced value performance through benchmark-
ing, develop appropriate capital structures and to 
ensure that requests for capital are in line with  
business needs.

the ownership policy in norway ensures con-
trol of natural resources and revenue that can be 
used for the good of society. it includes, inter alia, 
policy declaration, important political objectives, 
sector independent consideration that compa-
nies must take into account. it also includes objec-
tives for the ownership of individual companies, 
their commercial objectives and required rate of 
return, the capital asset pricing model, compa-
nies with sectoral policy goals and the companies 
reporting and administration.  norway focusses on 
professionalism and emphasises equal treatment  
of shareholders.

Committee on corporate governance sebi’s 
uday Kotak committee on corporate governance 
has appreciated the prominent role played by 
indian public enterprises and also acknowledged 

projecting a positive image
An ownership policy for PSEs would help in running them on professional lines

The author is director 

general, scope

u . d .  c h o u B e Y
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function.  regular interactions should also be held 
with stakeholders such as vendors, creditors, other 
shareholders, employees etc, so as to gain their per-
spective on ownership policy. this would increase 
the level of acceptance by key stakeholders and  
market participants.

the policy document should outline the role and 
key functions of the ownership entity as well as soe 
board, appointment of auditor, management remu-
neration, etc.  given the magnitude of operation, 
targets ranging from commercial to social should 
be incorporated. these targets are set after ade-
quate discussion with all relevant bodies/authori-
ties that are involved/attached to the government. 
to fix more realistic targets, it is necessary that a pse 
and its board are also involved.  in order to develop 
objective accountability, a performance indicator 
should be developed, so as to make measurements 
more objective and accurate.  processes and systems 
should be developed in order to ensure transparent 
and adequate disclosure by pses.

once the draft of the policy is ready, it should 
be circulated within a closed group (including ade-
quate representation from pses), so as to receive 
their inputs and make the necessary changes, if 
required. on finalisation of the policy, the same 
should be put forth to the government for its assent 
and should be tabled in parliament before the pol-
icy is implemented.

one of the most significant elements of an own-
ership policy is its public disclosure.  the policy, 
once developed and approved should be placed 
on all plausible public portals of the government 
and its departments, pses’ websites, etc, so that the  
document is accessible to the general public.         

  
Implementation of the policy this is of the utmost 
importance, so as to ensure its success.  hence, it 
is important that awareness workshops, training 
workshops and seminars are organized under the 
guidance of government so as to spread awareness 
about the policy and what it stands for. seminars 
and training workshops could be organised by the 
government to assist pses and other stakeholders in 
undertaking the policy and implementing it.

a well-documented ownership policy will pro-
vide a sound foundation for improving transparency 
and accountability. it would also help in form-
ing a yardstick/benchmark for measurement and 
improvement of performance of pses thereby ensur-
ing a level playing field and equitable treatment to 
all stakeholders. this is a mammoth task and would 
require concerted efforts.  it needs to be developed 
in consultation with all and with the involvement of 
international organisations and experts. the policy 
would help in running pses on sound professional 
lines, achieving best practices of corporate gover-
nance as well as in branding india as an informed 
owner, thereby leading to an overall positive image 
of the country.                           u

unique challenges faced by them that make their 
governance more complex than in the private  
sector, given that:
• Most pses pursue multiple and diverse objectives 
in line with their broader social welfare objectives;
• pses may also have certain structural issues aris-
ing due to conflicts of interest that are inherent in 
cases where the same entity is both the owner and 
regulator; and
• decision-making in pses is protracted, owing 
to accountability at multiple levels.  nonethe-
less, there is a need for moving to enhanced  
governance standards.
the committee recommended that the govern-
ment should assess and examine the broader issues 
related to pses governance in particular ownership 
structure for the government stake.
the committee concluded that, while the issue 
related to governance and ownership structures 
requires more consideration and detailed analysis, 
the following guiding principles must be kept in 
mind for such assessment on this subject: 
• Establish a transparent mandate for pses and dis-
close its objectives and obligations;
• Ensure independence of the pses from the admin-
istrative ministry; and
• Consolidate the government stake in listed pses 
under holding entity structure(s).
it is, therefore, apparent that the need for a struc-
tured ownership policy is also being recognised in 
the country. 

Developing an ownership policy for developing 
ownership policy in the indian context, the gov-
ernment needs to develop a document defining the 
objectives of the pses – both commercial and non-
commercial – and what it expects from them.  it 
should also include obligations of the state as an 
owner.  the document should be a short but high-
level paper, clearly outlining the measurable tar-
gets/objectives of the pses.

developing an ownership policy should involve 
wide consultations and would require a survey of 
the existing document available with special rel-
evance to pses. while documents, such as the 
memorandum of understanding, dpe guidelines, 
companies’ act and sebi provisions are specifically 
applicable to government companies, other docu-
ments issued by various departments from time to 
time, including cvc, cag, cic, etc, could be among 
the many documents that can be referred to while 
formulating the ownership policy.

an independent committee consisting of rep-
resentation from dpe, scope, academicians, gov-
ernment and international experts on corporate 
governance could be formed for developing the 
ownership policy. regular interactions should be 
organized, so as to gain a broad perspective and 
objectives of the state, as an owner, and its func-
tions and responsibilities in fulfilling the ownership 
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launched by former us president 
Barack obama in 2010, the global 
entrepreneurship summit (ges) 

is an annual convention that gathers 
emerging entrepreneurs, investors and 
supporters from across the world. this 
year’s summit: Women First, Prosper-
ity for All, was co-hosted by niti aayog 
and the us state department in hydera-
bad. Being held in south asia for the 
first time, the ges was attended by over 
1,500 delegates from 100 countries. nat-
urally, over half of the entrepreneurs, 
investors and ecosystem supporters at 
the summit were women. the choice of 
the city of pearls for holding the ges 
was apt: the new state of telangana 
has just notched the first rank among 
states in the ease of doing business. 
Besides, hyderabad is where american 
corporate giants like Boeing, facebook, 
apple, microsoft, google and Über 
have located their india head offices.

what lent a touch of personal 
diplomacy to the event was the pres-
ence of ivanka trump, 36, as head of 
the us delegation. many saw it as a 

sign of her father, us president don-
ald trump’s outreach to india, illus-
trating the growing warmth in ties 
between india and the us. in her key-
note address, ivanka, who holds the 
post of advisor to the us president, was 
effusive in her praise for prime minis-
ter narendra modi’s leadership, noting 
that “from your childhood selling tea 
to becoming prime minister, you’ve 
proven that transformational change 
is possible”. on his part, modi talked 
up bilateral relations, saying the ges 
2017 “not only connects silicon Valley 
with hyderabad but also showcases the 
close ties between the us and india”.

when trump took office, there were 
doubts about whether ties between the 
world’s oldest and largest democracies 
would follow the path of co-operation 
set up by obama. the doubts were 
put to rest during a meeting between 
trump and modi in washington in 
June with the two leaders affirming 
a strategic partnership between their 
nations. it was announced after this 
meeting that ivanka would come to 

india as the head of the us delega-
tion for the ges. former foreign secre-
tary lalit mansingh, who also served 
as india’s ambassador to the us dur-
ing the clinton presidency, says that 
india hosting the ges was significant 
for several reasons. “it announces the 
importance of india as an economic 
destination and signals india’s arrival 
on the world stage as a country with 
considerable economic standing.”

there was some controversy about 
ivanka heading the us delegation. the 
first daughter has been criticised by 
much of her country’s media as an 
imperfect choice to speak on women’s 
issues. while she has called for more 
support for working women around the 
world, a section of the american media 
has previously raised questions about 
work conditions for labourers, in india 
and other asian countries, who make 
clothing for her fashion lines – an issue 
on which she’s remained silent.

Yet the trump establish-
ment believed that ivanka was the 
right choice and rose to the occa-
sion.  heather nauert of the us state 
department said at a news confer-
ence: “we are certainly proud of what 
she’s been able to accomplish, and i 
can think of no better representative 
for the us government to talk about 
women entrepreneurship than her.” 
president trump himself tweeted 
approval of ivanka’s participation: 
“great work ivanka”.

But it wasn’t just a celebration of 
women power or indo-us ties at the 
ges. modi used the event for hard sell-
ing india as an attractive investment 
destination, urging foreign investors 
to become partners in the country’s 
growth story. addressing the inaugural 
session, he highlighted the steps india 
has taken to improve the ease of doing 
business and expressed new delhi’s 
resolve to improve its ranking from 
100, designated by the world Bank, to 
50. “we have improved on indicators 
like dealing with construction per-
mits, getting credit, protecting minor-
ity investors, paying taxes, enforcing 
contracts and resolving insolvency. 
the process is not yet complete.”

the pm said credit rating com-
pany moody’s investors service rais-
ing india’s sovereign rating from Baa3 
to Baa2 in almost 14 years is a recog-
nition of his government’s efforts. 

women to the fore

Modi uses GES to hard-sell India
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“nineteen incubation centres have 
been created in various institutions 
and universities to nurture innovative 
start-ups and businesses to become 
sustainable,” he added.

the hyderabad international con-
vention centre and the hitec city 
area, where the three-day event took 
place, turned into a virtual fortress 
with over 10,000 security person-
nel, including commandos, guarding 
roads, hotels and the venue. in prepa-
ration for the event, hyderabad, a city 
with a population approaching 9 mil-
lion, was transformed overnight, with 
the telangana government pitching 
in to make elaborate arrangements for 
the big event. new roads were built; 
bridges and buildings across paths that 
the summit delegates took for sight-
seeing to historic venues were given a 
fresh coat of paint. all around, rain-
bow coloured lights were installed and 
murals with messages about india’s 
transformation erected. hundreds of 
beggars, who throng the city other-
wise, were sent to “rehabilitation cen-
tres”. even the sighting of stray dogs 
became rare.

Bridging the gender gap
ivanka shared the limelight on day 2 
with cherie Blair, wife of former Brit-
ish prime minister tony Blair. Both 
made a strong pitch for adoption of 
technology to bridge the gender gap 
and boost women entrepreneurship 
across the world at a plenary session 
on ‘innovations in workforce devel-
opment and skills training’. other 
participants highlighted the gender 
gap in workforce and called for nur-
turing an ecosystem to provide equal 
opportunities for women to hone their 
entrepreneurial skills.

ivanka said that having equal rep-
resentation to women and diversity in 
entrepreneurship was financially ben-
eficial to both the families and soci-
ety. “out of every dollar earned by 
women, 90 cents goes back into their 
family income,” she said. she called 
for a comprehensive public policy to 
encourage more women in the work-
force, through a number of initiatives, 
including technology support, finan-
cial support and taxation policies.

Blair, who heads the cherie Blair 
foundation for women, explained 
how she used to balance her job as an 

attorney with the responsibilities of 
being wife of a prime minister, thanks 
to the technology. she said there was no 
need for women to feel inferior to men; 
in fact, they were far superior to men in 
many aspects, if they got access to tech-
nology. however, she noted, “india has 
one of the lowest rates of female labour 
force participation in the world. this is 
a huge potential gap.”

icici Bank managing director and 
ceo chanda Kochhar said women in 
india were making it to the top in the 
corporate world. she pointed out that 
india had produced women in sports 
like wrestling and gymnastics that 
were considered the male domains. 
“india has women fighter pilots. the 
indian navy has started an all-women 
expedition. today, india has a defence 
minister who is a lady. india has senior 
ministers who are ladies,” she said.

striking a personal note, she said, 

“in india, 40 per cent of the bank-
ing sector is headed by women. in 
our bank alone, out of one lakh youth 
trained under skill training initiative, 
55 per cent are women. over 60 mil-
lion women in india were leading the 
self-help groups involved in small sav-
ings and rural entrepreneurship.” 

today, more than 11 million women 
in the united states own businesses. 
they employ nearly 9 million workers, 
and generate over $1 trillion in reve-
nue. however, in developing coun-
tries, 70 per cent of women-owned 
small and medium-sized businesses 
are denied access to capital. the result 
has been a nearly $300 billion annual 

credit deficit for women entrepreneurs 
in the developing world. in some coun-
tries, women are not allowed to own 
property, travel freely, or work without 
the consent of their husbands.

a positive outcome of the ges was 
the decision by niti ayog to set up a 
cell focused on offering financial 
support and mentorship to women 
entrepreneurs. the cell, to be called 
women entrepreneurial and inno-
vation cell of niti aayog, will be 
headed by niti aayog advisor anna 
roy, and will offer women financial 
support through the `10,000 crore 
fund of funds and mudra micro-
loan scheme apart from mentorship 
in scaling up. the decision follows a 
nasscom report released this month 
which said that women entrepreneurs 
constitute only 11 per cent of indian 
start-ups. also, the women-focused 
venture capital fund saha fund said 
only 3 per cent of women entrepre-
neurs have received vc funding.

lending glamour as well as cere-
bral content to the event were newly-
crowned miss world manushi chhillar, 
star woman cricketer mithali raj and 
ace tennis player sania mirza. from 
the government’s side, sushma swaraj 
and nirmala sitharaman made a 
strong statement about how far indian 
women had come in breaking the glass 
ceiling in public life. swaraj welcomed 
the delegates and hailed the ivan-
ka-led us delegation for their efforts 
to promote an entrepreneurship pro-
gramme on a global level. “i would 
like to thank ivanka trump, co-host 
of this summit. she represents energy 
and the spirit of an entrepreneur that 
characterises the youth of today. i 
have no doubt that under the leader-
ship of pm modi and president trump 
india and us relations will reach new 
heights and contribute to global peace 
and prosperity.”

ivanka stressed on how significant 
it had been in the past few years for 
women to be part of the entrepre-
neurial drive the world had witnessed. 
“fuelling the growth of women-led 
businesses isn’t simply good for our 
society – it is good for our economy. 
Just consider, if india closes the labour 
force gender gap by half, your econ-
omy could grow by over $150 billion 
in the next three years.” u

feedback@businessindiagroup.com

If India closes the labour 
force gender gap by half, 
your economy could grow 
by over $150 billion in the 

next three years
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for a lover of the old hindi Bol-
lywood songs of mohamad 
rafi, hemant Kumar, mahendra 

Kapoor and lata mangeshkar, gagan 
rai is very much abreast of modern 
technological advances in information 
technology, including  block chain 
and artificial intelligence. aspiring to 
build nsdl egovernance infrastruc-
ture as a custodian of national records, 
rai is already looking at diversify-
ing into digitisation of land records. 
admitting that “we have not started 
any formal dialogues”, he feels that 
this will be a really big opportunity 
for the company. however with trans-
fer of land (other than agriculture), 
registration of deeds and documents 
being a concurrent subject, the con-
sent of each state is required for digi-
tisation of records. once it is done, it 
would however ease a lot of problems 
relating to transfer of immoveable 

properties. title verification is one of 
the biggest challenges and in the us 
there are insurance products which 
underwrite ‘title guarantees’.

the digitisation of land records 
is indeed an ambitious and a highly 
challenging project. as and when it 
happens it could well change the way 
transfer of immoveable properties is 
done. currently, the search and vali-
dation of titles especially those in rural 
areas takes as long as 3-6 months. and 
even then one is not sure if all the 
records have been properly declared. 
But rai has never shirked taking on 
challenging projects right through 
his career spanning over three-and-a- 
half decades. 

 doing away with physical shares 
and trading in the electronic mode 
was a transformational reform in the 
capital market. however the formation 
of the nse and nsdl in 1995 ensured 

the demise of trading in physical 
shares along with numerous problems. 
rai, who was handpicked by dr r.h. 
patil from idbi to take over as execu-
tive director of nsdl, did a meticulous 
job. But once more than 90 per cent 
of the shares were dematted and phys-
ical trading brought down to a bare 
minimum, the challenge was met and 
it only required well laid down pro-
cesses to be followed.

the institution builders at nsdl 
started looking around and his team 
studied the global depositaries func-
tioning to see what else could be done. 
to their surprise they found that 
depositories only concentrated on data 
management related to securities, and 
focussed on improving efficiencies 
and processes.

having fully demonstrated its 
expertise in implementing a turn-
key project on a pan-india basis, nsdl 

Gagan Rai
Date of Birth: 09.07.1955

Education: SR College, Delhi; 
MA (Economics); ICWA, Certified 
institute of Bankers; Diploma in 
Project Finance

Career: IDBI; CARE; NSDL, 
executive director, 1995; MD 
and CEO; NSDL e-Governance 
Infrastructure Ltd, CEO & MD, 
2008-till date

the national custodians
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was however chosen by the central 
Board of direct taxes to implement a 
tax information network in 2003. this 
allowed the depository to maintain 
an electronic ledger of all payments 
made by taxpayers and received by 
the exchequer. tax deducted at source 
through tin systems and maintaining 
an individual tax payment register of 
tax payers saw tax revenues in fy05 
rise by 25-35 per cent. this was with-
out any increase in the tax rate and 
nearly 3 times the normal growth rate. 
more importantly, it made tax admin-
istration more convenient. “our aim is 
to use technology in a practical man-
ner in a bid to provide customers an 
efficient and transparent service at a 
low cost,” says rai.

the successful implementation of 
this system saw the company being 
chosen to issue pan card numbers in 
2004. on-line tax payment, main-
taining the accounts of receipts and 
refunds made by the income tax 
authorities was a natural progression 
for nsdl. the online accounting sys-
tem (oltas) also required the linking 
of banks and setting up a web portal 
for tax payers. the board, according to 
rai was fully supportive of the diversi-
fication moves. post pan and tan the 
company also got the mandate from 
the central Board of excise for upload-
ing central excise challan data.

from 2005 onwards nsdl continued 
to grow. it was identified by national 
pension scheme administrators for 
maintaining its central records. this 
necessitated maintaining a database 
and issuance of a permanent retire-
ment account number. it caters to 13 
million investors including govern-
ment officials and bankers.

for every diversification, the com-
pany had to go to sebi and gets its 
approval. it was probably this more 
than anything else which saw nsdl 
being hived off as a separate entity, 
nsdl depository, in 2013. the com-
pany with the remaining business 
was renamed nsdl egovernance. 
Both companies had identical share-
holdings. idbi holds the majority with 
30 per cent. the nse holds 25 per 
cent, with the balance held by various 
banks and institutions. Both compa-
nies are growing at a good pace. nsdl 
egovernance has an estimated turn-
over of `650 crore and is growing 

annually between 15-20 per cent. 
profit before taxation is `180 crore. 
in fy17 nsdl had securities worth 
`150 lakh crore, as on 31 march 2017. 
the active demat accounts was 1.58 
crore. in fy17 nsdl posted a pbt of 
`124 crore on a total income of `200 
crore. nsdl, which is sitting on a huge 
mine of data, has already received a 
licence from the rbi for launching a  
payment bank.

nsdl egovernance, after the 
demerger, has been taking up vari-
ous other government’s e-governance 
initiatives. it has launched the sys-
tem of e-Kyc besides hosting other 
services for income tax departments 
including the implementation of the 
national judicial reference system. 
more recently it bagged the man-
date for acting as the registrar for the 
unique identification authority of 
india which allows it to facilitate regis-
tration of residents wishing to obtain a 
unique identity number based on bio-
metric details (aadhaar). this service 
is being done through its enrolments 
agencies empanelled by uidai.

along with aadhaar issuance it 
has also been designated as an 
agency for facilitating aadhaar 

authentication and e-Kyc services. 
given the deadline of 31 december for 
all bank account holders to link their 
cards and 28 february to link their 
aadhaar card details with mobile ser-
vice providers, rai and his team are 
working towards the creation of an effi-
cient and easy system to facilitate these 
linkages. the e-Kyc is stored at a cen-
tral portal/cloud and can be referred 
by entities such as banks, mutual 
funds and insurance companies. other 
projects include e-services and health 
applications developed for hospitals to 
bring in administrative efficiency, on-
line digital signature, etc.

more recently it has launched a 
system which allows a person to get 
his will prepared through web-based 
portal ezeewill. hosted on a state-of 
the art secured platform similar to 
other nsdl egovernance projects, this 
platform allows a person to provide 
details of his assets and the name of 
beneficiaries to whom the assets are 
desired to be given. the will would be 
drafted by a team of legal profession-
als on behalf of the client and sent to 

him on the payment of the fees which 
are currently around `4,500 per will. 
it also allows a person to engage in 
discussions with the legal professional 
on a phone and ensure that the will is 
made and properly given to the exec-
utor. the succession planning service 
is relatively new but is expected to 
pick up.

two other initiatives launched 
at the behest of the finance min-
istry include Vidhya lakshmi and 
Vidyasaarathi. the latter is a unique 
scholarship programme which facil-
itates the management of the stu-
dents’ quest for getting a scholarship, 
submission and review of applications 
and award of scholarship. the funds, 
proposed to be given as scholarships 
by various institutions, companies 
and others are listed on the portal. 
Vidyalakshmi.co.in is an education 
loan aggregation portal helping stu-
dents to apply for loans with various 
banks using a common application 
form. “the idea of this entire exer-
cise is to ensure that funds are given 
to deserving candidates and a proper 
monitoring and analysis of the portal 
can be done by central government 
agencies,” points out rai.

rai, a merit rank holder in college, 
was in august company in his college 
with arun jaitely as one of his seniors. 
several others of his college mates have 
become leaders in their own respective 
fields. education is something dear to 
his heart and he says this move, which 
is essentially a matchmaking plat-
form of seekers and givers, eases the 
search of students wishing to pursue  
higher studies.

given the huge databases one would 
have expected nsdl egovernance to 
have several products based on data 
analytics for further fine-tuning of 
governance systems. rai however says 
the data belongs to various institu-
tions in the government and without 
their consent “we cannot do any-
thing”. trust and confidence are the 
pillars on which the edifice of nsdl 
egovernance has been built. and rai 
aims to respect that.

a property database is the next big 
initiative which, once it gets the go 
ahead, will keep rai and his team busy 
for quite some time.

u  d a K s e s h  p a r i K h
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the food business is growing in 
india. and the qsr (Quick service 
restaurant) segment, has an esti-

mated market of R9,000 crore growing 
at 30 per cent. of this, the organised 
sector accounts for only 20 per cent. 
however with the implementation of 
gst, the ratio is expected to change.  
the segment attracts immense invest-
ment opportunity. indian qsr focuses 
on growing consumer needs, conve-
nience, appetite and affordable pric-
ing. sagar J. daryani, an entrepreneur 
along with his partner Binod homagai 
founded wow momo foods pvt lim-
ited in 2008. this is india’s first chain 
of branded momos. “from R56 lakh in 
the first year, today we have a turnover 
of R52 crore with a cagr of nearly 40 
per cent over the last three years,” says 
daryani, the 30-year-old co-founder 
and ceo. “the driver of our success 
has been quality, innovation, market-
ing strategy and dedication,” he adds. 

the success of wow momo is worth 
repeating.  daryani was born in a small 
business family in Kolkata. his father 
was a garment manufacturer, who 
owned a shirt brand ‘aladdin’ for men. 
the fortune of the family fell when 
his father was cheated by the agents 
and distributors of his company. huge 
debt piled up on him. “i have seen 
how my parents struggled. even pay-
ing the school fee was a challenge for 
the family,” daryani recollects. how-
ever, gradually the family cleared the 
debt by selling property and opened 
a small garment store in garihat mar-
ket in south Kolkata. daryani helped 
his father run the store when he was in 
college. soon he realised that his stand-
alone garment store was no match for 
the big malls with a variety of brands 
to offer. hence he wanted to start his 
own business.

while studying B.com at st. Xavier 
college, Kolkata, daryani met his 
classmate Binod. Both had aspiration 
to become entrepreneurs. “we had 
no ambition to go for mba or appear 
for cat exam. our focus was to set 
up something on our own,” recalls 

daryani. inspired by the growth of 
Kookie Jar – a well-known bakery in 
Kolkata – both of them decided to get 
into the food business. But they had 
to abandon the idea due to the high 
investment of R25-30 lakh to create 
infrastructure. 

the opportunity came when spen-
cer’s store in Kolkata was looking for 
shop-in-shop partners to sell food 
items including momos.  the duo met 
the manager with the momo sample 
prepared by a known cook for tasting. 
the manager of spencer’s liked the 
taste and offered them a 6/6 feet kiosk 
at tollygunge, and the journey began 
with an initial capital of R30,000 bor-
rowed from their families. they also 
hired a part time cook for R3,000 to 
make momos at the daryani’s house 
garage. they carried them in hot cases 
to spencer’s. while daryani would 
approach every customer entering 
the store and offer them a taste the 
momos, Binod managed the counter. 
the strategy worked well and the duo 
managed to cover the monthly rent of 
R2,000 for the kiosk from the first few 
days. going by wow momo’s perfor-
mance, spencer’s management offered 
them space at south city, a posh shop-
ping mall in Kolkata. “a 9 to 10 foot 
stall at spencer’s food court at the mall 
gave us the brand image. started with 
a monthly sale of R4.5 lakh in 2009, 
today the monthly sale of the store has 
increased to R9 lakh. this was a game 
changer for us,” explains daryani.  the 
company today owns 30 delivery vehi-
cles to supply momos to its stores in 
different locations.

Unique concept
shah miftaur rahman, a friend of 
daryani and Binod with a finance 
background joined wow momo as the 
third partner in 2015. while daryani 
takes care of the entire retail expansion 
and marketing, Binod (32) is respon-
sible for production, r&d and inno-
vation and miftaur (30) controls the 
entire finance and hr of the company.  

wow momo operates out of kiosks, 

food courts in malls, quick service out-
let, shop-in-shop and high street quick 
service restaurants in busy commer-
cial locations. it also entered airports 
and metro stations. at present it has 
140 outlets across nine cities – Kolkata, 
Bengaluru, chennai, delhi, gurgaon, 
mumbai, Kochi, pune, and Bhubane-
swar. it includes three airport stores 
in Kolkata, mumbai and delhi and 16 
stores at metro stations in Kolkata and 
delhi.  soon it will open an outlet at 
chennai airport. Kolkata being the 
headquarters, has the maximum num-
ber of 72 stores. the east contributes 
50 per cent of the revenue of the com-
pany. the average size of an outlet var-
ies from 20 sq ft to 800 sq ft. all stores 
are owned and run by the company.  

commenting, on wow momo, 
rakesh Biyani, joint managing direc-
tor, future retail, which owns Big 
Bazar says, “it is a unique concept. the 
brand is visible everywhere. they are 
growing fast with consistent quality.”  

steaming growth
Wow Momo wants to become the McDonald’s of India

Company: 

Wow Momo Foods Pvt Limited

EstablishEd: 

2008

FoundErs: 

Sagar J. Daryani, Binod 

Homagai and  

Shah Miftaur Rahman      

turnovEr: 

R52 crore
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wow momo has a presence in several 
Big Bazaar stores also.

the company not only registered a 
steady growth, but also innovated. its 
unique way of serving momo delica-
cies won many customers. the menu 
caters to 8 types of momos with 12 
different flavours available in steamed, 
fried and panfried formats largely 
in white and brown flour variants. it 
has smartly invented sizzler momos, 
moBurg (momo Burgers), tandoori 
momos and Baked momo au’gratin. 
even their dessert is a ‘chocolate’ 
momo. it also introduced ‘wow Value 
meals’ that comes with momo, thukpa 
and a cold drink. wow momo sells 2.5 
lakh pieces per day. it employs 1,500 
people. “we offer momo according 
to the local palates. this is generat-
ing interest among customers. Quality 
and innovation are important factors 
in the food business,” says Binod, co-
founder. the company owns a base 
kitchen for momos in each city for 

seamless supply. “we make momos 
under stringent quality parameters. 
we conform to the guidelines of var-
ious food safety standards with a min-
imum of human handling,” adds 
Binod.

wow momo raised its first 
round of funding of R10 crore 
in 2015 from india angel 

network (ian) led by sanjeev Bikhchan-
dani, founder, info edge and saurabh 
shristava at a R100 crore valuation. the 
fund was used for expansion. the com-
pany added 100 stores in the last two 
years since the equity funding. “wow 
momo got many things right from 
the investors’ perspective. great team, 
scalable concept, growth with profit, 
strong brand equity and large market,” 
says Bikhchandani. this June, the com-
pany raised R44 crore as series B fund-
ing led by lighthouse funds at a R230 
crore valuation for further expansion 
and to build back-end infrastructure. 

the company is setting up a state-of-
the-art automated facility with a capac-
ity to make 5 lakh momos a day along 
with a sauce manufacturing unit at a 
cost of R10 crore. “we needed a bigger 
base kitchen set-up. the new 21,000 
sq ft facility at Kasba industrial estate 
in Kolkata, to be on stream next year, 
will cater to the company’s outlets in 
Kolkata and its surroundings. it will 
enter the ready-to-eat segment with 
frozen momos.  we are also looking to 
export to the us and uK markets from 
this plant,” says Binod. the company 
intends to open 150 more outlets in the 
next two years.

“wow momo presents a great 
opportunity to participate in the fast 
growing indian food services space. 
what inspired us was that it is a cap-
ital efficient model. the company has 
demonstrated phenomenal growth 
and earned customers’ confidence 
on a short span of time,” says sachin 
Bhartiya, partner at lighthouse funds. 
lighthouse largely focuses on con-
sumer brands. it has also invested in 
brands like fabindia, cera sanitary-
ware, Xseed education, Bikaji foods, 
Kama ayurveda. 

“wow momo brand enjoys an 
encouraging acceptance across india. 
we are a pat positive company since 
inception. investors have confidence in 
us,” says co-founder miftaur. promoters 
hold 80 per cent share of the company 
including 5 per cent esops and the 
remaining 20 per cent with investors. 

“we are now in an expansion 
mode. we will add 50-60 stores by 
next year. the focus is on tier ii cit-
ies. recently we have opened a store 
in Bhubaneswar. the response is over-
whelming,” sagar claims. according to 
a source, the company is negotiating 
with indian oil to set up wow momo 
kiosks at more than 100 petrol pumps 
across india. this is expected to roll 
out in the next three months.

daryani says that the company 
has received some tempting offers to 
sell out but he wants to take the com-
pany public in the next 5 years once 
the enterprise is mature and the man-
agement structure is in place to handle 
the expected growth. he aims to take 
the company to R400 crore with 500 
stores pan-india in the next 4-5 years.

u  s a J a l  B o s e
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in business, timing is an impor-
tant factor, which can make or 
break a business. for now, what 

two young Kochi-based entrepreneurs 
have started seems to be in the nick 
of time. their campper.com, an online 
aggregator of camping sites in Kerala, 
has in one year of operation attracted 
hundreds of users, while Kerala is 
poised to be rebranded as ‘the land of 
adventure’.

described by users as ‘the oyo of 
camping’, the campper portal has 
caught the imagination of not just 
young adventure-freaks but, surpris-
ingly, a large number of families too. 
from households to collegemates, 
techies, lovers, girls’ groups to fami-
lies, a new wave of campers is out there 
to get a different holiday experience. 

till recently, the biggest spoilsport 
for the campers was the lack of infor-
mation on camping sites across south 
india, and especially in Kerala. camp-
per.com, a start-up from Kitco’s incu-
bator and founded by prabil m.J. and 
sooraj rajan, hopes to fill the gap. 
“without any marketing or advertise-
ments, we are getting 70-80 bookings 
every month,” says prabil, who quit 
a well-paid it job to co-found camp-
per. “we have seen three-year-olds to 
65-year-olds choosing camping using 
our web platform.”

the website, which has 100-plus 
campsites listed, has already seen book-
ings by 900-plus campers in a year. 
“we are standardising the camp sites 
in terms of quality and the services 

provided,” says sooraj, who left his 
banking job in singapore to join the 
enterprise. “Bike riding groups and 
techies increasingly prefer tents in the 
recent days. “a good per cent of the 
tourists who booked through us are 
families,” adds sooraj. 

Kerala’s tourism sector, which cur-
rently accounts for almost 10 per cent 
of the state’s gdp, is projected to up its 
share to 20 per cent in the next five 
years. total revenue from the sector 
stood at R29,658.56 crore in 2016, with 
10,38,419 foreign tourists visiting the 
state during the year. 

Land of adventure
eco-tourism, which promotes envi-
ronment-friendly tourism, has been 
gaining popularity in the state. “the 
department of tourism is following a 
robust development plan in order to 
promote the adventure tourism of the 
state as it has huge potential and can 
substantially contribute to the over-
all growth of the tourism sector,” says 
p. Bala Kiran, director, department of 
tourism, Kerala. with the focus on 
developing new possibilities to drive 
the adventure tourism, the tourism 
board is keen on working closely with 
the forest department, he adds.

“Kerala will be rebranded as ‘the 
land of adventure’ to woo the younger 
generation by offering them activ-
ity and water-based tourism. more-
over, the department of tourism has 
planned to develop water-based activ-
ities like kayaking, cruise tourism, etc. 

additionally, the state government 
plans to develop 10 eco-tourism cir-
cuits to connect various forests to pro-
mote green tourism,” adds Kiran.

according to the Kerala tourism 
survey report of 2016, 65 per cent of 
the state’s population is below 35 years 
of age; hence, the thrust on activity-
based tourism. the promoters say that 

the camping facility will 
offer an opportunity to 

landowners to earn 
extra money. land 
owners can earn 
around R200,000 
per year by shar-
ing their excess 
land. “we are 

also planning 
to rope in farm-

ers who are ready 
to provide camp sites 

and farming experience to 
the tourists,” says prabil, ceo, camp-
per. “we believe that spending more 
time outside has its own health ben-
efits like sharper thinking and cre-
ativity to simply being happy,” he 
says. for those who wish to just enjoy 
a night staring at the stars and doing 
nothing else, campper will provide 
the breakfast, dinner and even the  
barbecue, he adds.

the company has camp sites in 
prominent tourist destinations in 
the state, such as munnar, Vaga-
mon, wayanad, ponmudi, Vandiper-
iyar, mankulam, Yellapatty, chittar, 
ramakkalmedu, etc. the camp sites 
are provided with tents, refreshing and 
parking facilities. some of the camp 
sites are also equipped with wi-fi. 
homely food is served to the tourists 
at these camps.  

all these camp sites can be booked 
throughout the year according to indi-
vidual choice of place and time. the 
rate starts at R999, which includes 
dinner and breakfast, per person per 
night. a caretaker will be available 
in the camp site to support the tour-
ists. apart from helping the tourists, 
he will brief them about features of 
the place and other facilities avail-
able there. most of the camp sites have 
facilities for trucking, biking, fishing, 
jeep safari and other adventure tour-
ism activities.

u  s a B i n  i Q B a l
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go camping!

Campper.com offers information and assistance in  
accessing camp sites in Kerala
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in the past two years, over a dozen 
healthcare and pharmaceutical 
companies have gone public and 

most of the scrips are doing quite well. 
examples include narayana hruday-
alaya, hcg (cancer hospitals), dr lal’s 
path labs and alkem laboratories. the 
latest in this line is shalby hospitals, 
the ahmedabad-based group of 11 hos-
pitals that focusses sharply on orthope-
dics (treatment of bone disease). 

the promoter of shalby group is 
Vikram shah (an orthopedic surgeon 
with over 25 years of experience in 
clinical practice), ably assisted by his 
son, shanay shah (who has a degree in 
business management). put together, 
the group has about 2,000 hospital 
beds, of which about 800 are opera-
tional, while the rest are ready to go on 
stream within a relatively short time. 

this can work both ways – a well-
run hospital, whose market share is 
growing rapidly, would be able to 
accommodate more patients quickly 
and generate higher revenues. for a 
less fortunate hospital, the investment 
into the future can mean increased 
debt and interest outgo, thus stretch-
ing its finances.

the shalby hospital ipo comprises 
of a fresh issue of about 19.5 mil-
lion shares, at a price band of R 245-
248, plus an offer for sale of 1 million 
shares, currently held by the promoter 
group. the fresh issue component 

therefore comes to R480 crore, of which 

R348 crore would be used for retiring 
a part of the existing debt, while the 
rest would be allocated towards pur-
chase of medical equipment and other 
needs of the new hospitals being built 
by the group. 

Before the ipo, the shareholding was 
as follows: promoters: Vikram shah 
(8.73 million shares: 9.85 per cent); 
darshini shah (3.01 million shares: 
3.4 per cent); shanay shah (137,525 
shares); and shah family trust (43.32 
million shares: 48 per cent); adding to 
a total promoter holding of 86.76 mil-
lion shares (97.87 per cent). it is not 
clear whether the one million shares 
for the ofs would come from the shah 
family trust or Vikram shah’s personal 
holding. after the ipo, the promoter 

group’s holding will drop to 79.4 per 
cent, but they will have to dilute fur-
ther to bring the public float to 25 per 
cent within three years of listing. 

the company’s financial perfor-
mance until now is also satisfactory, 
within the limitations of the health-
care industry. its topline revenue for 
2015-16 was R289 crore (ebidta: R39.3 
crore) and the corresponding figure for 
2016-17 (nine months ended decem-
ber 2016) was R240 crore (ebidta: 
R41.32 crore), which is broadly in line 
with the industry average.

Leadership position
healthcare companies go through 
phases of expansion and consolida-
tion, sometimes spanning cycles of 
two-three years. thus, during the 
expansion stage of any healthcare 
or hospital company, the ebidta and 
pat numbers would move south, giv-
ing the impression that the company 
is not doing well. hence, investors in 
hospital firms including shalby would 
be well advised to consider a three-
year horizon while making an invest-
ment decision.

shalby has built for itself a lead-
ership position in the field of hip 
and knee joint replacement surgery, 
not just within india but also in the 
world. considering that there are only 
a few major hospital chains in india 
that have focussed on bone disorders, 
shalby is well placed to take advan-
tage of the growing number of arthri-
tis cases in the country. the only other 
names that come to mind are sancheti 
hospital based in pune and miot hos-
pital in chennai, neither of which are 
as widespread as the shalby group.

likewise, with six of its hospitals 
located in different cities of guja-
rat, shalby is the largest single chain 
of private hospitals in that state. its 
closest competitor is sterling hospi-
tals with four properties, followed by 
two zydus hospitals, while apollo and 
narayana hrudayalaya have one estab-
lishment each.

apart from being present in five 
states, they are also diversifying their 
position in other medical fields such 
as cardiology (heart disease), even as 
they strive to maintain their position 
in joint replacement therapy. 

u  s u m i t  g h o s h a l
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healthy investment
The Ahmedabad-based Shalby Hospitals goes public

Shalby hoSpitalS 
i s s u e  s i z e 

H480 crore fresh issue (about 19.5 million 
shares), plus ofs of one million shares

price band 
H245-248 (face value H10)

dates 
5-7 December 2017

promoters 
Dr Vikram Shah & family

Lead running managers 
Edelweiss Financial, idfc Bank, iifl Holdings 

registrars 
Karvy Computershare

Vikaram and Shanay Shah: growing rapidly
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mumbai, which houses the two 
largest stock exchanges, has 
not as yet been enveloped 

by the cold, though a drop in temper-
atures to 18 degrees on the last day 
of november did cause some shivers. 
however, winters are short-lived, at 
least in dalal street.

the sensex dipped 453 points on the 
last session of the month to close  at 
33149 – down nearly 450 points since 
1 november. two factors which saw 
sellers join the party were the reports 
of the fiscal deficit widening to R5.52 
lakh crore during april-august. this 
translates to 96 per cent of the 2017-18 
target.  lower taxation and the inabil-
ity to cut rising expenses contributed 
to this rise. however, the government 
has proposed maintaining the over-
all deficit at 3.2 per cent of the gdp in 
2017-18.  this news came on the last 
thursday of the month, which was the 
f&o settlement date.

the good news, which came after 
the market closed on the last day of 
the month, was the rise in gdp growth 
to 6.3 per cent in the quarter July-sep-
tember 2017. while it was still below 
the 7.3 per cent growth recorded in 
the comparable quarter last year, it was 
better than the 5.7 per cent recorded 
in the first quarter april-June. analysts 
feel that the acceleration in the growth 
witnessed in this quarter  is an indica-
tion that the economy has shrugged 
off the pains of gst and demonetisa-
tion. a similar growth in the next two 
quarters could probably see the coun-
try ending the year with a gdp growth 
of over 7 per cent. the core industries 
have seen a growth of 4.7 per cent – 
largely aided by steel production of 8.4 
per cent growth in october. cement 
growth has yet to take off.

on the macro front, going forward, 
one visualises better days. the sensex, 
from 1 January till date, has given 
returns of 25 per cent and expecta-
tions of better returns have seen fii 
net investments in november rise to 

R20,000 crore, taking the year to date 

investments to nearly R59,000 crore. 
the mutual funds investments in 
the equity market have risen to over 

R1,00,000 crore – R1.06 lakh crore, to be 
precise. it is this expected recovery in 
the economy which is being reflected 
in the share prices, along with expec-
tations that the earnings growth will 
improve significantly in 2018-19.  the 
manufacturing pmi index has also 
improved to 53.6 in november from 
50.3 in october.

Tea time
meanwhile, on the corporate front, 
a fair amount of development is wit-
nessed in the non-index shares. in the 
case of tea companies, the expected 
decline in tea production, following 
the lower production in Kenya and 
sri lanka (which account for almost 
a fourth of the  total tea consumed 
globally) has seen a surge in tea prices. 
india, which is one of the largest con-
sumers of tea and also the second larg-
est tea producer, is expected to see a 
modest increase in tea production in 
2017. in october, the production was 
up by 17 per cent. the increase in tea 
prices of higher volumes has seen most 
tea companies’ shares being rerated. 
tata global, harrison malayalam, Jay-
shree tea, goodricke, mcleod russel 

all touched 52-week highs in the last 
few days. goodricke was at R545 mid-
way through the session on 1 decem-
ber, while mcleod russel was at R248, 
tata global at R292 and Jayshree tea 

R144, with harrison malayalam also 
touching a high of R125 – all on the 
last day of november. hindustan 
unilever made a 52-week high on 14 
november. of course, the company 
also sells soap and detergents, besides 
having an exposure to food products 
and frozen desserts. tea shares are 
likely to become favourites like sugar 
shares last year.

however, the strong consumption 
trend in the economy has also seen 
some remarkable turnarounds. Butter-
fly gandhimathi, the chennai-based 
company, in which the reliance pri-
vate equity (adag) group holds about 
14 per cent equity, has seen the com-
pany report an eps of R1.62, against a 
negative eps of R5 in the first half of 
2017-18. the company, which is into 
domestic appliances too, has seen 
total income go up from R265 crore 
in 2016-17 to R297 crore in 2017-18 
during april-september 2017. shares 
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touched a 52-week high of R518 on  
30 november.

crompton greaves consumer elec-
tricals saw the share prices recording a 
52 week high of R292 on 24 november. 
spun off as a separate company from 
crompton greaves (now cg power & 
industrial solutions), the company’s 
shares have gained over 100 per cent 
since its low of R137 in december 2016. 
the company has posted a 23 per cent 
growth in pat in the quarter ended sep-
tember. in both quarters, it has main-
tained pat margins at over 7 per cent. 
the company’s focus on selling pre-
mium fans has allowed it to increase 
its market share in an industry, which 
has shown a decline over the last 10 
months, post demonetisation. light-
ing, which is their second big growth 
area, has also seen a healthy growth, 
with its focus on led paying off.

Bajaj electricals and havells india, 
two other major companies in the 
fragmented industry of lighting and 
brown goods, have also recorded 
52-week highs, recently. Bajaj electri-
cals recorded a 52-week high of R500 on 
28 november, while havells recorded a 
52-week high of R564 on 23 october.

another turnaround company is 
mirc electronics, better known by its 
brand name onida. the shares of the 
company hit a 52-week high of R55 on 
30 november – from a low of R11.75. 
the company, which is into tv and 
air-conditioners, will probably benefit 
from the slowdown in its competitors’, 
particularly videocon’s, business. vid-
eocon has reported huge losses in its 

consumer and appliances division, in 
the last three reported quarters.

on the ipo front, Bharat etf 22, a 
balanced fund, by icici pru was listed 
at a 3 per cent premium last fort-
night. the fund, which will invest in 
psu shares, had received subscriptions 
of nearly R32,000 crore over the ini-
tial target of R8,000 crore. the fund 
retained R14,500 crore. hdfc mutual 
fund is the next big ipo, which will 
probably hit the markets by december. 
post listing, hdfc plans to retain 50.1 
per cent, with standard life retaining 
a 25 per cent stake.

it shares are clearly on a recov-
ery path. two majors, infosys and 
wipro, have launched their buy-back 
schemes. infosys is buying back 113 
million shares of R5 each at R1,150, 
which is about 4.92 per cent of the 
total share capital. the offer, which 

started by november, is open till 14 
december. Kotak mahindra and jp 
morgan are handling the issue, which 
will see the company paying investors 
about R13,000 crore of its accumulated 
reserves. wipro is buying back 343.7 
million of its R2 paid up shares at R320, 
paying up R11,000 crore. the total 
shares, which will be bought back, rep-
resent about 7.6 per cent of its capital. 
infosys’ shares have gone up by about 
5 per cent in the run-up to the buy-
back. wipro shares have not seen any 
change in november.

meanwhile, the market is await-
ing the rbi credit policy on 5 decem-
ber. this will be followed by gujarat’s 
assembly elections, which are sched-
uled for 9 and 14 december. the elec-
tion results will have a notable impact 
on sentiments. if the bjp gets 120-125 
seats of the total 200 seats, the mar-
kets will see a strong surge, while a win 
with 110-120 seats could dampen senti-
ments. with modi and his entire team 
touring gujarat, the assembly elections 
are seen as a mini-rehearsal of the main 
bout of 2019. it would also indicate the 
extent of the displeasure of the state 
against the two main reforms ushered 
in by modi – the demonetisation and 
the gst – as also, the victory of caste 
politics over development. of course, 
one can never predict the outcome of 
the elections and, like in uttar pradesh, 
one can expect surprises. however, till 
the elections’ results are declared on 18 
december, the markets are likely to see 
a fair amount of volatility.

u  d a K s e s h  p a r i K h

daksesh.parikh@businessindiagroup.com
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leadership role
the walt disney co, south asia, has 
promoted amrita pandey to the newly 
created role of regional head, media 
distribution & ott, south asia. pan-
dey adds management of the south 
east asian (sea) regional markets of 
singapore, malaysia, indonesia, thai-
land, the philippines and Vietnam to 
her current purview of india. respon-
sible for driving all digital and ott 
partnerships, content licensing and 
broadcast network distribution across 
the indian subcontinent, and sea, pan-
dey will report to mahesh samat, evp 
& md, the walt disney co, south asia, 
and mark endemaño, svp, media dis-
tribution, walt disney international. 
pandey joined disney in 2012 and has 
held several leadership roles in stu-
dio distribution, marketing and local 
movie production, in addition to lead-
ing the content syndication business.

experienced 
professional
franklin templeton investments 
has announced the appointment of 
naganath sundaresan as president 
& cio, of its alternatives business in 
india. Based at franklin templeton’s 
mumbai offices, sundaresan will be 
responsible for introducing and grow-
ing the firm’s efforts in the alternatives 
space in the country and will report to 
mat gulley, executive vice-president & 
head of alternatives, franklin temple-
ton investments. sundaresan brings 
with him over 30 years of financial 
services experience and joins franklin  
templeton investments from dsp 
Blackrock investment managers 
(dspbr) where, as president & cio, he 
led an experienced team of profession-
als to create a highly successful asset 
management business. 

reinforcing values
girnarsoft, the parent company of 
leading automobile portals cardekho, 
gaadi, and zigwheels, has appointed 
pragya Kumar as chief people officer. 
Kumar takes over from ankur agar-
wal, who had taken the additional 
responsibility of handling hr, while 
being the business head of insurance 

unit at the company. with Kumar’s 
joining, girnarsoft aims to add man-
agement structures to accommodate 
the increased workforce, and reinforce 
the cultural values that will sustain 
the growing businesses.

critical role

roche has announced the appoint-
ment of lara Bezerra as managing 
director, roche products (india), as 
successor to maturin tchoumi, who 
has now moved to roche finland in 
a new role. Bezerra has held various 
positions of leadership across geog-
raphies, including europe and latin 
america. with over 24 years of expe-
rience in the pharmaceutical industry, 
Bezerra comes to india after a success-
ful assignment as the general man-
ager of roche Venezuela. her tenure 
in Venezuela was among the most tur-
bulent times in the country’s history, 
and her leadership was critical in navi-
gating that period. in 2016, roche was 
named among the top 20 places to 
work in Venezuela.

Variety of roles
equifax inc, a global information 
solutions company, has announced 
the appointment of K.m. nanaiah as 
country head, equifax india. nanaiah 
comes to equifax from renoir man-
agement, a global consulting firm with 
in-depth knowledge of the b2b and 
b2c market ecosystem, after spend-
ing two decades in sales and general 
management roles in global busi-
ness environments. prior to renoir, 
nanaiah was managing director, pit-
ney Bowes, india, where he set up and  
led the country business unit for over 
10 years.

law expert
in line with the company’s commitment 
to continuous evolution of corporate 
practices and to strengthen professional 
management for accomplishing accel-
erated growth and excellence, intex 
technologies, a consumer electronics 
company, has appointed veteran corpo-
rate law expert mahavir prasad garg as 
company secretary. garg will be respon-
sible for secretarial, finance and invest-
ment functions of the company. garg 
brings with him over two decades of rich 
experience in addressing a company’s 
corporate governance needs, for keep-
ing the board up-to-date on trends and 
issues. his core strength lies in assessing 
the board’s structure, governance prac-
tices and suggesting opportunities for 
the board to perform better.   

media veteran
hotstar, india’s premium streaming 
platform, has announced the appoint-
ment of punitha arumugam as plat-
form evangelist, with the mandate to 
showcase the power of the platform to 
india’s leading brands. the appoint-
ment is amongst hotstar’s several ini-
tiatives to spur an increasing shift in 
marketing focus towards platforms 
with high quality content and engaged 
audiences. arumugam, a media agency 
veteran, best known for her leadership 
at madison media as group ceo for 
over 13 years, and at google as agency 
director for over 5 years, is seen as a 
leader who shaped many agencies’ and 
marketers’ increasing use of digital 
platforms for brand building. 

high image 
marketer
the diamond producers association 
(dpa), an alliance of seven of the larg-
est diamond mining companies glob-
ally, has announced the appointment 
of richa singh as its managing direc-
tor for india. singh joins dpa from 
l’oreal and will be overseeing all the 
activities of the dpa in india, a mar-
ket of great importance to the organi-
sation. she comes to dpa with close to 
19 years of experience in high image 
consumer goods marketing, including 
four years in advertising.          u

Bezerra: well received
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celeb-mad indians eager to get 
selfies with their favourite 
stars, and with no direct access 

to them, have had for decades to go a 
long way to a madame tussauds cen-
tre to get the next best experience – to 
get a picture with their likeness. pics of 
well-heeled indians posing with wax-
works figures of amitabh Bachchan, 
madhuri dixit, aishwarya rai, hrithik 
roshan, Katrina Kaif and salman 
Khan at madame tussauds london 

have aroused a ‘me-too’ rush.
well, the rush to distant shores 

could be over for most. madame tus-
sauds opened its 23rd centre glob-
ally in the heart of downtown delhi  
last week.  

the delhi unit is located in the 
regal building in connaught place, 
part of the city’s heritage area. its lay-
out follows the thematic pattern as 
with other centres, with separate zones 
for cinema, sports, history & world 

leaders and music.
about 50 wax figures are on display. 

these include a motley collection of 
well-known individuals, indian and 
otherwise. here you could pose with 
Bachchan, mahatma gandhi, Jackie 
chan, sachin tendulkar, lady gaga, 
narendra modi and Kim Kardashian 
and more – an eclectic bunch if there 
ever was one.

in contrast to the usual mix of 
60:40 international to local icons, the 
delhi branch reverses the ratio. anshul 
Jain, gm & director, merlin entertain-
ments india, explains it as a ‘broader 

focus on indian celebrities’, while 
marcel Kloos, director, new open-
ings, europe & emerging markets, 
madame tussauds, explains that 

the mix depended on the market.

Selfies welcome interactivity – read 
posing with celebrities – is encouraged. 
“guests will be encouraged to interact, 
perform and even reflect with our fig-
ures in unique and immersive settings 
within the attraction,” stresses Jain. 
“this exciting project has been a long 
time coming, and since we announced 
our coming to delhi, we have had 
such an overwhelming response from 
everyone across the country – we are 
extremely thrilled to be opening our 
doors today to start making memories 

M a da M e T uSSau dS ce n T r e  i n  d e lh i  h o pe S  To c a S h i n  o n i n d i a’S  ce le b r iT y cu lT u r e

delhi ready for 
premium selfies!

Jain and Kloos  
with the Salman 

Khan figure

Marilyn Monroe Jessica AlbaMichael Jackson Ranbir Kapoor
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for the guests we receive.”
two years in the making, there is a 

considerable marketing and outreach 
programme in the offing, mentions 
Kloos. “we want to attract schools, 
students of which will get entrance at a 
discounted rate,” he points out. while 
the adult ticket rate is R960, families of 
at least four members and groups can 
avail of significant discounts.

while all the figures are made in 

london, a local research on-site team 
will be posted in delhi to co-ordinate 
with the artists of london, says Kloos. 
each statue takes about four months 
to be completed and costs almost £1.5 
million. Yes, visitors touch the statues! 
he does expect the delhi centre to take 
longer than average to turn profitable, 
especially given that ticket prices are 
about a third of london’s.  

the museum will be able to 

accommodate approximately 500 vis-
itors at a go, said Jain. ‘live action’, 
present in some outposts of madame 
tussauds, will not be present in delhi, 
at least to begin with. “every single 
attraction of madame tussauds is a 
special edition and differs in displays 
and planning,” he said.

Visitors could well go down a nos-
talgic road. actress madhubala is styled 
from her anarkali character from the 
movie Mughal-e-Azam. singer asha 
Bhosle is dressed in a cream and gold 
sari in a singing pose, complete with a 
microphone. raj Kapoor, for some rea-
son is in black & white, while salman 
Khan is riding a rickshaw in the host 
city section. who you will not find 
at the moment, but are in the offing, 
include shahrukh Khan and hrithik 
roshan. Yes, to keep the interest up, 
figures will be added periodically, 
Kloos points out. as for the interna-
tional celebs, waxworks for many of 
them are the most updated yet, some-
thing the delhi attraction hopes, will 
draw in visitors.

 
u  s u m a n  t a r a f d a r

feedback@businessindiagroup.com

celebS To poSe wiTh
Mahatma Gandhi u Amitabh Bachchan 

u Kapil Dev u Sachin Tendulkar  
u Narendra Modi u A.P.J. Abdul Kalam; 

Vallabhbhai Patel u Subhash Bose  
u Madhubala u Milkha Singh u Salman 
Khan u Katrina Kaif u Kareena Kapoor 

u Lady Gaga u Kim Kardashian u David 
Beckham u Lionel Messi u Sonu Nigam 

u Shreya Ghoshal u Michael Jackson  
u Beyoncé u Marilyn Monroe  

u Angelina Jolie u Scarlett Johansson  
u Nicole Kidman; Jennifer Lopez u Kate 
Winslet u Justin Bieber u Tom Cruise u 

Leonardo di Caprio u Brian Lara  
u Ronaldo u Usain Bolt u Jessica Alba

Victorinox ag the maker of the 
iconic swiss army Knife, this 
year produced its 500 mil-

lionth pocketknife since its establish-
ment in a swiss village in 1884. this 
milestone brought its fourth genera-
tion proprietor and ceo, carl elsener, 
together with his wife, Veron-
ica elsener, the compa-
ny’s global Brand head, to 
mumbai to release a limited 
edition of 150 such knives 
imprinted with the flags of the 
two countries.

from mumbai, the elsen-
ers flew to new York to pay trib-
ute to their american customers 
who account for half the blades pro-
duced at the Victorinox headquarters 
in ibach, in the old swiss canton – or 
state - of schwyz. as swiss consul gen-
eral in mumbai, martin Bienz, noted 
of his country of eight million, “aston-
ishing that Victorinox knives number 
over 60 times the swiss population!”

carl elsener says his great 
grandfather – whose name he 
bears, as all the eldest sons 
in successive generations – 
opened a cutlery workshop 
with his mother Victoria in 
1884 and started developing 
a multi-functional foldable 
knife that was compact 
and easy to carry. the 
knife was ready by 1891 
and elsener delivered its 
two versions to the swiss 
army as ‘officer’s Knife’ 
and ‘sport Knife’. the 

swiss army until then had used ger-
man knives, but had wanted to pro-
vide its conscripts a knife they could 
use not only to slice cheese, but also to 
maintain their rifles and open tinned 
rations.

elsener patented his products a few 
years later and named them Victoria 
upon the death of his mother in 1909, 
registering the famous ‘cross and shield’ 
emblem as a trademark that same year. 
he coined the name ‘Victorinox’ only 
in 1921 by combining his mother’s 
name with ‘inox’, abbreviation for acier 
inoxydable, french for stainless steel.

also known as the original swiss 
army Knife, these small red knives 
gained international recognition 
around world war ii and became 
renowned for their fine workmanship, 
dependence and durability. american 
gis, serving in europe during the war, 
introduced Victorinox to the us and to 
the wider world when they bought the 
knives in huge quantities to gift people 

on the 
cutting 

edge

V i c To r i n ox p r o d u c e S  i T S  5 0 0  M i l l i o n T h S w i SS  a r M y K n i f e  a n d c e l e b r aT e S  i T 
w i T h  a  l i M i T e d  e d i T i o n  p o c K e T K n i f e  f o r  i n d i a

Milkha Singh: going down a nostalgic road
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back home, leading to greater orders.
carrying a lifetime guaran-

tee against manufacturing defects, Vic-
torinox knives are available in over 100 
different models. the largest of them is   
‘swisschamp’  that comes with 33 fea-
tures, consists of 64 individual parts, 
and requires over 450 steps to make, yet 
weighs only 185 grams.

the present carl elsener worked 
with his father for 34 years 
until 2013 when the latter 
died at the age of 90. the 
senior carl elsener had 
joined the family firm in 
1939 as a 17-year-old and 
had taken over from his 
father upon his death in 
1950. he heralded an era 
of expansion and devel-
opment by introducing new 
products and mechanising a 
manufacturing process that until then 
had entailed assembling the knives 
by hand. Victorinox soon expanded 
beyond its knives and cutlery to the 
manufacture of watches, travel gear, 
apparel and fragrances.

while the senior elsener introdu-
ced the watches in 1989 in collabora-in collabora-
tion with his company’s distribution 
partner – and subsequent wholly-ow-– and subsequent wholly-ow-
ned subsidiary - in the us, the con-in the us, the con-, the con-
necticut-based swiss army Brands, 
inc., he entered the travel gear mar-ntered the travel gear mar-ed the travel gear mar- the travel gear mar-
ket a decade later by issuing a manuf-by issuing a manuf-
acturing licence to the trg group, 
based in st. louis. under him, Vic-
torinox in 2005 took over its swiss 
rival wenger and its product portfolio 
that included fragrances. wenger was 
founded in 1893. while he introduced 
apparel in 2001, the current manage-
ment will shortly discontinue its pro-
duction as it has decided to focus on 
its four key categories of knives, travel 
gear, watches and fragrances.

today, Victorinox ag has subsid-
iaries in the us, canada, mexico, Bra-
zil, chile, peru, Bolivia, Japan, china, 
hong Kong, taiwan, poland and, of 
course, india. while its knives, watches 
and fragrances are produced exclusively 
in switzerland, travel gear is produced 
in the philippines under strict Victo-
rinox quality specifications. the prod-
ucts are sold via numerous partners in 
more than 120 countries and the full 
product range is presented in around 
70 own retail stores worldwide.

“for our export 
business (almost 90 

per cent of the knives 
are exported) made in 

switzerland is a vital 
label,” notes elsener. “Vic-

torinox ag employs over 2,000 
staff worldwide, of whom 1,200 are 
based in switzerland, and 90 in india.” 
nine of his three brothers and seven 
sisters work in the company, five of 
them as members of the Board. “my 
wife and i have three children aged 
between 17 and 25, who are still in 
vocational training,” he says. “i have 
been ceo since 2007 and am very pas-
sionate about my job, so it may be a lit-
tle early to talk about my successor at 
this point of time.” he, however, adds 
that he will very likely abide by the 
family tradition of passing this posi-
tion on to someone from within the 
family to ensure continuity of its busi-
ness and values.

Victorinox generates sales of around 
chf500 million (R3,300 crore) and has 
shown an average growth rate of 5.6 
per cent for the past 30 years. “we are 
continuously investing in the future 
growth of our business, and still see 
a lot of white spots on the world map 
that we can cover with the expanded 
distribution of our products,” men-
tions elsener. “we expect to finish 
business 6 per cent higher this year 
than last year.”

Victorinox entered india in the late 
‘90s via a distributor as a market test 
exercise, says Victorinox india pvt. ltd 
managing director colonel chand-
hoke. “our mumbai-headquartered 
india subsidiary was formed in 2007, 
with regional offices in new delhi 
and Bengaluru,” he remarks. “our 

brand is present at 400 points of sales 
across india and across all product 
categories.”

Victorinox is part of the standard 
equipment of nato, and has been an 
essential tool on expeditions world-
wide, from the north and south poles 
to mount everest, and from tropical 
rain forests to voyages across the seas 
and deserts. Victorinox knives find 
place in the permanent design col-
lections of the museum of modern 
art in new York, the swiss national 
museum, zurich, the design museum 
of london, and the state museum for 
applied art in munch.

a Victorinox knife had saved a 
child on a Bombay-Bangalore flight in 
1976. the boy was in danger of chok-
ing to death on a sweet stuck in his 
throat, when a doctor on board rushed 
to the rescue. as the first-aid box on 
the flight lacked a scalpel, a passenger 
came forward with a clean new pock-
etknife. the doctor perform an emer-
gency tracheotomy that saved the lad.

canadian astronaut chris haff-
ield recounts in his book, an astro-
naut’s guide to life on earth, how on 
his maiden space voyage in 1995, he 
broke into the now-defunct russian 
space station mir using a Victorinox 
knife. when his space shuttle arrived 
at the orbiting mir, he and his crew 
discovered that “the russian engi-
neers had taped, strapped, and sealed 
out the docking module’s hatch just a 
little too enthusiastically”.

“we broke into mir using a swiss 
army Knife,” haffield wrote in a glow-
ing endorsement of the blade. “never 
leave the planet without one.” 

u  s a r o s h  B a n a

feedback@businessindiagroup.com
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payal Singhal, 
renowned for her 

fashion label globally, 
has many feathers in 
her cap. in august 
she collaborated with 
the desai foundation 
from the united 
states to create an 
exclusive collection: 
payal singhal X desai 
foundation. more 
recently she brings to 
the table a stunning 
collaboration with 
thelabellife.com. 
the celebratory 
edit by singhal, La 
Vie En Rose, is a 
thoughtful collection 
of 10 fuss-free 
occasion apt pieces 
to mix and match 
for this shining 
season and beyond. “we had been on the 
lookout for an e-commerce brand who 

can tell a narrative 
and who better than 
thelabellife.com, 
also i personally feel 
that thelabellife.
com understands the 
9-to-9 woman and the 
need of transitional 
pieces such as an off-
shoulder top which 
can be mixed-matched 
from a simple skirt 
to classic denims,” 
says singhal. the 
modern and updated 
silhouettes include 
wardrobe must haves 
such as the shirt dress, 
lehenga skirt, jacket, 
off-shoulder top and 
tunic to name a few. 
the collection will 
also feature accessories 
such as a clutch, 

wedges and scarves – a contemporary twist 
by the designer.

to celebrate 25 years of 
mcKinsey & company 

in india, two high-quality 
events in delhi and mumbai 
with the crème de la crème 
of society were hosted by 
gautam Kumra (inset), md, 
mcKinsey india. author and 
New York Times columnist 
thomas friedman was the 
keynote speaker in delhi 
along with dominic barton, 
global managing partner, 
mcKinsey & company. 
the discussion centred 
around: ‘thriving in the 
age of accelerations’, and 
how ceos are responding 
to massive disruptions 
around them. in mumbai, 
the firm hosted influencers 

on the lawns of the iconic 
prince of wales museum, 
where the theme for the 
evening was ‘india and the 
world’, in line with a major 
exhibition being hosted 
by the museum. a high-
profile panel discussion with 
rajnish Kumar, chairman, 
sbi; n. chandrasekaran, 
chairman, tata group; uday 
Kotak, vice-chairman, Kotak 
mahindra bank; madhav 
chavan, co-founder, 

pratham; and barton, was 
moderated by shereen bhan 
managing editor, cnbc-
tv18. the panel discussed 
india’s growth potential and 
the need to reset aspirations 
for economic growth as 
well as living standards. 
india is expected to become 
a $5 trillion economy by 
2025 and the third largest 
economy in the world by 
2030. a major point of 
discussion was how the 
country’s economic growth 
is no longer dependent 
on exports. the domestic 
market is a massive driver 
and the investment 
momentum can only 
accelerate.

countering 
addiction

substance abuse is a problem in 
many countries, particularly 

among young people in troubled 
societies like northern ireland has 
been in the past. hence it is rather 
appropriate that a lady from that 
country is trying to help people in 
other countries, who are similar 
afflicted. this is the mission that 
Mary O’Brien has embarked 
upon through the Onestep 
Clinic that she founded several 
years ago. it has now become one 
of ireland’s leading centres for 
de-addiction services. one of the 
points that onestep attempts is 
to provide de-addiction services 
on an outpatient basis with the 
help of medicines, home care and 
family support. “we try to offer 
an alternative to institutionalising 
an addicted person, because that 
is not the only way to go through 
a detox,” she says. o’brien was 
in mumbai recently to visit the 
onestep outlet in the city, which 
has been established as a jv with 
an indian partner. though she 
has formally exited the company 
recently, her involvement with 
people addicted to various 
substances continues unabated. 
hence she travels around the 
world, talking with care givers and 
others concerned with various 
forms of addictions. 

Celebrating silver

Rosy hues
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giving 
family

the Bharti family, 
which has built one of 

india’s leading business 
enterprises, has pledged 
10 per cent of its personal 
wealth, including 3 per cent 
of its stake in group flagship 
bharti airtel, towards 
supporting the activities of 
the Bharti Foundation, 
the group’s philanthropic 
arm. “today is a major 
milestone in the journey 
of the bharti family. being first generation 
entrepreneurs, we feel absolutely privileged 
that this nation gave us the opportunity to 
imagine and build world-class businesses. 
bharti’s dna has always been about creating 
a deep positive impact on society through 
our businesses, and we are proud to have 
contributed to the india growth story,” 
said Sunil Bharti Mittal, founder and 
chairman, bharti enterprises and chairman, 
bharti foundation. on the same day, the 
bharti foundation also announced its plans 
to set up satya bharti university for science 
and technology to complement its existing 
programmes in the area of education. 

“having built a successful model for primary 
and senior schooling under satya bharti 
schools, bharti family plans to build satya 
bharti university – a world-class institution, 
to support the higher education aspirations 
of india’s youth. our aspiration is to develop 
it into a centre of excellence not just in 
india but globally,” said Rakesh Bharti 
Mittal, vice-chairman, bharti enterprises 
and co-chairman, bharti foundation. the 
bharti foundation has carved a strong niche 
for itself in india’s development sector with 
proven models and large scale execution in 
the areas of education for underprivileged 
children, sanitation, etc.

Getting over 
grief

what does a writer do when 
she loses a dear one? Veteran 

journalist and author Vinita 
Deshmukh has done what 
she does best: write. her book 
Grieving to Healing, released last 
fortnight, is a ‘catharsis’, she says. 
not only for her as she struggled 
to go about the healing process 
after losing her husband and ‘best 
friend’ Vishwas in January this 
year, but “for each one of us who 
has lost his or her dearest one”. 
deshmukh, a journalist of 28 
years’ standing, is also a noted 
right to information (rti) activist 
and convener of the rti forum 
for instant information (rfii), 
and has compiled and edited a 
book, Milestone 7: Journey of rti 
Act. she has also used the act 
to get the data for another book 
The Mighty Fall, based on former 
president pratibha patil’s post-
retirement home scam and dow 
chemicals. rti also helped her 
co-author another book, To The 
Last Bullet, with Vinita Kamte – an 
exposé of the needless deaths of 
her police officer husband ashok 
Kamte along with hemant Karkare 
and Vijay salaskar in the 26/11 
mumbai terror attack. “my book 
is not just a personal experience – 
it aims to heal the hearts of those 
who have lost their loved ones,” 
deshmukh says. “my philosophy 
is that one hand can lift a soul.”

healthcare 
professionals 

worldwide are rapidly 
adopting precision 
medicine approaches 
to better diagnose, 
treat and prevent 
disease. after decades 
of research, scientists 
now understand that 
patients’ tumours have 
genetic mutations that 
cause cancer to grow 
and spread. “today, for 
certain cancers, we can 
match the right drug to 
the right person at the 
right dose, using genetic-
based therapies to deliver 
better patient outcomes,” 
says Amit Chopra, 
managing director and 
vp/gm, india and middle 
east, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific. based on more 
than 25 years of serving the 
cancer research community, 
thermo fisher scientific 
is now helping researchers 

accelerate research on new 
diagnostics and therapies, 
providing technologies, 
such as mass spectrometry 
and next-generation 
sequencing; services and 
support to help address 
the unique challenges of 
cancer research. its next-
generation sequencing (ngs) 

platform is now used 
worldwide to provide a 
deeper understanding 
of the basic biology of 
cancer at a cellular and 
molecular level. thermo 
fisher is also supporting 
pioneering work 
with liquid biopsies, 
enabling researchers 
to use its ngs platform 
to isolate biologically 
more relevant cells in 
a tumour (using cell-
free dna) instead of 
concentrating on 
the entire tumour 
composition. from 
understanding the 

genome with ngs to 
proteomic research with 
mass spectrometry, thermo 
fisher is supporting 
scientists in the war on 
cancer, enabling them to 
produce more data and 
insights that ultimately 
bring us closer to making 
our world cancer free.

Life without cancer
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On economy regaining momentum
the gdp figure for Q2 at constant 
prices is 6.3 per cent in the second 
quarter of the financial year. this 
reversal in trend is very encouraging. 
growth is firmly back, as economic 
decline has worked its way out of the 
system and the current trend would 
continue over the coming quarters. 
manufacturing growth rose to 7 per 
cent, after the low 1.2 per cent rise 
the previous quarter. manufacturing 
growth gained support from a pickup 
in production after the gst rollout. 
anticipation of gst meant people 
were delaying production for the 
festive season until gst got launched. 
my reading of the corporate data 
suggests that this is principally for 
consumption and sales. it doesn’t 
appear that inventory accumulation 
has led to gdp increase in Q2. But 
growth will remain strong in Q3 as 
companies increase production in 
anticipation of more sales during the 
festive season.

On assessment methods
with the indirect tax regime 
now dominated by the goods 
and services tax (gst) regime, 
the statistics department had to 
change its assessment methods. gst 
introduced a certain level of 
statistical challenge in compiling 
the growth numbers. in a normal 
year, businesses are conversant 
with tax processes and know their 

tax liabilities, so the collections are 
in line with what is anticipated. 
however, this year, the uncertainty 
surrounding the gst procedures, and 
the leeway the government has given 
in terms of extended deadlines, 
has meant that the indirect tax 
collections for the particular period 
are still being updated.

since we’ve had to use proxies 
for sales tax collection estimates, it 
might be that when revised figures 
for indirect tax collections are 
released, gdp figures might go up. 
indirect tax collections are actually 
higher this year. gdp is derived 
by adding taxes on products, net 
of subsidies on products, to gross 
Value added (gva) at basic prices. 
the taxes on products include 
both gst and non-gst revenue of 
central and state governments’ 
statement. for the second quarter 
of the current financial year, also 
first three months of the gst 
rollout, centre and states collected 
around `2.75 lakh crore, slightly 
more than the targeted `2.73 lakh 
crore. we will be monitoring the 
implementation of the gst for some 
more time.

On worries:
capital formation estimates also 
show government expenditure has 
been robust, while that in the private 
sector has remained weak. in the 
second quarter, the rate of capital 

formation remained below 30 per 
cent, a trend for the third quarter in 
a row. the latest figures show gross 
fixed capital formation was 28.9 per 
cent. this time, private expenditure 
needs to ramp up.

On low growth areas:
agriculture is the worst performer. 
the monsoon had been not as good 
as last year. agricultural production 
in the second quarter was held up 
due to poor crop output. as for the 
lingering effect of the government’s 
demonetisation drive, my judgement 
is that what demonetisation was 
will be very hard to read from gdp 
numbers. it is possible that informal 
credit might have taken the place 
of cash transactions in rural india. 
normal trading practices and a lot 
of trade in india, particularly in 
the informal sector, is relationship-
based. in this way, because of 
relationship networks, cash 
transactions can also be substituted 
with informal credit. my suspicion is 
that a lot of the claims of the impact 
of demonetisation on agriculture 
simply does not account for the 
presence of such relationships in  
the sector.

among the sectors, construction 
registered the lowest growth, at 2.6 
per cent compared with 4.3 per cent 
in the same period last year. this can 
be attributed to ongoing structural 
realignment.

T.C.A. Anant was appointed the chief statistician of India for 
five years in 2013. Talking about the new gdp growth figures, 
he feels that economic growth is firmly back and the gdp might 
be revised further upward after the total gamut of indirect 
tax collections becomes clear as gst has introduced some 
complications in calculating the growth numbers

‘Growth may be further 
revised upward’






